Appendix I: Decisions on Recommendations (DoRs) on the consultative document, Discussion Paper on Net Neutrality and OTT Services in Trinidad and Tobago
The following summarises the comments and recommendations received from stakeholders in the first round of consultation on Net Neutrality and OTT Services (dated July 17, 2018),
and the decisions made by the Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad and Tobago (the Authority) as incorporated in the revised document (October, 2021).
The Authority wishes to express its appreciation to the following stakeholders for the submission of their comments:
i.
Columbus Communications Trinidad Limited (CCTL)
ii.
Digicel (Trinidad & Tobago) Limited
iii. Facebook, Inc
iv.
The Latin American Internet Association (ALAI)
v.
Microsoft
vi.
Ministry of Public Utilities (MPU)
vii.
Mr. Ron Frank Hill
viii. Telecommunications Services of Trinidad and Tobago Limited (TSTT)
ix.
Trinidad and Tobago Computer Society (TTCS)
Item
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Section
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Section Title

Introduction

Stakeholder

Comments

Section 1
Latin
American The Latin American Internet Association (ALAI)
Internet Association appreciates the opportunity to provide input to the
Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad and
Tobago (TATT) public consultation on its
‘Discussion Paper on Net Neutrality and Over the
Top (OTT) Services in Trinidad and Tobago’.
ALAI is a non-profit international civil association
whose main mission is to promote and develop the

Recommendations

TATT’s Decisions

The Authority welcomes the views, comments
and recommendations of the Latin American
Internet Association (ALAI) and thanks ALAI for
partaking in the consultation on the Discussion
Paper.

Internet in Latin America and the Caribbean. Our
core values are freedom, education, innovation,
entrepreneurship, economic growth and users’
empowerment. ALAI is an association that works
in and for the region, willing to contribute to enrich
the Internet ecosystem by building bridges between
distinct actors and developing public policy
recommendations aligned with our mission and
vision. Some of our members are Amazon,
Despegar.com, Facebook, Google, and Mercado
Libre.
ALAI welcomes TATT is discussing the role of
internet-based application providers (sometimes
referred to as online services providers or OTTs)
and the impact of net neutrality rules in innovation,
competition and user choice. The open and
unfragmented nature of the Internet, which is
fundamentally based on the principle of net
neutrality, has fostered innovation and competition
online, visible through the numerous services and
products that are provided by online applications,
and which have brought a significant and positive
impact to their users.
Below we discuss the relation between online
applications, their value to society and net
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Introduction

CCTL

neutrality rules, commenting on some of the issues
that are described in some chapters of the paper and
addressing the discussion points raised, as
appropriate. Our recommendations are summarized
in our comments to chapter 8.
The Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad
and Tobago (“TATT”) states the genesis of the
discussion paper is comments received in a
previous 2015 proceeding, where “it was evident
that the treatment of OTT services could be
addressed within the larger context of net
neutrality.” From this TATT explains “the decision
was thus taken to subsume previous discussions on
OTT issues, as they relate to net neutrality, within
an overarching [net neutrality] framework.”

The entire premise of
TATT’s discussion paper
that we must now
urgently act to prevent
ISP misconduct and that a
new framework and
regulations must be
adopted to specifically
police ISP misconduct is
misguided, completely
speculative, myopic and
entirely redundant.
Accordingly, Columbus
Communications
Trinidad Limited (dba
“FLOW”)
encourage
TATT to reassess its
framework and priorities
in this proceeding away
from
a
singular
assessment
of
ISP
transmission
practices
and towards a more
holistic assessment of the
Internet OTT-universe as
a whole.

The Authority notes CCTL’s concerns on the
decision to subsume previous discussions on OTT
issues within the overarching net neutrality
framework.
It was noted in the consultation on the document,
Towards the Treatment of Over-the-Top (OTT)
Services, that comments received were heavily
focused on net neutrality. This prompted the
Authority’s current approach to include both
issues, net neutrality and OTT regulation, within
the Discussion Paper.
The Discussion Paper provides a holistic
assessment of both issues. Sections 1 – 8 of the
Discussion Paper deal with the topic of net
neutrality, while section 9 narrows in on OTT
regulation.
Going forward, the Authority, in giving
consideration to the responses of stakeholders to
the consolidation of the topics and the dynamism
of the industry, will consult on these two issues
separately at the policy framework level.
Section 1 has been revised to reflect this.
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CCTL

The problem with this rationale is it evinces a
fundamental misunderstanding that goes to the
heart of TATT’s approach to this process and
proposed regulatory framework. OTT services are.
not a subset of what TATT defines “the larger
context of net neutrality,” but the very opposite.
Net neutrality, defined by TATT as the neutral,
unfettered ISP transmission of OTT services to
consumers, is a single component of the muchwider universe of OTT services. To be clear, net
neutrality applies to one input of production in the
overall marketplace for OTT services and is
concerned exclusively with ISP conduct, namely,
that ISPs treat and transmit all Internet traffic
equally. However, there are many other players and
issues driving the exponential proliferation OTT
services and their growing social and economic
impact within Trinidad and Tobago, and we believe
all of these factors deserve equal if not greater
attention than TATT’s myopic focus on ISP
conduct.
TATT makes a point up front of stating “[t]his
discussion paper examines both sides of the net
neutrality debate” and it does within the narrow
confines of a strictly theoretical discussion on the
singular issue of ISP transmission practices. TATT

We recommend the focus
of this proceeding be on
OTT services and their
impact on the local
economy. A singular
focus
on
ISPs
is
misguided and a poor use
of regulatory resources.
We believe there are
regulatory solutions that
can be taken by TATT to
level the competitive
playing field, hold OTTs
accountable, protect the
diversity
of
online
expression
for
Trinidadians, prevent the
piracy of content and
protect consumers’ data
and privacy. If TATT is
somehow limited in this
regard, as TATT claims it
is, then we believe it is
incumbent on TATT to
act with urgency and
haste to address these
limitations immediately.

The aim of the Discussion Paper is to take a
proactive approach to both topics — net neutrality
and OTT services. With respect to net neutrality,
the document proposes Guiding Principles and
recommendations that apply to the conduct of
ISPs and their treatment of OTT services. It is in
this context, that net neutrality principles provide
the overarching framework for OTT services.
The Discussion Paper also examines the role that
approaches to net neutrality may play in the
achievement of the policy objectives envisioned
by the Telecommunications Act, Chap. 47:31 (the
Act). These objectives include, but are not limited
to, promoting investment in, and the use of,
infrastructure; establishing conditions for fair
competition; promoting and protecting consumer
interests; and promoting universal service. It is
imperative that the Authority address these issues
within the context of net neutrality.

In addition to the above, section 9 of the
Discussion Paper specifically addresses the policy
issues related to OTT services and applications.
This section makes general recommendations for
the regulation of OTTs in Trinidad and Tobago. It
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offers no empirical evidence or actual examples of
detrimental behavior by ISPs in Trinidad and
Tobago. To our knowledge, there have been no
instances of blocking, throttling or paid
prioritization by a fixed ISP in Trinidad and
Tobago, and we believe only a single example of
prioritization by a mobile ISP in Trinidad and
Tobago: Digicel’s Zero-Rating of Whatsapp,
Facebook Zero and Internet.org. As we will
explain, we have reason to believe Digicel’s Zero
Rate offers are self-initiated (i.e., unpaid), and are
clearly pro-competitive and pro-consumer. They
are intended to bring people online and bridge the
digital divide—motives the government should be
encouraging, if not directly participating.
The discussion paper does admittedly acknowledge
the market for Internet access is competitive (see
e.g. discussion paper, section 2.3)—and, we note,
Trinidad and Tobago is indeed one of the most
competitive markets for Internet access in FLOW’s
Caribbean footprint—but TATT does not provide
sufficient context to this finding or emphasize that
competition is in fact foundational to an
investigation of net neutrality. As we will explain,
effective competition is a safe harbor, whereas, the
absence of effective competition is necessary but
not sufficient, and is just one of several preconditions needed to establish a net neutrality
violation.

focuses on the key regulatory issues relating to the
provision of these services, which include, among
other things, authorisation, data protection and
intellectual property rights (IPR).

The Authority agrees with CCTL on the key role
that effective competition plays in net neutralityrelated practices. We emphasise, however, that in
section 2.3 and, by extension, the rest of the
document, no specific assertions on the state of
competition in the Internet access market within
Trinidad and Tobago are made. Rather, general
information is given, with the aim of furthering
discussions on net neutrality.
The Authority also agrees that, where effective
competition is established, little regulatory
oversight is often required. International best
practices on the topic of net neutrality are still
being developed and, to date, different
jurisdictions have followed varying approaches.
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In addition, the discussion paper does not
acknowledge that even if one or more ISPs were to
somehow engage in anti-competitive misconduct,
there are competition laws already in place under
the Fair Trading Act, and an agency already in
place, in the Fair Trading Commission, to police
such misconduct and enforce the law.
In sum, we are concerned with TATT’s
interventionist approach taken in the discussion
paper and TATT’s presumption that regulation is
an appropriate default mode of market discipline,
with competition to provide adjunct discipline or
complete discipline only in special cases. We
support, and international best practice promotes,
just the opposite approach: the default form of
market discipline is provided by competition, with
protection provided by regulation only in special
cases. After all, when competition is effective, the
market is superior to regulators in producing
outcomes that are responsive to consumers’ needs
and demands in light of the variety of technological
choices available, and providing incentives to
invest in technologies according to their relative
merits.

1

Experts and academics in the field are also in
disagreement as to the extent to which market
forces can protect non-monetary values such as
Internet openness, democratic participation,
viewpoint diversity, and free speech1. The
principles and discussion points (particularly in
sections 4 to 9) were drafted to gauge
stakeholders’ views on this specific issue.
Furthermore, in relation to CCTL’s statement on
competition laws under the Fair Trading Act
Chap. 81:30, it should be noted that section 3 of
the Fair Trading Act, states: “this Act shall not
apply to companies which fall within the purview
of the Telecommunications Authority Act”.

Protecting and Promoting the Open Internet, GN. Dkt. No. 14-28, Report & Order on Remand, Declaratory Ruling, 30 FCC Rcd. 5601, 5743, para. 331 (2015) [hereinafter 2015 Open Internet Order]
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We believe TATT’s investigation must extend to
and focus on OTTs. Unlike TATT’s concerns with
ISP conduct, which are speculative, there exists
evidence of harmful economic and social
distortions caused by the profusion of OTT services
in Trinidad and Tobago. These harms are facilitated
in part by the winner-take-all nature of popular
OTT services and the concentration of the OTT
marketplace, in which, e.g., a single OTT operator,
such as Amazon.com, with a market capitalization
approaching US$1 trillion, can account for the bulk
of all online purchases; or a single OTT operator,
such as Netflix, can account for nearly a third of all
downloaded content. The significant social and
economic impact of OTT services, coupled with the
vast size and dominance of OTT companies, should
be of great concern to TATT. While it is a concern
taken seriously elsewhere—displayed in the broad
efforts to impose equitable taxes on OTTs, and
Congressional hearings on OTT conduct in the US,
to name a few—the discussion paper makes clear
TATT’s reluctance to act against the growing threat
of OTT dominance, OTT harm to local
competition, or OTT efforts to limit the openness
and diversity of the Internet in Trinidad and Tobago
Today, OTTs are free to enter local markets in
Trinidad and Tobago (1) without concern for local
regulations or customs; (2) without concern for
maintaining honest, open, unbiased and diverse
expression; (3) without concern for preventing
piracy of local content; (4) without concern for

The Authority notes CCTL’s concerns over the
prevalence of OTT services in Trinidad and
Tobago. These concerns have not been
overlooked by the Authority. Specifically, section
9 of the Discussion Paper addresses key
regulatory matters relating to OTTs. Topics such
as OTT authorisation, data protection and other
regulatory obligations of OTTs are minutely
discussed in section 9 and will be explored further
in a subsequent framework on OTT regulation.
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protecting the data and privacy of local consumers;
and (5) without accepting responsibilities and
obligations that other local operators must bear,
such a paying taxes, paying license fees, employing
Trinidadians, or investing in the local economy.
6.
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TSTT

Telecommunications Services of Trinidad and
Tobago Limited (TSTT) appreciates that TATT has
given the opportunity for operators to comment on
these matters. It should be noted that the comments
expressed by TSTT on this document, in no way
constrains TSTT from making further comments in
the future.33
By the publication of its “Discussion Paper on Net
Neutrality and OTT Services in Trinidad and
Tobago” on 18 July 2018, the Authority declared
its intention to “… subsume previous discussions
on OTT issues, as they relate to net neutrality,
within an overarching framework”, thereby
signalling its intention to conjoin the issues of OTT
Services and Net Neutrality, which was already
made manifestly clear in the nomenclature of the
discussion paper itself.
We respectfully consider this unification of the two
issues to be injurious to the interests of the industry
and its stakeholders herein. We accept that there
may be issues common to the subject matter and
that certain aspects thereof may be tangential to
each other. However, the reasons for keeping
considerations separate and distinct can be

The Authority welcomes the views, comments
and recommendations of TSTT, and wishes to
thank TSTT for partaking in the consultation on
this Discussion Paper.

The Authority should
consider separating the
consultations on OTT
Services
and
Net
Neutrality so that the
stakeholders may offer
carefully
considered
comments on each issue
without being influenced
by matters arising out of
the other.

The Authority notes TSTT’s concerns and
recommendations on the joining of the topics of
OTT services and net neutrality.

Section 1.1 of the document explains that the
decision to join both discussion topics was taken
in response to the comments received on the
Authority’s Towards the Treatment of Over-TheTop (OTT) Services document. These comments
focused heavily on the issue of net neutrality,
which prompted the Authority’s current approach
to address both net neutrality and OTT services in
the Discussion Paper. The document partitions the
The Authority should discussions on net neutrality principles and OTT
resume the consultation regulation, with the latter being exclusively
published on June 2015 addressed in section 9.
Towards the Treatment of
Over-The-Top
(OTT)
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immediately discerned from the rancour that Services
to
which
discussions on the two topics inspire in other stakeholder
provided
regulated territories.
comments
and
no
Decisions
on
We wish to highlight and applaud the decision of Recommendations was
the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI), provided in line with the
which judiciously decided to convene separate Authority’s
own
consultations for the two issues in late 2017. Their consultation procedures.
approach acknowledged that there were
interlocking issues in the subject matter, but for the
sake of the industry, they prudently determined that
the best approach would be to avoid crosscontamination of ideologies on the issues in one
single consultative process.
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We fear that the Authority, by conjoining the two
issues, may kindle similar discord as has been in
other territories which have attempted the same
process with a similar or an identical unified
framework which produced unpleasant results.
This invariably led to wide and inconsolable
divisions between opposing factions on the
respective issues
TSTT also wishes to highlight that, unless carefully
applied and even so, applied in the context of the
domestic economic environment, Net Neutrality
could favor countries that are suppliers of content
such as the United States and Europe, to the
detriment of countries like Trinidad and Tobago
which is a consumer of content. Without careful
management and monitoring, this relationship will

In the interest of completion, the Authority shall
publish the DoRs for the document Towards the
Treatment of Over-The-Top (OTT) Services.
Going forward, the Authority, in giving
consideration to the responses of stakeholders to
the consolidation of the topics and the dynamism
of the industry, will consult on these two issues
separately at the policy framework level. Section
1 has been revised to reflect this.

TSTT’s concerns on the role of net neutrality
regulation in the domestic economic environment
are noted. It is to speak to such concerns that
section 6.2 “Fostering Effective Competition
within Trinidad and Tobago” and section 6.4
“Promoting Local Innovation” were drafted. This
ensures that any regulatory framework
established by the Authority with respect to
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result in a drain of foreign exchange and a flow
towards these supplier nations.
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Ministry of Public Removing net neutrality compounds the
Utilities
termination-monopoly network scenario with the
traffic interference scenarios and renders the
internet end- user, vulnerable to a host of
exploitative, money- making, privacy invasive
practices of the network operator.

Microsoft

There is little doubt as to the critical nature of
broadband internet access to a nation’s economic
and social wellbeing. The low barriers to entry, the
low cost of global delivery, and the nearly limitless
diversity of offerings in the marketplace ensures
that everyone with an internet connection can have
access to capabilities previously out of reach of
many people and businesses.
This era of
innovation has spawned new businesses and
created opportunities for application and content
developers around the world, while simultaneously

addressing net neutrality issues takes into account
the local scenario and works towards the
achievement of national policy objectives.
Furthermore, the application of net neutrality
rules may present opportunities for local
entrepreneurs to create, market and distribute
local content, which can result in an inward flow
of foreign exchange to Trinidad and Tobago.
The Authority notes the comments by the
Ministry of Public Utilities (MPU) on the
termination-monopoly network scenario and net
neutrality interferences.
The Guiding Principles contained in Section 7 of
the Discussion Paper address anti-competitive
conducts as illustrated by MPU. In particular, the
principles call for non-discrimination and
transparency in network practices, while allowing
for reasonable traffic management.
The Authority notes and agrees with Microsoft’s
comments on the opportunities, services and
increased societal welfare that broadband Internet
access brings. The Authority also thanks
Microsoft for the examples and research
presented in its comments to support this view.
The Discussion Paper recognises the need for a
policy approach that acknowledges the value of
protecting the “openness” of the Internet, while
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benefitting the customers who rely on such
offerings in their businesses and personal lives.

making allowance for “reasonable” traffic
management practices.

In addition, providing efficient, high-speed access
to online content, applications, and services
provides users with better access to health care,
education, and big data resources—all key drivers
of economic growth and prosperity. For example,
the internet can be leveraged to obtain life-saving
information, diagnosis, treatment, and remote
monitoring to reduce the frequency of visits to a
doctor (saving both time and money).2 Moreover,
high-quality internet access can help drive the
success of “e-learning” and distance learning
facilities—allowing students to continue learning
outside of school and providing educational
opportunities for remote and rural areas that were
previously out of reach. The internet can also
improve the quality of education by providing
teachers with the ability to improve their
knowledge and skills by obtaining accredited
qualifications from internationally recognized
platforms such as Coursera3 and Khan Academy.4
The millions of terabytes of data on the internet can
be harnessed in surprising ways to help solve
problems that have plagued parts of the world for
centuries, such as famine. The Famine Early

The five principles set out in Section 7 of the
Discussion Paper are aimed at balancing and
giving just weight to these two seemingly
competing interests.

2

Rebecca Ruiz, How the Internet Is Changing Health Care, FORBES (Jul. 30, 2009), https://www.forbes.com/2009/07/30/health-wellness-internet-lifestyle-health-online-facebook.html
See Coursera, available at: https://www.coursera.org/.
4
See Khan Academy, available at https://www.khanacademy.org/.
3
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Warning Systems Network, for example, combines
social and scientific data to predict where famines
in remote regions are about to occur.5 This and
other sources of big data—which an open internet
facilitates—not only help world leaders respond to
impending crises as quickly as possible, but also
help prevent such crises in the first place by
enabling farmers to make smart decisions when
tending to their crops.6

11.

General

Microsoft

Reaping these rewards of a robust internet
economy requires a positive regulatory and market
environment in which the services, applications,
and content accessible over broadband internet
access services can thrive. This environment
requires a policy perspective in which the
collection of online content, applications and
services that comprise the internet is not considered
an “issue” or “problem” to be solved by regulators
and policymakers. Policymakers and regulators
should strive to create an environment in which
online content, applications, and services are as
widely available as possible. Beyond fostering a
positive environment in which online content,
applications
and
services
can
flourish,
policymakers and regulators also must take care to

The Authority endorses Microsoft’s statements
promoting “a positive regulatory and market
environment in which the services, applications,
and content accessible over broadband internet
access services can thrive”. As such, the
Authority does not intend to “reflexively extend
legacy telecommunications regulation” on OTT
services, where they are not applicable. Rather,
careful consideration will be given to the
regulation of OTT services where they fall within
the context of providing telecommunications
services and where, within the ambit of the Act,
regulation is required to achieve policy objectives
within the industry.

5

See Famine Early Warning Systems Network, available at https://www.fews.net/.
For example, a new app for mobile devices, WetIn, can provide farmers with early flood warnings for the Niger-Benue river systems in Nigeria. See Jeremy Bird, Stronger together: unlocking Africa’s food production
potential CGIAR THRIVE BLOG (Aug. 10, 2016), https://wle.cgiar.org/thrive/2016/08/10/stronger-together-unlocking-africas-food-production-potential.
6
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ensure that broadband access internet service
providers do not contravene the ability of
consumers to access all lawful content,
applications, and services on the internet. Both
facets of regulatory policy—creating a positive
environment for online content, applications and
services, and protecting against interference by
broadband internet access service providers—are
critical to promoting a vibrant internet economy.
Microsoft has a deep and longstanding
commitment to ensuring that the internet remains
an open platform for competition, innovation, and
economic growth. Microsoft is a cloud first
company, with a full suite of cloud applications and
services—each and every one of which is powered
by and dependent on broadband internet access.
Our experience as a cloud services provider has
given us firsthand experience how critical an open
internet is to the successful deployment and use of
broadband services. Microsoft’s experience with
its own OTT applications also has taught us how
critical it is that policymakers refrain from
reflexively extending legacy telecommunications
regulation to the world of online content,
applications and services. The pace of a change in
the way the world interacts continues to accelerate,
driven by fundamental shifts in the technology of
communications networks, the capabilities offered
over those networks, and the relationships between
those networks and capabilities. Regulation,
meanwhile, rarely evolves at the same accelerated

The Authority agrees regulation should be
relevant and future-proof and will continue to
monitor the evolution of OTT services and global
trends in determining the most appropriate forms
of regulatory strategy.
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velocity of technological progress. Thus, national
regulators must look ahead to where markets and
technology will be and not just where they are now.
Such foresight is necessary to determine whether
current regulations are as “future proof” as
possible, or if new regulations are in fact necessary,
as well as the potential impact of such regulations
on enabling sustainable growth of national digital
economies.
12. q

General
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General

Microsoft

Microsoft respects and appreciates the dedication
of the Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad
and Tobago (TATT) to these principles and
applauds the TATT for the thoughtfulness and
depth of its Discussion Paper on Net Neutrality and
OTT Services in Trinidad and Tobago (Discussion
Paper). Microsoft believes that the Discussion
Paper reflects a balanced approach to the issues of
OTT regulation and Net Neutrality, and, with a few
exceptions discussed below, Microsoft supports
many of the principles and conclusions reflected in
the Discussion Paper
NET NEUTRALITY
Broadband internet access is an important
enabler of economic, social, and cultural
development, but its success depends on
unhindered access to online content, applications,
and services. Affording everyone the same
opportunity to participate in the digital economy

The Authority welcomes the views, comments
and recommendations of Microsoft, and wishes to
thank Microsoft for partaking in the consultation
on the Discussion Paper.

The Authority notes Microsoft’s concerns in
relation to net neutrality interferences, such as
blocking, throttling and paid prioritisation, faced
by content providers. The Authority also
documents Microsoft’s account of its experiences
of interferences by ISPs worldwide. These are
critical issues arising from the net neutrality
debate which the Discussion Paper sets out to
address.
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means that broadband internet access service
providers must not be allowed to block, degrade, or
throttle internet traffic on their network. It also
means that broadband internet access service
providers may not give preferential treatment to
some internet traffic on their networks.
Open
internet
protections
prevent
broadband internet access service providers from
using their control over internet access to pressure
online providers of content, applications, and
services to pay for the basic assurance that their
offerings will be readily available for all users who
wish to access them.
Such “pay-to-play”
arrangements are anathema to the fundamental
principles of an open, innovative, and fair internet,
because they distort the digital marketplace in favor
of providers that can afford to pay more for superior
transmission—rather than facilitate success for
those who offer a superior product that can bring
more benefits to consumers. Such arrangements

The Authority agrees and underscores the
importance of regulatory protections to safeguard
the fundamental principles of an open, innovative,
and fair Internet. Principle 2: “No Unreasonable
Discrimination” outlines the Authority’s position
to prohibit discriminatory conducts such as the
intentional downgrading and blocking of lawful
content.
On paid prioritisation, while the Authority
acknowledges the potential harm of its
unrestricted form, consideration is also given to
the pro-competitive effects it may engender such
as innovation in the telemedicine field. The
Discussion Paper therefore recommends that a
flexible approach be adopted towards this
commercial practice.

also create a toll for the provision of online
offerings, and result in higher prices for internet
users and barriers to entry for would-be innovators,
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who instead could be forced to bring their
innovations to friendlier environments in other
markets, or, worse, not launch them at all.
For over a decade now, it has been
abundantly clear that broadband internet access
service providers have a strong economic incentive
to monetize their control over the use of their
networks to gain access to internet content,
applications, and services. They may act on those
incentives by charging online content, applications,
and service providers a toll to reach their
customers, by charging for preferential treatment
on their networks, by giving their own traffic
preference on their networks over third party
traffic, and myriad other means. Microsoft’s
experience bears out those “economic realities.”
Time and time again Skype has borne the brunt of
broadband internet access services providers all
over the world acting on their economic incentives
by interfering with Skype traffic on their networks.
In the absence of open internet protections, Skype
has seen broadband internet access service
providers:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

block Skype traffic on their
networks;
degrade Skype traffic on their
networks;
interfere with the operation of
Skype on their networks;
drop Skype packets on their
networks;
terminate Skype sessions on their
networks;
charge their customers a toll to be
able to use Skype on their networks;
and

•

interfere with the ability of
customers to log in to their Skype
accounts.
Many of these examples occurred several years
ago, but the “economic realities” underlying these
broadband internet access service provider actions
remain, which, in countries without open internet
protections, allows broadband internet access
services providers to continue to find new ways to
interfere with traffic on their networks.
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General

Microsoft

Discrimination (at 27-28), Transparency (at 29-30)
and Blocking and Throttling (at 31) in the
Discussion Paper. Microsoft’s only concern is with
the exception to the Principles on No Unreasonable
Discrimination for “bridging the digital divide.”
Bridging the digital divide is certainly an
imperative.

The Authority thanks Microsoft for its support of
the Guiding Principles. The Authority retains the
view that considerations should be given to
bridging the digital divide as an exception to the
“No Unreasonable Discrimination” principle. It
remains a relevant factor in the Authority’s
considerations on whether some practices
traditionally considered as discriminatory, such as
zero rating, can be justified by the role they play
in increasing the digital inclusion of citizens in
Trinidad and Tobago. The Authority assures
Microsoft that the consideration given to this
factor will not “swallow” the entire Principle of
No Unreasonable Discrimination and will be
managed by the Authority on a fair and nondiscriminatory basis.

However, allowing such a broad exception to open
internet principles for any action that could in any
way be ascribed to bridging the digital divide
allows too big a loophole for broadband internet
access service providers to act on their economic
incentives. It creates an exception that potentially
swallows the entire Principle on No Unreasonable

An application of the benefits of zero rating can
be seen in the responses to the coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. At the onset of the
pandemic, the two mobile service providers
operating in Trinidad and Tobago zero-rated
specific websites, with the aim of increasing
Internet connectivity and ensuring citizens’
access to accurate and verifiable information.

Interference by the broadband internet access
services providers with traffic on their networks is
incompatible with the fundamental principles of an
open internet. Microsoft thus generally supports
the Guiding Principles on No Unreasonable

Discrimination.
Accordingly,
Microsoft
respectfully suggests that the exception for
bridging the digital divide be eliminated from the

The Authority also notes Microsoft’s statements
on the argument about the impact of the open
Internet on network investment.
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Principles on No Unreasonable Discrimination, and
instead be addressed as a separate and discrete
issue.
For similar reasons, Microsoft is concerned
with the Guiding Principles of Fostering
Investment (at 28) and Promoting Local Innovation
and Entrepreneurship (at 30) in the Discussion
Paper. In the abstract, fostering investment and
promoting local innovation and entrepreneurship
are laudable goals. However, in practice, these
principles are often used by the broadband internet
access service providers to argue against open
internet protections.
In particular, broadband internet access
service providers have expended much effort in
creating a false tension between network
investment and protection of an open internet.
There simply is no merit to any such argument.
Perhaps even more problematic is the underlying
premise of such arguments—that policymakers
should consider investment and innovation only in
the internet access service provider corner of the
internet economy. While robust broadband internet

It should be noted that, in the interest of
establishing balanced net neutrality policies,
national policy objectives and the objects of the
Act were taken into account. One of the objectives
of the Act is “fostering investment” and, as such,
policy frameworks undertaken by the Authority,
including this Discussion Paper, duly give
consideration to the potential impact of decisions
taken therein on industry investment.
The Authority notes and agrees that the Internet
economy comprises a wide range of products and
services, inclusive of online content, applications
and services, which contribute directly to the
national economy. To this end, the “fostering
innovation” principle was drafted to specifically
target this area of the Internet economy. The basis
of this principle can be found in the National ICT
Plan policy objectives. It is the Authority’s aim
that this principle will guide the stimulation of
local innovation and entrepreneurship and be a
thrust towards fostering digital innovation,
specifically within online, content, application
and service industries.
The Authority also thanks Microsoft for the
research presented on the symbiotic relationship
between the content, applications, and services
and the resulting investment in broadband
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access networks are critical in allowing consumers
to gain access to online content, applications, and
services, the internet economy is much more than
just those broadband internet access networks. The
internet economy includes all the hardware,

networks. Section 5.2 of the Discussion Paper has
been amended to include this viewpoint.

software, and network infrastructure of all
participants in the internet economy, including all
the applications, content, and services available
through the internet. The goals of promoting
greater innovation and investment in the internet
economy should be important goals across the
entirety of the internet economy.
Not only do online content, application and
service providers contribute directly to the national
economy, they also have a positive, self-reinforcing
impact on broadband internet access services
themselves. In the internet economy, connectivity,
content, services, and applications—while no
longer tethered to a single network or network
operator—all remain critically interdependent.
Because of the increased demand for broadband
and data connections, traditional network operators
benefit significantly from consumer demand for
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content, applications and services delivered over
the internet.
Conversely, online content,
application and service providers remain critically
dependent on more and better broadband internet
connections to their customers. The untethering of
features from physical networks has strengthened
the interdependent and synergistic relationships
between applications and networks.
Studies demonstrate the symbiotic
relationship between the use of online content,
applications, and services and the resulting
investment in broadband networks. A study by
WIK demonstrated that demand for online content,
application and service provider offerings drives
significant investment in much of the physical
networks, equipment, and infrastructure that
comprise the network of networks that is the
internet.7 WIK found that broadband networks in
Europe benefit significantly from increased
bandwidth demand driven by incremental use of
See Ilsa Godlovitch, et. al., Applications and Networks: The Chicken or the Egg, the Role of Digital Applications in Supporting investment and the European Economy (March 2, 2015) (“WIK 2015 Study”) available at
http://www.wik.org/index.php?id=studiedetails&L=1&tx_ttnews%5BbackPid%5D=85&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=1702&cHash=6a5a758243c9018024f69050a5c75299 See also Analysis Mason, Investment in Networks,
Facilities, and Equipment by Content and Application Providers, (Sept. 2014), available at http://www.analysysmason.com/CAP-Internet-Sept2014.
7
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applications, and specifically that “higher demand
(and potentially willingness to pay) are key in
enabling profitable investment and reducing risks
for telecommunications providers.”8 A more
recent WIK study specifically found that online
content, applications and services that facilitate
rich interaction among users have “substantial
positive impact on telecommunications’ providers
business.”9
These studies provide analytical
support for the “virtuous-cycle” model of the
internet economy, in which online content,
application and service provider investment and
innovation not only directly benefit the internet
economy but also provide substantial indirect
benefits in the form of increasing demand for, and
thus investment in broadband internet access
service networks.
A vibrant, growing internet economy
requires more than policies that concentrate solely

8

See WIK 2015 Study at 3.
Dr. Renee Arnold, et. al., The Economic and Societal Value of Rich Interaction Applications (RIAs), (May 2017) (“WIK RIA Study) at ii, available at http://www.wik.org/index.php?id=879&L=1. See also Brian Williamson,
High Flown Ideas, InterMEDIA Vol. 44 Issue 3 (Oct. 2016) at 3 (“Providers of network access do not as a rule pay next generation communications providers for bringing demand to their platforms and vice versa. However,
richer applications increase end users’ willingness to pay for network coverage, speed and data capacity. Next-generation communications rather than legacy voice and SMS, help stimulate investment in next generation
networks.”), available at https://www.iicom.org/intermedia/intermedia-past-issues/intermedia-october-2016/high-flown-ideas.
9
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on the deployment of last mile broadband
infrastructure; it also requires a positive
environment in which the services, applications,
and content accessible over those facilities can
thrive. This means adopting a regulatory mindset
and promoting policies that support investment and
innovation in all the components of the internet
ecosystem, not just the traditional network players
and not just in last mile networks. It is for these
reasons that Microsoft is hesitant to outright
endorse the Guiding Principles on Fostering
Investment and Promoting Local Innovation and
Entrepreneurship. On their face these principles
are unassailable. But they must be applied with
equal force to online content, applications, and
services, and they must not be used as shibboleths
to impede the protection of an open internet. Credit
should also be given for “fostering investment” and
“promoting local innovation and entrepreneurship”
in online content, applications and services, and not
just on traditional network players and last mile
networks.
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15.

General

Microsoft

Microsoft supports the case-by-case
approach of the Policy Statement on Paid
Prioritization and Zero-Rating. Outright blocking
of traffic, as well as throttling, degrading, and
impairing of traffic, present obvious harms to the
ability of all of us to access and use the lawful
internet content, services, and applications of our
choice, as reflected in the Guiding Principles on No
Unreasonable Discrimination and Blocking and
Throttling. Preferential transmission and pricing
arrangements such as paid prioritization and zerorating also pose potential concerns, because
broadband internet access service providers can use
their control over their networks to pressure online
content, applications and services providers into
entering such arrangements and to demand
increasingly higher tolls and greater concessions
over time. Preferential arrangements also could
chill deployment of faster, more reliable broadband
internet access services, as providers concentrate
instead on reaping the rewards of these potentially
lucrative deals.
Outright acceptance or
endorsement of preferential arrangements would

On paid prioritisation and zero rating, the
Authority, like Microsoft, recognises the potential
concerns they pose on the openness of the
Internet. Consideration is also given to their
procompetitive effects, such as bridging the
digital divide and fostering innovation within
other online industries and fields, such as
telemedicine and other Internet of things (IoT)
subscription services. The Discussion Paper
retains its recommendation to regulate these
commercial practices on a case-by-case basis.
The Authority agrees that Internet service
providers (ISPs) should not use traffic
management practices as guises to engage in
discriminatory or anti-competitive practices.
Such practices shall be monitored and regulated
in accordance with the objects of the Act
contained in section 3, and the functions and
powers of the Authority contained in section 18.
The Authority thanks Microsoft for the examples
presented, which identify the traffic management
principles and rules that have been employed in
other jurisdictions. The Authority agrees that its
Principle 1: Reasonable Traffic Management is
generally consistent with the net neutrality
policies adopted by the referenced jurisdictions.
Furthermore, Principle 1 has been amended to
expand the discussion on reasonable traffic
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allow broadband internet access service providers
to interfere with consumer demand, harm
investment and innovation by online content,
applications, and services providers, and reduce
incentives for broadband internet access services

management practices, to include the overarching
principles that will guide traffic management
practices and policies These principles comprise
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency, and non-commercial
considerations.

providers to invest in more and better network
capacity to meet consumer demand. Microsoft
supports TATT’s proposal to consider the potential
harmful effects of such practices on a case by case
basis.
All of the above notwithstanding, with
respect to traffic management, Microsoft does not
endorse any policy that would completely prohibit
the ability of broadband internet access service
providers to fairly use network management tools
to overcome genuine technical challenges and
maintain high-quality service. Indeed, particularly
when several users attempt to access the internet at
the same time, certain traffic management
techniques may be the only way to ensure the
provision of broadband to as many users as
possible.
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However, we also believe that the freedom
to manage networks should not allow broadband
internet access service providers to engage in
discrimination or practices that are anticompetitive and harmful to end users or the broader
internet ecosystem. Other countries have embraced
this position.
The French electronic
communications regulator, ARCEP, for instance,
has emphasized that the purpose of traffic
management must be limited to achieving
“capacity shared by end users under the most fair
and efficient conditions possible,” and “the
operator’s attempt to favour or protect the services
it markets itself . . . is not an acceptable motive.”10
Similarly, the Canadian CRTC stated in its Review
of internet traffic management practices that
“investment in network capacity,” rather than
traffic throttling or blocking, should be the primary
solution ISPs employ to combat network
congestion.11 Finally, in its Guidelines on the
Implementation

10
11

by

National

Regulators

on

ARCEP, Internet and network neutrality: Proposals and recommendations 25 (Sep. 2010), available at http://www.arcep.fr/uploads/tx_gspublication/net-neutralite-orientations-sept2010-eng.pdf
CRTC, Review of the Internet traffic management practices of Internet service providers (Oct. 21, 2009), http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2009/2009-657.htm
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European Net Neutrality Rules, the Body of
European
Regulators
for
Electronic
Communications (BEREC) makes clear that traffic
management practices may be considered
reasonable only if “they are transparent and are
aimed at properly configuring and securing the
network and its equipment by efficiently balancing
load, e.g. by reacting as fast as possible in case of
congestion, failures, outages, etc.”12 BEREC has
made clear that traffic management practices may
not be based on commercial considerations, may
not be used to monitor specific content, and may
not be maintained longer than necessary.”13 Such
policies in countries that have moved to protect an
open internet reflect the growing belief that
although broadband internet access service
providers should be granted the ability to ensure
that their networks run as efficiently as possible,
they should not be able use that ability to handpick
the winners and losers in the market for internet
content, services, and applications and to deprive
12

BEREC, BEREC Guidelines on the Implementation by National Regulators of European Net Neutrality Rules at 18 (August 2016), available at
http://berec.europa.eu/eng/document_register/subject_matter/berec/regulatory_best_practices/guidelines/6160-berec-guidelines-on-the-implementation-by-national-regulators-of-european-net-neutrality-rules
13
Id.
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customers of their ability to access and use the
content, applications and services of their choosing.
The Guiding Principle on Reasonable
Traffic Management set forth in the Discussion
Paper (at 24-26) is consistent with such policies.
The Guiding Principle reflects an appropriate
balance between the need of broadband internet
access service providers to manage their networks,
and the need to guard against the incentives of
broadband internet access service providers to
leverage their network control to the detriment of
an open internet. Accordingly, Microsoft supports
the Discussion Paper’s Guiding Principle on
Reasonable Traffic Management.
16.

General

Microsoft

OTT REGULATION
A significant shift is taking place in the way
people communicate in the 21st century. As the
Discussion Paper notes (at 6), OTT applications
have “revolutionized the communication and
entertainment landscape.” The proliferation of
broadband internet access is precipitating an
untethering of communications networks and

The Authority acknowledges the prevalence of
OTTs, and the impact of these technologies on
consumers and commerce. The Authority agrees
that regulatory frameworks should embrace and
not hinder these technological changes.
In response to the proliferation of OTTs, it is the
Authority’s intention to craft, where required,
regulatory rules that are specific and applicable to
the nature of the services provided. The aim is to
ensure that these services are provided in ways
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services – whereby the provider of access and
transmission may no longer be the same provider
of the communications and other applications
facilitated by that access and transmission. This
change is good for consumers, good for businesses,
and good for the national economy. It is something
for regulatory frameworks to welcome and
encourage, rather than something to be feared and
hindered.
Some have approached the regulatory
debate by trying to argue that there is a need to
“level the playing field,” usually by applying
legacy, traditional telecommunications regulations
to online content, applications and services. This is
a misguided approach to crafting a modern
telecommunications regulatory framework that is
designed to promote universal internet access.
Legacy regulations should not simply be
transposed to new online features and capabilities.

that are consistent with the Act and other national
policy objectives for the industry. These include
consumer protection, data privacy, promotion of
competition and other areas apposite to OTTs.
The Authority notes Microsoft’s objection
regarding the Discussion Paper’s approach to
Classification 1: OTT applications. The
Authority’s recommended approach does not
involve reflexive application of legacy regulation.
Rather, the Authority intends to use the
‘functional equivalence’ test to determine the
applicability of the OTT under its regulatory
remit. Thereafter, regulations that are relevant to
the OTT will be applied, where required.
Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 have been included in the
Discussion Paper to expand the discussion on the
functional equivalence approach and to include a
write-up on the jurisdictional intricacies behind
OTT regulation.

Any
regulations—whether
legacy
telecommunications services or new online
capabilities—must consider the rationale behind
the regulation (for example, protecting end users
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and competitors from the potentially anticompetitive effects of market power related to
control of broadband access facilities), and not
impose heightened regulation that risks destroying
innovation.
It also is important to note that consumers
view applications delivered over the internet as
quite different from services delivered by
traditional telecommunications service providers,
and such choice is exactly what a well-functioning
competitive market should strive to retain. The vast
majority of content, applications, and services
delivered over the internet are not substitutes for or
functionally
equivalent
to
traditional
telecommunications services. Indeed, by their very
nature, OTT applications are not functionally
equivalent to services delivered over traditional
telecommunications networks.
Traditional
telephone services do not allow video chats, instant
messaging, document and file sharing, or emojis as
part of a conversation—all of which and much
more are not only possible with OTT applications,
but usually a necessity in the competitive
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marketplace.
Moreover, in the traditional
telecommunications industry, there are high
barriers to entry, including the need to invest in and
build infrastructure. In contrast, applications
provided over the internet are subject to extremely
low barriers to entry and substantial competition.
Similarly, applications that enable users to “talk” or
“text” do not necessarily drive users away from
purchasing traditional wireless PSTN voice or
messaging services. It should thus be no surprise
that the recent WIK study discussed above
expressly found that consumers do not use OTT
applications as substitutes for traditional
communications services.14
Communications
regulation—at
the
network or application layer—is appropriate only
where, because of an enduring market failure,
regulation is necessary to achieve critical societal
and economic objectives. Moreover, regulation
should apply only to those services necessary to
achieve those objectives. Regulation should not be
imposed on communications services merely
14

See WIK RIA Study at ii.
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because it was previously imposed on other types
of services or technologies in the past or because it
fits within some arbitrary definition based on such
technologies or services. The cornerstone of all
communications regulation should be a
fundamental
and
strong
bias
against
telecommunications regulation that is not
precipitated by a market failure and not necessary
to address specific societal problems or achieve
specific societal goals.
For these reasons, Microsoft supports the
TATT’s overall approach of avoiding “obsolete”
telecommunications regulation (Discussion Paper
at 38). Microsoft also supports TATT’s proposal
of a light-handed approach to regulation of OTT
applications that would fall under the TATT’s
Classification 2, which represent the vast majority
of OTT applications, none of which bear the
hallmarks of a market failure necessitating
regulation.
However, Microsoft respectfully disagrees
with the regulatory approach reflected in the Policy
Statement for Classification 1 OTT applications,
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which appears to be a reflexive application of
legacy telecommunications regulations to any OTT
application that uses numbering resources and is
considered “functionally equivalent to traditional
services.”
Rather than trying to define an
appropriate subset of OTT applications and then
merely transpose the entire set of legacy
telecommunications regulations, many of which
were designed specifically to curb the market
power of traditional telecommunications providers,
to that subset, Microsoft would suggest a more
granular and nuanced approach. Microsoft would
recommend that the TATT revert to a more
fundamental approach of first identifying specific,
individual requirements that are proposed to apply
to communications services, then identifying those
services which, due to market failures, require
regulation in order to achieve those requirements,
and finally, craft specific regulations as appropriate
for all applicable communications services in order
to achieve those requirements. For example, the
TATT might consider the ability of users to reach
emergency services as a capability that might
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require regulation to effectuate. The TATT should
then consider which communications services
should be subject to such a regulation, including
whether allowances should be made because of the
different
manner
in
which
different
communications services function. By starting
from such a principled and holistic view of
communications regulation, and actually crafting
specific regulations from the ground up on a
requirement by requirement basis, there is an
opportunity to fashion a regulatory framework that
encourages innovation and competition while
providing maximum flexibility for future growth
and development of all players in the digital
communications ecosystem.
17. 1.2

Rationale

Ministry of Public OTT falls in the realm of contentions over: 1)
Utilities
accessing harmful content and illegal content and
2) the use of non‐ISP sanctioned user application
services 3) whether interconnection should be
enabled at the content and application layers of the
IP network. This so called contention speaks on a
broader basis to whether or not an ISP has the right
to sanction their own subscribers as to what
services they can access on his network.

We would have preferred
TATT to treat the issues
of OTT and net neutrality
from the perspectives of
the network layers under
which they fall. Adopting
the perspective
similar to that of Richard
Whitt and his earlier
recommendation
to

The Authority acknowledges MPU’s viewpoint
relating to the establishment of OTT and net
neutrality principles. The Authority advises that
MPU also consider the competition dynamics
which
exist
between
traditional
telecommunications and broadcasting services
and OTT content and applications.
In particular, competition issues emerge when an
ISP who also provides telecommunications
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Traditionally, the internet has avoided direct
content regulation in the form of direct domestic
censorship and as such, much of what should be
directly classified as domestic content regulation, is
now being branded discretely under international
pseudonyms such as: child pornography protection;
condemnation of hate speech and hate literature,
terrorism propaganda, cyberbullying, pornography
and revenge sex etc.

construe NGN related
regulation as best to
evolve in line with the
physical delineations of
the IP
network 1. This way we
gain a more apt regulatory
focus, one geared to
facing off the barriers that
undermine the regulatory
OTT regulation is looming now as a direct intention objectives
to fetter the access consumers have to the two top of each of the layers
layers of an ISP’s network (content and separately and directly.2
applications). We see OTT functional layers as
different from the functional concerns of the
transport layer to which net neutrality belongs. The
two subjects only come together then if we explore
what impacts net neutrality is likely to have on the
interconnection aspect of OTT services and
providers.
18. 1.2

Ministry of Public The contention against OTT bears a specific
Utilities
modality, that of ISPs thwarting the use of certain
free services by their internet
subscribers, wherever these subscribers are found
accessing
substitute services of lower or no costs and
foregoing the services provided in the ISP’s walled
garden of triple play and quad play offers).
The walled garden offers by multi service telecom
operators were made possible by the existence of

How is regulation to
counteract
these
practices?
Assess the stranded
investments and offer a
measured relief that will
not
distort competition nor
the
investments of the first

and/or broadcasting services competes with an
OTT provider that offers the same or similar
services.
Additionally, given the telecommunications
industry move towards converged networks and
services, constructing delineated regulation for
different layers of the network may not treat with
modern competition issues.

The Authority notes MPU’s comments on the
connection between OTTs and an ISP’s
investment and conduct towards end users. These
indeed raise concerns about an open Internet that
must be balanced with a thriving industry.

The Authority acknowledges that OTT services
are a key driver of network costs, as ISPs must
invest significant sums of money to satisfy the
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the overlay networks, each bearing a technology
and a service to match.
Internet – IP overlay network
Cable programming ‐ CATV overlay
Voice – the PSTN with ISDN overlay
All the while, the ultimate vision was to evolve the
converged
network. Now that the IP network displays the
qualities of the
converged network(NGN) there is no respite for the
overlay
networks, their destiny was, and now is, to be
cannibalised (eatenup) by the emerged converged
IP network. The advent of the converged network
always meant the stranding of most overlay
network investments. To hold off the stranding of
these investments in these current times, operators
have introduced this current remedy, “adopt a
modality that
restricts any preferential access gained end users.
Employing
physical traffic blockage is what seems the order
these days. Some walled garden services such as
voice and cable TV users are migrating to OTT
service providers (android box solutions).

movers overlay investors.
Promote economic
prudence
‐ Conversion from voice
to
cable was an option, so is
conversion from cable to
IP.
Loss carried forward in
taxes
is already available. Who
is
still paying for cable
infrastructure investment
anyway?
Cable cost are mainly
recurrent in programming
content costs. And these
costs have been recovered
largely over the economic
lifetime of these assets.
The
amount of these costs
now
unrecovered, face the risk
of becoming stranded if
cable
investment returns fall
Prepare for the demise
of the
cable TV service option

demand for greater bandwidth. Additionally,
investments in networks are continual to take
advantage of technological developments and
provide new services to keep up with consumer
demands. This investment facilitates increased
broadband speeds offered to consumers. For
example, residential subscribers have access to
speeds above 100 Mbps. This suggests increased
Internet usage, which may have arisen from
increased OTT usage.

Consequently, at this time, the Authority is of the
view that regulation to counteract possible
investment deficiency due to OTTs may not be
required in the form described by MPU, i.e.,
measured relief or intervention in cable operators’
business or network decisions.
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19.

General

Ron Frank Hill

I am for Net Neutrality to protect users from service
providers in Trinidad and Tobago because of the
abuse. These service providers monitors their daily
use of internet so as get data provide to marketing
agencies. Most of the time the service providers sell
the data that they got from users without the user
knowing anything about it.
Most of the time of the time they reduce the speed
to force their users to take higher packages that the
users don't need. You don't get the full internet
speed from the service providers that the individual
is paying for. The providers throttle the speed so
that streaming service would be poor. Most of the
time they block contents to prevent freedom of
speech.
If Trinidad and Tobago don't have Net Neutrality
implemented. This could happened to users
https://youtu.be/HqXKEgTYZBQ

The Authority thanks Mr. Hill for his comments
and notes his concerns. With respect to the selling
of user data without consent, the Authority points
to the guiding principle of “transparency” which
addresses this issue. This principle calls for
network operators to exercise due diligence in
disclosing their traffic management policies to
customers, which includes the monitoring and
sharing of consumer’s data.
Additionally, the Authority continues to advocate
for the protection of consumer’s right to privacy,
as outlined in the Authority’s Consumer Rights
and Obligations Policy. The Authority’s position,
as stated therein is: “Authorised providers shall
not be permitted to share, sell or disclose personal
information collected from the customer at the
time of subscription, without the customer’s prior
and explicit consent of the party to whom the
information is disclosed, and the purpose
required.”
Furthermore, service providers are obligated to
comply with all laws of Trinidad and Tobago,
including the Data Protection Act and the guiding
principles contained therein.
Regarding the reduction of speed, the throttling of
services, and the blocking of content, the guiding
principle of “no undue discrimination” is relevant.
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This principle proposes net neutrality rules that
specifically prohibit network operators from
intentionally downgrading and/or blocking lawful
content, applications and/or services so as to
render the Internet access service effectively
unusable by consumers.
In reference to the issue of consumers not getting
the “full internet speed” as advertised, at peak
traffic times, it is expected that Internet access
may be reduced due to the limited capacity of the
network. However, Schedule F within the
concession agreement requires service providers
to provide speeds “greater than or equal to 50% of
advertised throughput”. Additionally, Schedule 1
of the Telecommunications (Consumer) (Quality
of Service) Regulations (2015) sets the standard
of average bandwidth available to consumers at
50% of what is advertised, 99% of the time.
Should you have any unresolved issues with
services received, the Authority invites you to
lodge your complaint/s with our Consumer
Complaints Division for further investigation.
20. 1.5

Legal
and TSTT
Regulatory
Framework

“Section 18 (1) outlines the functions and powers
of the Authority, which include, inter alia:
(d) to establish national telecommunications
standards; and (p) to ensure the orderly and
systematic development of telecommunications
throughout Trinidad and Tobago”

TATT
should
also
include Section 18 (1) (h)
and 21 (1) as these are
critical to ensuring a
comprehensive

The Authority agrees to insert section 21 (1) in the
Discussion Paper. The Authority acknowledges
that this section can aid in framing a
comprehensive discussion on the topics. Section
1.5 of the document has been amended
accordingly.
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discussion
on
the
Within this section, TATT attempts to have consultation document.
highlighted those clauses deemed most relevant to TTATT should
the discussion at hand. TSTT however thinks it
necessary that TATT also explicitly includes clause
(h) “implement and enforce the provisions under
the Act and the policies and Regulations made
hereunder” as it is critical to treating with the issue
of OTT’s in particular:
“21(1) No person shall operate a public
telecommunications network, provide a public
telecommunications service or broadcasting
service, without a concession granted by the
Minister.”

On section 18 (1), the Authority has highlighted
the relevant clauses that help readers identify
what the Authority’s strategic and operational
duties are, specifically with respect to net
neutrality and OTT services. While section 18 (1)
(h) contains important functions and powers of
the Authority generally, section 1.5 of the
Discussion Paper focuses on the specific elements
of the legislative framework that are relevant to
the topics of net neutrality and OTT regulation.

These are critical to ensuring a comprehensive
discussion on the consultation document.
21. 1.6

Other Relevant TSTT
TATT
documents

In this section, TATT cites relevant documents to TATT to apply a more
be read in conjunction with the discussion paper robust
approach
to
presented.
updating
regulatory
instruments so that they
Having reviewed the documents, it would be remiss are relevant to modern
of us not to highlight the outdated nature of some times
of the documents offered for consideration, the
limitations of which are seen when the documents
are reviewed.
i.

Towards the Treatment of Over-the-Top
(OTT) Services, 2015

The Authority agrees that there is a need to ensure
that its regulatory instruments remain relevant to
modern times. To help achieve this, the Authority
shall strive to complete each consultation within
one year of the commencement of the
consultation process. The Authority will also set
clear commencement and finalisation dates,
taking into consideration factors that would affect
the time frame. Such factors may include requests
by stakeholders for extensions, the need for
further rounds of consultation, and delays in the
Authority’s internal approval process for
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ii.

iii.

iv.

Authorisation
Framework
for
the
Telecommunications and Broadcasting
Sectors of Trinidad and Tobago, 2005
(Revised in 2014 and never finalised)
Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad
and Tobago Draft Consumer Rights and
Obligations Policy, 2014 (Prescribed
alongside policies dated as far back as
2009 e.g. Network QoS Policy and Draft
Regulations)
Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad
and Tobago Draft Telecommunications
(Consumer)
(Quality
of
Service)
Regulations, 2015 Prescribed alongside
policies dated as far back as 2009)

TATT is reminded that in order to ensure a
regulatory environment, abreast of the modern
times, this environment must be supported by time
relevant policies, processes and regulations. TATT
has however, failed to ensure this, as the industry’s
regulatory environment is plagued with outdated
and in some cases irrelevant regulatory
instruments.

consultation documents, such as in the instance
where there is a lack of a fully constituted Board
of the Authority. There may also be the need for
consideration of matters in relation to emerging
trends, changes in technologies or prevailing
conditions in the ICT sector that may affect the
sectors.
In addition to the above, the Authority advises
that timeframes for the finalisation of regulations
are also subject to factors external to its control,
such as obtaining Parliamentary approval.
The Authority takes this opportunity to give the
following updates on the mentioned documents
since their publication:
a. The Authority’s position on the treatment of
OTT services has been extended to a
discussion involving the larger context of net
neutrality. It has been decided that an
overarching framework would provide
guiding principles and regulatory approaches
to net neutrality as well as the treatment of
OTT services. The discussion will be
converted into policy frameworks on net
neutrality and the regulation of OTT services.
b. The Authority has decided that it would be
prudent to await the finalisation of the
Telecommunications Amendment Act before
revising its Authorisation Framework for the
Telecommunications
and
Broadcasting
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Sectors of Trinidad and Tobago, (2005).
Amendments have been made to the Act to
ensure compliance with the Economic
Partnership Agreement (EPA) and one of the
key amendments affects the current system of
authorisation by the Authority. The revised
Framework will, therefore, have to
accommodate this change.
c. The Consumer Rights and Obligations Policy
has been finalised. Section 1.6 of the
Discussion Paper has been amended to reflect
this clarification.
d. The
Telecommunications
(Consumer)
(Quality of Service) Regulations, 2019 has
been finalised by the Authority and submitted
to the Minister, in accordance with section 78
of the Act.
22. 2.1

Definition
of CCTL
OTT and OTT
Services

Section 2
TATT presents several different definitions of OTT
services by CANTO, OECD, BEREC and others.
We offer our own two definitions of OTT services
for TATT’s consideration: one definition that is
broad in scope; and a second definition that is
narrower in scope and specific to the issue of net
neutrality.
Broad definition: In a general sense, OTT services
are "Internet" services (i.e., services provided over
the public Internet) that compete against "nonInternet" services (i.e., services not provided over
the public Internet). This definition would include
the majority of services provided over the public

We recommend TATT The Authority acknowledges that the theoretical
consider
our
two definition of OTT services is broad. The
definitions
of
OTT Authority clarifies that the scope of this document
services.
is limited to Internet applications that may
substitute
or
supplement
traditional
telecommunications and broadcasting services.
Section 2.1 of the document has been amended to
make the scope of OTT services clearer, taking
into consideration the definitions offered by
CCTL. Going forward, at the policy framework
level, the Authority may reassess the scope,
taking into account the contemporary global
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23. 2.1

Definition
of TSTT
OTT and OTT
Services

Internet, since most have a non-Internet
counterpart. However, there are arguably some
exceptions, such as social media platforms (e.g.,
Twitter and Snapchat) and Internet search
platforms (e.g., Google search) that do not have
easily-identified offline substitutes.
Narrow definition, specific to net neutrality: In a
narrower sense—one that may be more relevant to
a narrow discussion on net neutrality—OTT
service are Internet services that compete against
retail services offered by licensed operators. Per
this definition, OTTs offer services that ride over
the top of licensed operators' facilities and compete
against licensed operators in local retail markets in
Trinidad and Tobago
The Authority posits a number of definitions for
OTT and OTT Services all of which have
seemingly subtle differences with consequential
major impacts.
It is clear that given the variation between
definitions provided by different audiences, a
universal definition of OTT and OTT Services has
not been broadly agreed and means different things
to different people. In general terms, it appears any
service which competes with, or substitutes for
traditional communication provision could be

15

positions and practices in the treatment of OTT
services.

In the circumstances and
given the scope of
services
offered
for
discussion, TATT should
limit the definitions to
number
based
interpersonal
telecommunications
services. Alternatively,
TATT should clearly
identify the primary focus
of this discussion.

The Authority notes TSTT’s recommendations to
limit or clearly identify the focus of the
discussion. The Authority clarifies that the scope
of the term used in this Discussion Paper mirrors
that of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), which focusses on Internet
applications that may substitute or supplement
traditional telecommunications services15.
Section 2.1 of the document has been amended to
make the scope of OTT services clearer. Going
forward at the policy framework level, the

https://news.itu.int/impact-of-ott-players/
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24. 2.2

viewed as an OTT service. Consequently, this
definition can include online newsletters
substituting for newsprint, web based e-mail
services replacing traditional mail and streaming
video replacing broadcast television. It is clear
however, that the primary focus of the OTT
discussion in this local context is in the area of
VoIP replacing traditional mobile and PSTN calls
and in the area of instant messaging services.

Authority may reassess the scope, taking into
consideration the contemporary global positions
and practices in the treatment of OTT services.

Classification of Latin
American Internet--based applications have many different
OTT Services
Internet Association functionalities. Companies such as MercadoLibre
(e--commerce), Workana (jobs), Despegar.com
(tourism), PedidosYA (delivery), Rappi (logistics)
and Shippify (logistics), are just some examples of
different kinds of successful Internet--based
applications born in Latin America and they all
provide innovative services and solutions in diverse
areas and ways.

The Authority notes ALAI’s concerns about the
definition of OTT services being restricted to
telecommunications-like services. The Authority
acknowledges that the scope of OTT services is
broad and extends to a variety of services
delivered over digital networks.

The use of the term ‘OTT’ has expanded over the
past few years. While it was originally used to refer
to IP--based content or voice--over--IP (VoIP)
services competing with traditional telecom
operators, it is increasingly being used to refer to
almost any service delivered over digital networks.
This use of the term is unnecessarily broad,
generates confusion and has important implications
as more and more services are digitized. So, while

The Discussion Paper addresses OTTs under two
frameworks — net neutrality and OTT regulation.
With respect to the regulation of OTTs, the
discussion focuses on telecommunications and
broadcasting OTT services that are relevant under
the legislative remit of the Authority, as defined
by the Act and other legislative instruments. In
this context, the Authority has modelled its OTT
definition to mirror that of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) which focusses
on Internet applications that may substitute or
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25. 2.2.2

16

OTT Messaging Facebook, Inc
Services

nowadays any internet-based application providers
may fall under the category of OTT, by definition,
the classification included in this chapter is only
limited on those services that offer similar uses as
those services offered by telecommunications
service providers, such as voice, messaging and
audiovisual (media) services. We believe that this
view on Internet-based application providers is
overly restrictive and misleading in the discussion
of net neutrality rules and regulation of OTTs, as
any public policy decision of any of these areas has
the potential to affect the access and availability of
any type of service and content that is available
over the Internet.

supplement
services16.

traditional

telecommunications

Messaging apps such as WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger, which allow users to send messages to
other users of those apps, are not properly
characterized as “an alternative” or perfect
substitute for interconnected text messaging (i.e.
SMS), which provides “any-to-any” connectivity.

The Authority agrees that OTT messaging
services may not be perfect alternatives to, or
substitutes for, interconnected text messaging,
due to the nature of the latter to provide “any-toany” connectivity. It is the Authority’s view,
however, that given the prevalence of these OTT
services in Trinidad and Tobago, and their
similarities in function, there is likely some level
of substitutability that exists between the two
categories of services (i.e., OTT and SMS).

With respect to net neutrality regulation, the
Guiding Principles and recommendations
governing ISP behaviour towards Internet content
applications are intended to cover the broader
scope of all legal content and applications
inclusive
of
non-telecommunications
applications.
The Authority recognises that the issues relating
to net neutrality are a matter of national interest
and notes the importance of aligning its position
to the broader national policy position, which will
also
guide
any
regulation
of
nontelecommunications applications.

https://news.itu.int/impact-of-ott-players/
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26. 2.3

The
changing CCTL
landscape and
OTTs
CCTL

We believe TATT’s discussion in this section and
other sections of the discussion paper (see, e.g.
section 5.3) suggest a misunderstanding of the
economics of net neutrality. TATT begins by
describing a “revolution” prompted by the
increasing popularity of OTT services, and then
explains that competition is forcing ISPs to
respond:

We recommend TATT
evaluate, articulate and
emphasize the central role
competition plays in this
discussion
of
net
neutrality,
and
acknowledge that ISPs be
given safe harbor from
any allegation of net
“In light of this revolution, service providers are neutrality violation where
faced with changing their traditional business the market for Internet
models or risk losing market share or, in the more access
is
deemed
extreme cases, being driven out of the industry.”
effectively competitive.
In particular, TATT explains this competition is
forcing ISPs to “embrace” traffic management
strategies “to achieve optimum network
performance so consumers have access to a
satisfactory level of quality of service.” TATT then
concludes this very response “give[s] rise to the

The Authority points to section 9.4.1 of the
Discussion Paper, which has been amended to
include a detailed discussion on functional
equivalence. In 2018, the Authority conducted a
preliminary study to assess the level of
substitutability between OTT services and
traditional telecommunications services. Due to
the evolving nature of OTT services, the
Authority intends to conduct a similar survey in
the near future.
The Authority clarifies that section 2.3, “The
Changing Landscape and OTTs”, provides a
theoretical discussion on the nature of disruptive
technologies such as OTTs and their potential
effects on the industry.
The Discussion Paper addresses how OTTs can
affect the traditional business models of legacy
telecommunications service. It explores the
potential motivation of ISPs to stymie
competition from downstream content and
application service providers who are reliant on
the underlying infrastructure, for e.g., a
monopolist ISP, blocking or throttling the
services of a competing online content provider.
Even in the absence of such monopolies,
academics question whether competition in itself
can reliably deter such discriminatory conducts in
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concern that ISPs may manipulate their traffic
management strategies for reasons” that are
anticompetitive and harmful to consumers.
TATT cannot have it both ways and economics
dictates there is no standard model in which both
explanations can hold. If the ISP market in Trinidad
and Tobago is competitive, as TATT here indicates
it is, then ISPs are necessarily constrained to apply
traffic management strategies for reasons
beneficial to consumers, that is, to ensure
consumers receive a satisfactory level of quality of
service. In other words, without significant market
power, ISPs cannot act any other way, and
competition acts to prevent ISPs from engaging in
conduct considered counter to net neutrality.
Economist Dr. William Rogerson articulates this
point succinctly as follows:

a
manner
innovation17.

that

safeguards

application

The Authority therefore underscores the
importance of establishing principles, and in some
cases rules, that protect the open Internet.
Importantly, the Authority advises that the
Discussion Paper does not make any
proclamations on the state of competition within
the broadband Internet access market in Trinidad
and Tobago. Rather, the Discussion Paper
presents the key principles underlying both sides
of the net neutrality debate, examines the policy
issues relating to net neutrality and OTT services
and makes recommendations for future
regulation.

“The main point I wish to make … is very simple
and has been made before by a number of
economists and antitrust scholars. This is that the
leading economic theories of harm that explain
why violations of net neutrality principles cause
social harm all depend on the presence of market
power in the broadband [ISP] market.”

Alison Cooper, Ian Brown, “Net neutrality: Discrimination, Competition, and Innovation in the UK and US,” 2014, ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, 15, 1, February 2015 http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2700055

17
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Dr. Rogerson’s article “The Economics of Data
Caps and Free Data Services in Mobile Broadband”
is
available
online
at
https://api.ctia.org/docs/default-source/.../081716rogerson-free-data-white-paper.pdf
and
I
encourage readers to download the article and refer
to the numerous references to the economics
literature cited by Dr. Rogerson in footnote 56 to
support his claim.

27. 3.

Net Neutrality TSTT
and
Traffic
Management

Section 3
TATT, in defining Net Neutrality has cited Tim Wu In defining Net Neutrality
and TSTT has no concerns in this regard.
using the Wu position,
TSTT thinks it remiss of
Our concern however arises with the ensuing TATT to not also
comments in this section where it is implied that articulate the ensuing
based on the Wu definition, it is construed that ISPs position
on
Traffic
should treat all internet traffic equally.
Management as it was
originally proposed by
TATT, goes further to say that when ISPs Wu… a necessary and
implement QoS traffic management policies, in an integral
part
of
attempt to manage deteriorated network administering
and
performance brought about by congestions, this protecting networks.
results in “implications for net neutrality as it
entails the provision of preferential treatment to
identified classes of traffic”.

The Authority notes that Wu’s proposal for net
neutrality provides a caveat on network
discrimination. The proposal hinges on a balance
which must be struck between ISPs’ freedom to
manage their network and users’ unrestricted use
of their Internet connection. Section 3.1 has been
amended to include Wu’s position on traffic
management requirements.

This is a misleading and misrepresentation of Wu’s TSTT recommends that
work.
in
the
interest
of
transparency
these
sections be rewritten to
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It is to be noted however that the position adopted include same as identified
by Wu, the “father of Net Neutrality”, did in fact in the comments section.
support the implementation of network
discrimination as, in his opinion, a total ban of this
would be counterproductive. Wu held the view that
discrimination or a non-neutral approach in the
case of network administration to protect the
network was necessary.

28. 3.2

Traffic
Management

To be clear, the open internet model proposed by
Wu (2002), was not one which completely absented
network discrimination but one which supported
discrimination
in
certain
permissible
circumstances. As a matter of fact, according to Wu
“operators must also have the freedom to manage
bandwidth, and prohibit uses of the network that
damage the integrity of the network or seriously
impinge the rights of others users. Such restrictions
are necessary if broadband carriage is to be a viable
business” and “The Neutrality principle here
proposed would allow consumers to reach any
internet application or operate any kind of home
network while also preserving the ability of
operators to police network abuse”.
Latin
American Section 3.2 of this chapter refers to the congestion
Internet Association of networks experienced by ISPs due to an
increased demand of Internet traffic driven by
Internet-based application providers.

The Authority notes ALAI’s statement on
Internet-based application providers’ investments
in infrastructure. Section 5.2 of the Discussion
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It is important to remark, however, that make their
own investments in connectivity infrastructure,
cache servers and data centers to bring their content
and services closer to users, optimizing quality of
service and reducing traffic costs for ISPs, resulting
in a better user experience. Often these providers
carry their users’ traffic almost all the way from the
originating data center to its end destination. A
report by Analysys Mason accounts that online
service providers have invested as much as USD
100 billion in infrastructure between 2011 and
201418.

Paper has been amended to include this
perspective on industry investment.
The Authority also acknowledges that a symbiotic
relationship exists between ISPs and content
providers and has amended the document to
reflect this.

Internet--based applications providers and
broadband networks for fixed and mobile services
of traditional telecommunications operators share a
mutually beneficial, symbiotic relationship:
without telecommunications networks, users could
not access and enjoy services and applications;
without these services and applications, there
would be less or virtually no demand for broadband
access provided by operators and users would have
less opportunity to benefit from the advances in
Abecassis, David and Andrew Kloeden, “Investment in Networks, Facilities and Equipment by Content and Application Providers,” Analysys Mason, September 2014: http://www.analysysmason.com/CAP-InternetSept2014
18
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Internet technology. According to CCIA, mobile
data revenue grew at an annual average rate of 34%
between 2010-2014 globally, mainly driven by
demand for access to applications19.
This symbiotic relationship has been recognized by
other regulatory bodies in recent studies and
decision. BEREC, for example, has recognized the
stimulus to broadband demand attributable to
content and application providers (CAPs):
‘Ultimately, it is the success of the CAPs (...) which
lies at the heart of the recent increases in demand
for broadband access (i.e. for the ISPs' very own
access service)’20.
29. 3.2

Traffic
Management

Latin
American Previously, the Mexican Telecom Authority (IFT),
Internet Association in the proceedings for evaluating the existence of a
dominant operator in the paid TV market, ruled that
OTTs and Paid TV Services are not substitutes, but
rather complementary services. IFT based its
assessment in a market and regulatory condition
analysis of both services regarding user experience,

The Authority notes the findings of the IFT. The
Authority conducted a similar preliminary study22
in 2018 which assessed the level of
substitutability between OTT services and
traditional mobile services. The study examined
demand side considerations, such as product
characteristics, platform connectivity and
switching cost and supply-side considerations,

Williamson, Brian, “Next generation communications & the level playing field - what should be done”. CCIA, June 2016: http://www.ccianet.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Next-Gen-Comm-Level-Playing-Field.pdf
See BEREC, BEREC's comments on the ETNO proposal for ITU/WCIT or similar initiatives along these lines (Nov. 2012); see also Brian Williamson, Deconstructing the “level playing field” argument - an application to
online communications, Communications Chambers, at pp. 12-21 (May 2017).
22
Determination: Retail Domestic Mobile Telephony Market Definition (tatt.org.tt)
19
20
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technical conditions for the delivery of the services
and licensing regimes21.

such as licensing and infrastructure. The study did
not find sufficient evidence for substitutability
between OTTs and traditional domestic mobile
services.
Due to the evolving nature of OTT services and
given the low penetration rate of OTTs reported
at the time, the Authority will be conducting
another study in the near future to assess the
current relationship between OTTs and traditional
telecommunications services.

30. 4

31. 4

21
23

Section 4
Net Neutrality Latin
American Our analysis of this chapter is discussed in our
Interferences
Internet Association comments to guiding principle Nº2 below.
Net Neutrality Digicel
Interferences

Digicel notes that the language in this sections
could be construed as pre-judging the outcome of
the consultation process. In particular the document
simply asserts without any supporting data that the
principles of net neutrality are “… generally
accepted “ and that anything that does not conform
to this idea is somehow an “interference”. The use
of terminology with such negative connotations
raises a legitimate apprehension of objective bias.

This comment is noted.

The Discussion Paper has taken the definition of
net neutrality to mean:
“a maximally useful public information network
[that] aspires to treat all content, sites, and
platforms equally”23.
The practices listed in section 4 are known
deviations from the principle of net neutrality and
so are described as “interferences”, which is a
globally accepted term in the industry. The term
was used in the “EU Study on the Legal Analysis

See IFT, Versión Pública del Acuerdo P/IFT/EXT/300915/114, at p. 69 (2015).
www.timwu.org/network_neutrality.html
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of a Single Market for the Information Society
New rules for a new age?” to refer to different
actions of access providers that can qualify as a
breach of net neutrality principles.
On the other hand TATT understates the inherent
nature of traffic management and discrimination in
packet based data networks. The protocols which
underpin such networks explicitly provide for Class
of Service and Quality of Service tagging of data
packets depending on the nature of the data which
such packets carry. The very design of such
networks contemplates that different types of data
will be treated differently in the network. It is an
interference in the design and architecture of such
networks to restrict their operation so as to conform
to the idea of net neutrality.

The Authority agrees that the inherent design of
the network allows for the different treatment of
different types of data to ensure that the packets
arrive at the desired destination in the required
manner. For example, Voice over Internet
Protocol (VoIP) packets require different
treatment from email packets. With regard to net
neutrality, the Authority’s concern is where, for
example, VoIP service packets originating from
competing providers are treated differently from
each other. In essence, similar traffic should be
treated in the same way or there could be a
perceived net neutrality interference.

Digicel believes that to
counter any suggestion of
pre-judgement
and
objective bias TATT
must adopt an evidence
based approach prior to
the imposition of any
obligations or restrictions
on
concessionaires’

Digicel’s recommendation for an evidence-based
approach has been considered. The Discussion
Paper now identifies both prescriptive and
remedial approaches to regulation. For example,
the document recommends that, subject to certain
conditions, practices such as zero rating and paid
prioritisation should be regulated based on
evidence of practice.
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32. 4.1

Blocking

TSTT

According to TATT, this section sought to focus on
the intentional blocking of lawful content.
Quizzically however, as an example of such
content TATT identified OTT voice applications.
In the local environment, as TATT is well aware,
the legal provision of a Public Telecommunications
Service can only be facilitated by access to a
Concession (The Act 21(1)). OTT providers do not
have concessions to operate locally. As such, the
content provided therein is not legal.

33. 4.2

Throttling

Digicel

ability to operate their
networks either in respect
of
commercial
or
operational aspects.
TATT to exclude OTT
voice applications from
under the umbrella of
legal content as, at the
time of this writing and
based on the Act and
Authorisation Framework
2005, the provision of
such applications within
our local context are
illegal.

TATT asserts that “it has been found that throttling Digicel suggests that
is prevalent with …services… that directly TATT adopt a more
compete with services provided by the ISP.”
neutral approach in the
language used to set out
its positions and that
TATT must adopt an
evidence based approach
prior to the imposition of
any
obligations
or
restrictions
on
concessionaires’ ability to
operate their networks,
either in respect of

At this time, there is no determination within the
Authority’s regulatory framework that OTT
services should be excluded from the term “legal
content”. Section 9 of the Discussion Paper lays
the groundwork for the Authority’s policy
framework on OTT regulation. The discussion
addresses the subject of the authorisation of OTT
services and presents the recommended
classifications of these services based on the
notion of functional equivalence. (See section
9.4.)

The Authority wishes to clarify that section 4 does
not discuss the Authority’s position on net
neutrality. Rather, this section seeks to describe
ways in which the principle may be violated from
a theoretical perspective. Section 4.2 of the
Discussion Paper has been redrafted to give
academic citations on the statements made
therein.
On Digicel’s recommendation for an evidencebased approach, the Discussion Paper now
identifies both prescriptive and remedial
approaches to regulation. For example, the
document recommends that, subject to certain
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commercial
operational aspects

34. 4.2

Throttling

Digicel

Digicel has a number of concerns with TATT’s
formulation of this. The first is that it is
unsupported by any references, the second is that it
does not clarify whether this only applies to
services which compete with ISP provided
services, it does not indicate whether any such
throttling might be a result of legitimate congestion
management rather than being correlated to the fact
that the throttled service competes with the ISP.
Finally, it uses language which implies a single ISP
unconstrained by competitive pressures from other
ISPs.

In noting this comment, the Authority has
amended section 4.2 to include supported
references and make clearer what is included
under the definition of throttling. Throttling, as
defined by Fisher 2019, is an intentional lowering
of the “speed” that is typically available over an
Internet connection24.

35. 4.4

Zero-Rated
Pricing

CCTL

Perhaps the most debated and contentious issue
related to net neutrality is prioritization, and in
particular Zero Rating or Zero-Rate Pricing. Zero
Rating today is largely restricted to mobile services
and permit subscribers to consume mobile data
without having it count against their data cap. The
two primary types of Zero Rating are:

CCTL’s recommendations on zero rating are
noted. The Authority also thanks CCTL for the
research information provided.

•

24

or conditions, an evidence-based approach to
practices such as zero rating and paid
prioritisation should be adopted.

We believe in the context
of Trinidad and Tobago –
that is, a developing
country with a rate of
Internet adoption that
TATT
asserts
is
underperforming relative
to
international
benchmarks-efforts
ISP-initiated – a mobile ISP chooses to
consumer
offer an OTT service to its customers free stimulate
demand
and
Internet
of charge, at the ISP’s initiative, without

The Authority agrees that the practice of zero
rating can prove beneficial to citizens in Trinidad
and Tobago and notes CCTL concerns on the
detrimental effects of regulatory restrictions on
consumers and the economy. To avoid this, the
Discussion Paper proposes that a flexible
approach be adopted, in zero rating cases, where

https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-bandwidth-throttling-2625808
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receiving compensation from an OTT adoption, by methods
provider; and
such as Zero Rating, can
pay large dividends and
• OTT-initiated – an OTT provider pays a should be encouraged.
mobile ISP to have that OTT provider’s
service offered to ISP’s customers free of In our opinion, efforts to
scruntize, investigate or
charge.
impose limits on such
In Trinidad and Tobago, to our knowledge the only offers by TATT are
instance of Zero-Rate Pricing is by the mobile ISP, unnecessary and much
Digicel, who has several Zero-Rate offers for more likely to discourage
Whatsapp, Facebook Zero and Internet.org. The ISPs from experimenting
first two provide customers messaging via the with or even attempt such
Whatsapp application and access to certain strategies at all, to the
Facebook content via the Facebook Zero detriment of consumers
application. Internet.org is a partnership between and the economy as a
Facebook and six tech companies and provides whole.
access to a suite of online resources, such as
Wikipedia and Dictionary.com, among others.

such practices are not considered deleterious
violations to the net neutrality principle. Section
4.4 of the document has been amended to expand
the discussion on the benefits of zero rating.
Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper outlines the
Authority’s intended policy approach to zero
rating. It allows for ISP’s flexibility in
experimenting
with
consumer-benefiting
strategies such as zero rating, while ensuring net
neutrality principles are not compromised.

The discussion paper characterizes the Facebook
Zero app as OTT-initiated. However, according to
the article by Jeffrey Eisenach, “The Economics of
Zero Rating,” cited by TATT in the discussion
paper, this is incorrect: Facebook Zero is ISPinitiated, meaning the mobile ISP is not
compensated by Facebook for providing the service
to its customers (see, Eisenach (2015), p. 2). We
believe this is also the case for the other Zero-Rated
offers for Whatsapp and Internet.org—both are
ISP-initiated.
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This distinction is important, as the criteria under
which Zero-Rate plans are offered is relevant to
their impact on competition. In addition to the
compensation criterion (OTT- vs. ISP-initiated), a
second important criterion involves exclusivity—
does the ISP limit OTT participation in Zero-Rate
offers? And the economics literature is clear about
these two criteria:

1. offers that are not exclusive or OTTinitiated (compensated) should be given
safe
harbor
against
claims
of
anticompetition; and

2. offers that are exclusive or OTT-initiated
are found to be anticompetitive so rarely
and under such narrow criteria, they often
do not warrant the time and resources to be
investigated.
We refer (again) to the article cited in the
discussion paper by economist Dr. Eisenach, which
articulates these points clearly and includes
citations to the economics literature to support each
of the following points:
First, most Zero Rating programs are carrier
initiated and do not involve payments to carriers by
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the providers of the zero-rated content.
Particularly in the absence of payments, Zero
Rating cannot plausibly be characterized as
anticompetitive foreclosure by content providers.
Rather, to the extent that carriers elect to include
certain content providers in a Zero Rating plan, the
decision reflects the carrier’s unilateral
determination that doing so improves the value of
its platform.
Second, even in sponsored data programs where
content providers are providing payments to
carriers, there appears to be no evidence that such
arrangements involve exclusivity: Rather, it
appears that opportunities to participate are being
held out to content providers of all kinds. Without
exclusivity – the inclusion of some participants and
the exclusion of others – there is no foreclosure,
and hence no anticompetitive concern.
Third, there is no prima facie basis for concluding
that Zero Rating programs involving exclusivity
would
be
anti-competitive.
Exclusivity
arrangements are commonplace, and typically are
justified by efficiency motivations, such as the
desire to avoid “free riding” on brand-specific
investments. Exclusivity raises competition
concerns, on the other hand, only under limited
conditions, including that the exclusive
arrangement must be sufficiently widespread so as
to foreclose entry (and expansion) by an otherwise
equally efficient competitor
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One motivation for Zero Rating that deserves
emphasis is its ability to stimulate demand. This is
an especially important motivation in developing
countries with relatively low levels of Internet
adoption, and is an issue highlighted by TATT as a
concern (see, e.g., footnote 13 of the discussion
paper). According to legal scholar Christopher
Yoo, an expert in the field of technology law and
net neutrality, Zero Rating is an example of service
differentiation, which produces the following
“demand-side” benefits:
On the demand side, service differentiation [such
as Zero Rating] addresses what surveys reveal is
the major obstacle to adoption—that the majority
of nonadopters do not see the value of an Internet
connection—by providing preferential access to
the content and services that particular users value
the most. Service differentiation also reflects the
growing heterogeneity of the demands that end
users are placing on the network and can enable
ISPs to create consumer value by providing
offerings that are better tailored to what consumers
want. As customer preferences become
increasingly heterogeneous, ISPs naturally
diversify their service offerings to meet that
demand…[In addition] service differentiation
promotes competition by broadening the ways that
ISPs can compete. Offering service-specific plans
that are targeted at key subsegments of the
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population can promote entry…Conversely,
prohibiting service differentiation would limit the
dimensions of competition.
Professor Yoo’s article “Avoiding the Pitfalls of
Net Uniformity” is available online at
https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/faculty_scholars
hip/1952/.
In the United States, the Federal Communications
Commission (“FCC”), previously evaluated Zero
Rating on a case-by-case basis, but has since
decided to cease investigations of Zero-Rated
offers for two reasons: (1) the probability of harm
is so low, it does not justify the FCC’s time and
resources necessary to undertake an investigation,
and (2) in the rare instances where there is a
legitimate concern, there are laws and institutions
already in place to police such conduct, just as there
are in Trinidad and Tobago—namely, the
allegation can be investigated by that country’s
competition authority, the FTC, and resolved in the
courts. In announcing this decision last year, the
FCC’s chairman, Ajit Pai, stated:
Today, the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau is
closing its
investigation into wireless carriers' free-data
offerings. These free-data plans have proven to be
popular among consumers, particularly lowincome Americans, and have enhanced competition
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in the wireless marketplace. Going forward, the
Federal Communications Commission will not
focus on denying Americans free data. Instead, we
will concentrate on expanding broadband
deployment and encouraging innovative service
offerings.
Chairman Pai’s statement is available online at

36. 4.4

Zero-Rated
Pricing

Digicel

37. 5.1

Net Neutrality CCTL
and
Internet
Innovation

https://transition.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_B
usiness/2017/db0203/DOC-343345A1.pdf.
Digicel notes that in the context of economies such
as that of Trinidad and Tobago the positive aspects
of zero rating have not been adequately set out.
This includes the operator initiated zero rating of
educational sites such as Wikipedia and the zero
rating of government websites as a method to
facilitate the adoption of e-Government services.
Section 5
TATT explains that the innovation and vibrant
growth of the Internet must be “protected” by net
neutrality. Quoting from the discussion paper.
Net neutrality is based on the end-to-end principle
of the Internet architecture. This principle has been
a major impetus for growth and innovation of the
Internet… In this regard, it has been the view by
some experts that lifting net neutrality is a
departure from the end-to-end principle that
facilitated innovation at the edge of the
network…[And] it is in this vein that the principle

Digicel suggests that
TATT more fully set out
the potential benefits of
zero rating

Noted. Section 4.4 of the document has been
amended to expand the discussion on the benefits
of zero rating, including benefits gained in
Trinidad Tobago during COVID-19 pandemic.

We believe that before
any
framework
or
regulations are put up for
consideration,
it
is
fundamental
and
incumbent upon the
regulator to first clearly
specify the market failure
or public harm that
necessitates
implementing
regulations. Therefore,

With respect to the referred statements outlined in
CCTL’s comments, the Authority clarifies that
the terms “net neutrality” and “the end-to-end
principle” are not strictly synonymous. While net
neutrality was initially conceptualised as a
“network design principle”, the term has rapidly
evolved into a policy principle, due to the
increasing acknowledgement of the impact that
traffic management techniques have on free
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of net neutrality is defended so that innovation at we recommend TATT
the edge of the network is protected.
first specify its concerns
with ISPs transmission
The term “end-to-end principle” and net neutrality practices in Trinidad and
are often used interchangeably and considered Tobago, and that this
synonyms. For instance, TATT’s only definition of specification be based
upon facts and not
this principle, in section 3.2 of the discussion paper,
founded on theory and
describes the principle as “where the network speculation.
merely acts as a pipe through which packets
traverse without any interference by ISPs.”
Therefore, TATT’s explanation in the quote above
is largely circular and thus confusing. However,
putting this objection aside, we would like to
address TATT’s concern that “lifting net
neutrality” will risk sacrificing innovation at the
Internet’s edge (i.e., by OTTs and content
providers).
For starters, we note there are no net neutrality rules
or regulations in place to lift. Therefore, there
should be no concern with “lifting net neutrality.”
More importantly, we take issue with the
speculative nature of this statement and similar
statements throughout the discussion paper. TATT

competition as well as on end-users’ rights25 26.
Section 3.1 of the document has been amended to
include this clarification.
The Authority’s use of the word “lifting” in the
referenced statement is not meant to be
interpreted as existing net neutrality rules to be
lifted. Rather, it is meant to reinforce the linkage
between adherence to net neutrality principles in
the management of one’s network, and the endto-end principle which is credited for facilitating
growth and innovation in digital services.
In reference to CCTL’s recommendations to
specify and act on evidence of malpractice in
Trinidad and Tobago, the Authority does not
agree that these practices must first be committed
before any regulation is considered. Instead, the
risks and benefits of these practices must be
weighed, and policy decisions taken to ensure the
continued orderly development of the industry to
meet the needs of all relevant stakeholders.
The Authority does not support practices such as
blocking and throttling, which impede
competition within the market. However, the

25

Luca Belli, Net Neutrality Compendium Human Rights, Free Competition and the Future of the Internet. Editors: Belli, Luca, De Filippi, Primavera (Eds.)
BEREC. (2012a, May 29). A view of traffic management and other practices resulting in restrictions to the open Internet in Europe , Findings from BEREC’s and the European Commission’s joint investigation. BoR (12)
30
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/sites/digital-agenda/files/Traffic%20Management%20Investigation%20BEREC_2.pdf
26
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provides no evidence or examples of misconduct
by ISPs in Trinidad and Tobago, and no other basis
to support the assertion that the end-to-end
principle is in any jeopardy. As we have already
explained, given the nature of the market for OTT
applications, the growing size of OTT operators
and growing concentration of the OTT
marketplace, we believe that if the end-to-end
principle is in jeopardy, then the concern lies with
the dynamics of OTTs, not ISPs.

Authority recognises that certain practices, such
as paid prioritisation and zero rating, may result
in benefits to consumers. Consequently, for these
practices, the Authority will take a case-by-case
approach.

We ask that TATT also
consider
this
issue
holistically, considering
all of the players that
constitute the “end-toend” OTT universe, and
not just ISPs, which make
up a small part of this
universe. Once this is
done, we then ask TATT
to prioritize necessary
actions, if any, based on
actual evidence and not
founded on theory and
speculation.

CCTL is directed to section 9 of the document,
which specifically discusses the issue of OTT
services and their regulation. Additionally,
sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 have been included in the
Discussion Paper to expand the discussion on the
functional equivalence approach and to include a
write-up on the jurisdictional intricacies behind
OTT regulation.

Section 9 also discusses the authorisation of OTT
services and recommends two classifications of
regulation for OTTs based on the concept of
functional equivalence. The first classification
provides for functionally equivalent OTT services
to be regulated in a similar manner to traditional
telecommunications services, as far as applicable.
The second classification relates to other types of
OTTs and addresses the need for other OTT
providers to adhere to the wider laws and policy
objectives of the country. Key areas for regulatory
control under this classification include
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38. 5.1

Net Neutrality CCTL
and
Internet
Innovation

We ask that TATT also
consider
this
issue
holistically, considering
all of the players that
constitute the “end-toend” OTT universe, and
not just ISPs, which make
up a small part of this
universe. Once this is
done, we then ask TATT
to prioritize necessary
actions, if any, based on
actual evidence and not
founded on theory and
speculation.

cybersecurity, data protection, child pornography,
IP rights, national security, privacy and other
matters of public interest.
.
CCTL is directed to section 9 of the document,
which specifically discusses the issue of OTT
services and their regulation. Additionally,
sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 have been included in the
Discussion Paper to expand the discussion on the
functional equivalence approach and to include a
write-up on the jurisdictional intricacies behind
OTT regulation.

Section 9 discusses the authorisation of OTT
services and recommends two classifications of
regulation for OTTs based on the concept of
functional equivalence. The first classification
provides for functionally equivalent OTT services
to be regulated in a similar manner to traditional
telecommunications services, as far as applicable.
The second classification relates to other types of
OTTs and addresses the need for other OTT
providers to adhere to the wider laws and policy
objectives of the country. Key areas for regulatory
control under this classification include
cybersecurity, data protection, child pornography,
IPR, national security, privacy and other matters
of public interest.
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39. 5.1

Net Neutrality Digicel
and
Internet
Innovation

Digicel notes that contrary to the impression given
in this section the innovation and growth that are
referenced occurred in the absence of net neutrality
regulations.

Digicel believes that the
TATT analysis regarding
the impact of net
neutrality on innovation
is flawed as it does not
take account of the
absence of net neutrality
regulation
during
referenced
historical
periods
of
high
innovation.

In practical terms ISPs do not have the resources to
monitor every new website or innovation. Even in
the absence of formal net neutrality regulations,
innovation will continue simply because it would
not have sufficient scale to be noticed by ISPs.
Even when they do reach scale, competitive
pressure between ISPs and competition law are
likely to offer sufficient protections to both Digicel recommends that
innovators and consumers.
TATT specifically weigh
the absence of such
TATT references (Reggiani and Valletti 2016), regulation
when
however also in 2016 Greenstein, Peitz and Valletti considering the necessity
(http://www.nber.org/papers/w21950.pdf)
or otherwise of the
concluded that:
introduction of regulation
on the grounds that it is
“It should come as no surprise, therefore, that the required
to
protect
thrust of the conclusions from economic analysis innovation.
tilt against simplistic
declarations in favor or against net neutrality. This
suggests that bold and sweeping recommendations
and interventions, given the current state of
empirical knowledge, have a substantial chance of
being misguided.”

The Authority notes Digicel’s statement on the
absence of net neutrality regulation during
referenced historical periods of high innovation.
However, it should be noted that, during these
periods, ISPs generally adhered to the “end-toend” principle as an understood industry practice.
In recent times, with the rapid growth of
disruptive technologies such as OTTs, and the
impact of these technologies on the industry, it
has become necessary to formalise these net
neutrality principles into regulations.
For instance, practices such as blocking and
throttling of lawful content adversely affect
competition within the market and should,
therefore, be prohibited altogether. These
principles should, therefore, be converted into
clearly defined rules. However, certain practices
such as paid prioritisation and zero rating may
result in benefits to consumers. Therefore, the
Authority will take a case-by-case approach to
regulating these practices.
As such, the Discussion Paper recommends a
hybrid approach which includes both prescriptive
and remedial approaches to regulation.
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40. 5.1

Net Neutrality TSTT
and
Internet
Innovation

TATT in this section seeks to highlight the benefit
of Net Neutrality as it relates to internet growth and
innovation. Oddly enough however, the examples
provided of this “innovation of the internet” are
limited to innovation at the edge.
This is however at the expense of innovation by
ISPs where Net Neutrality may be poised to stifle
innovations by ISPs as it relates to the management
of their networks and, in the case of some of
TATT’s proposals, their product and service
offerings. Consider this in the context of bandwidth
traffic management where ISPs are allowed to
innovate. For instance, ISPs can develop ‘no traffic
lanes’, ‘fast traffic lanes’ etc. as a part of an overall
traffic management system. In fact, the existence of
a ‘fast lane’ for VoIP is what actually makes it
beneficial. Thus, if ISPs are denied this right they
may be disincentivised to pursue developments for
applications

TATT needs to consider
the
opportunity
for
innovation beyond the
edge. Allowing ISPs the
ability
to
innovate
without the limits of
poorly formulated “Net
Neutrality” rules has to be
seen as necessary for
industry evolution and
not misconstrued as ISPs
“control of the internet”.
Indeed, fair business
practice
demands
allowing ISPs the ability
to innovate as edge
providers have been
allowed

The Authority agrees that innovation is a key
component of the Internet ecosystem, which is
applicable to both edge providers and ISPs.
Policy makers and academic experts typically
focus on edge providers, as there is a concern that
a non-neutral platform fetters the growth of
innovation as a whole, thereby affecting a wide
range of dependent online services and industries.
The Authority’s recommendations on net
neutrality extend to what is required to protect the
open nature of the Internet,
With respect to innovation occurring specifically
by ISPs, section 7: principles 1, 3 and 5 address
these concerns.
Principle 1 addresses the allowance for ISP’s
reasonable traffic management practices and
measures. Principle 3 (and section 5.2) considers
the importance of ISP’s ability and motivation to
invest and pursue opportunities to innovate and
experiment with alternative business models.
Principle 5 calls for net neutrality rules to be
guided by the fostering of local innovation and
entrepreneurship, which contemplates the
inclusion of ISP innovation.
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41. 5.1

Net Neutrality CCTL
and
Internet
Innovation

The discussion paper characterizes the concerns of
ISPs as follows:
[ISPs] argue that the current model limits their
earnings as content providers use the ISPs’
infrastructure to access customers without
compensating them for it. ISPs further argue that
not only do OTT voice, messaging and media
service providers “free ride” their networks, but
the services they offer are in direct competition
with traditional services, thereby threatening the
ISPs’ main sources of revenue. This ultimately
impacts the ISPs’ ability to reinvest in their
networks.
This is not an accurate characterization of FLOW’s
concerns regarding the legal and regulatory issues
of this proceeding. FLOW accepts and embraces
the competition we face from OTT providers in
Trinidad and Tobago, so long as it is legal, fair, and
sustainable. We believe competition that meets
these criteria provides significant benefits to
Trinidadians and the economy as a whole.
Therefore, while we may have concern from a
commercial standpoint, we are not concerned from
a legal or regulatory standpoint that OTTs are in
“direct competition” or a threat to our “main
sources of revenue.” Instead, our concern is that
OTT providers whose services are available in

The Authority notes CCTL’s comment on the
asymmetry of regulations between OTTs and
traditional telecommunications services. It is
these types of concerns that have been a major
factor in the development of this Discussion Paper
and will continue to guide subsequent policy
frameworks on the issues.
Section 9 of the Discussion Paper specifically
addresses the issue of OTT services and their
regulation. Additionally, sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2
have been included in the document to expand the
discussion on the functional equivalence
approach and to include a write-up on the
jurisdictional intricacies behind OTT regulation.
Section 9 discusses the authorisation of OTT
services under the current regulatory framework
and recommends two classifications of regulation
for OTTs based on the concept of functional
equivalence. The first classification provides for
the regulation of functionally equivalent OTT
services to be regulated in a similar manner to
traditional telecommunications services, as far as
applicable. The second classification addresses
the need for other OTT providers to adhere to the
wider laws and policy objectives of the country.
Key areas for regulatory control under this
classification include cybersecurity, data
protection, child pornography, IPR, national
security, privacy and other public interest matters.
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Trinidad and Tobago are not required to take on the
same responsibilities or obligations as licensed
operators, such as FLOW. This asymmetry distorts
competition and creates an unlevel and
unsustainable playing field.
These responsibilities and obligations cover a
multitude of factors that include paying taxes,
paying license fees, employing Trinidadians, or
investing in the local economy. FLOW is also
concerned that OTT providers from abroad are free
to offer their services in Trinidad and Tobago
without worry of local regulations or customs.
FLOW values an open Internet and OTTs that help
promote this objective, but we are opposed to OTTs
that instead facilitate bias, conspiracy and violence,
as we are seeing OTTs do more and more
frequently today. Finally, we are concerned that
OTTs today are free to offer their services locally
without concern for local laws protecting
intellectual property, or ensuring the protection of
our consumers’ data and privacy.
42. 5.2

Net Neutrality Latin
American Section 5.2 of this chapter refers to the challenges
and
Network Internet Association faced by ISPs and raises the argument that InternetInvestment
based applications and online service providers
“free ride” on operators’ networks, supposedly
using ISP infrastructure to access customers
without contributing to the costs of content

The Authority notes ALAI’s statements on online
service providers’ investment in infrastructure
and the effect of Internet-based content on ISPs.
Section 5.2 of the document has been amended to
include this perspective of Internet investment.
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delivery. That argument is incorrect. It is important
to note that online service providers invest in their
own infrastructure, which can improve service
quality and dramatically reduces ISPs’ cost of
delivering Internet services. In fact, the same report
by Analysys Mason mentioned in our comments to
chapter 3 found that the capital investments of the
largest online service providers were greater as a
proportion of revenue than that of many telecoms
operators. This is because online service providers
make significant capital investments in a number of
areas: they invest in data centers to store and
process content and services, terrestrial and
undersea networks to bring that content and
services closer to users and reduce costs for
operators in serving demand from their subscribers,
and content delivery networks (CDNs) to improve
performance for users together with ISPs.
Additionally, research has shown that fixed
network investment can keep pace with Internet
traffic growth27 and that ISPs capital expenditure
has stayed relatively constant as a percentage of

Marcus, J. Scott, “The economic impact of Internet traffic growth on network operators,” Wissenschaftliches Institut für Infrastruktur und Kommunikationsdienste GmbH, October 2014:
http://www.wik.org/uploads/media/Google_Two-Sided_Mkts.pdf
27
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revenues28 (known as ‘capital intensity’). This
trend is forecast to continue in the future, according
to the GSMA. Developed country capital intensity
for telecoms operators is around 15 to 20 percent
today, and up to 30 percent in developing countries
depending on the stage of network build-out. The
GSMA forecasts that capital intensity for telecoms
operators for both developed and developing
countries will fall in the years to 2020, and that the
gap between developed and developing country
capital intensity will narrow.

43. 5.2

28

Net Neutrality Digicel
and
Network
Investment

Finally, the availability of attractive Internet-based
content and applications encourages end users to
upgrade their broadband service, and thus produces
higher consumer revenue for ISP.
The absence of net neutrality rules has not impacted
network investment. However there is empirical
evidence that the introduction of such rules in the
US did impact investment. This was part of the
evidence based approach that resulted in the rollback of these rules by the FCC.

In a situation where
further
network
investment is required to
bring
Trinidad
and
Tobago’s
access
infrastructure up to best in
class global standards,
TATT
should
not
introduce rules which
would restrict network
operators’ ability to

The Authority intends to apply a balanced
approach to the topic of net neutrality, giving
policy considerations to relevant factors such as
network investment. One of the Guiding
Principles contained in the Discussion Paper is
“Encouraging Investment”, which builds on the
Authority’s objective to promote investment in,
and the use of, infrastructure to provide
telecommunications services.

GSMA (2017) “GSMA Intelligence: Capex outlook: coverage, capacity and competitive edge”
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recoup their investment in
ways which do not
negatively
impact
consumer welfare.

44. 5.2

Net Neutrality Facebook
and
Network
Investment

Policy decisions on the matter will center around
ensuring a stable market environment that
encourages investment through regulatory
certainty and the avoidance of irrelevant
regulations. The Discussion Paper therefore
recommends that a flexible regulatory approach
(with some safeguarding measures) be taken for
commercial arrangements such as zero rating and
paid prioritisation that can bring benefits to
consumers as well as foster investment
opportunities for ISPs.

Contrary to arguments made by ISPs, online apps
do not “free ride” on networks. The policy
decisions should seek to ensure that the market
environment sends out the correct signals that
encourages rather than hamper investment through
regulatory certainty in part derived from being able
to access online apps. Online apps drive user
demand for data, and the associated increase in data
revenues for operators enables them to invest in
expanding network capacity and coverage.

Facebook’s statement on the impact of content
and application providers (CAPs) on the value of
networks is noted. Section 5.2 of the document
has been amended to address this perspective.

BEREC, for example, has recognized the stimulus
to broadband demand attributable to content and
application providers (CAPs): “Ultimately, it is the
success of the CAPs . . . which lies at the heart of
the recent increases in demand for broadband
access (i.e. for the ISPs' very own access service).”
See BEREC, BEREC's comments on the ETNO
proposal for ITU/WCIT or similar initiatives along

In 2018, the Authority conducted a preliminary
study to assess the level of substitutability
between OTT services and traditional
telecommunications
services.
The
study
examined demand side considerations, such as
product characteristics, platform connectivity and
switching cost and supply-side considerations,
such as licensing and infrastructure. The study did

The Authority also thanks Facebook for the
examples and research presented. The Authority
points to section 9.4.1 of the Discussion Paper,
which has been amended to include a detailed
discussion on functional equivalence.
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these lines (Nov. 2012); see also Brian Williamson,
Deconstructing the “level playing field” argument
- an application to online communications,
Communications Chambers, at pp. 12-21 (May
2017).

not find sufficient evidence for substitutability
between OTTs and traditional domestic mobile
services.
Due to the evolving nature of OTT services and
given the low penetration rate of OTTs reported
at the time, the Authority will be conducting
another study in the near future to assess the
current relationship between OTTs and traditional
telecommunications services.

As another example, the Mexican Telecom
Authority (IFT), in the proceedings for evaluating
the existence of a dominant operator in the paid TV
market, ruled OTTs and Paid TV Services are not
substitutes, but rather complementary to each other.
IFT based its assessment in a market and regulatory
condition analysis regarding user experience,
technical conditions for delivery, and licensing
regimes. See IFT, Versión Pública del Acuerdo
P/IFT/EXT/300915/114, at p. 69 (2015).
45. 5.3

Net Neutrality Digicel
and Competition
concerns

Digicel believes that the inter ISP competition
effects are not given sufficient weighting in the
TATT analysis. Further the consumer welfare
benefit of a wide range of service and price
offerings across multiple ISPs which allow
consumers to self optimise on price and
functionality, are not adequately set out

Digicel believes that in
setting out potential
competition
concerns,
TATT should carry out a
more fulsome analysis of
the market and in
particular the legal and
regulatory
constraints
already in place in the
market which would
obviate the need for
further
market
intervention

Practices such as blocking and throttling of lawful
content invariably impede competition within the
content industry. The Authority therefore
recommends that a hardline position be taken on
these actions in the form of clearly defined rules.
However, certain practices, such as paid
prioritisation and zero rating, may result in
benefits to consumers. Therefore, the Authority
shall take an evidence-based approach to
regulating these practices.
The Discussion Paper therefore recommends a
hybrid approach, which includes both prescriptive
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and remedial approaches to regulation, thereby
suggesting an evidence-based approach to net
neutrality.
46. 5.3

5.4

Net Neutrality CCTL
and competition
concerns
Consumer
choice
and
access
to
information

TATT again articulates concern with ISP
incentives to discriminate in their transmission of
OTT traffic to ISP customers and explains that
these concerns are “compounded when a provider
has, or is suspected of having, a position of
dominance.” One issue of concern TATT identifies
is traffic prioritization practices, such as Zero
Rating, which we discussed previously.

The Authority notes and agrees with the
importance of competition in curbing anticompetitive traffic management practices. It also
notes that, in addition to single-firm dominance,
there are also concerns where firms are jointly
dominant and/or engage in anti-competitive
agreements, hence the use of the word
“compounded”.

As we noted before, TATT’s treatment of
competition or in this case its absence (i.e.,
dominance) suggests a misunderstanding of the
important role competition plays in this context.
Anticompetitive
discrimination
is
not
“compounded” when an ISP has a position of
dominance, it becomes a viable strategy, because
unless there is dominance, any attempt or threat to
discriminate by an ISP is not credible, will not
succeed and, thus, will not cause any sustainable or
significant harm to consumers.

CCTL’s statements on commercial strategies with
respect to anti-competitive traffic management
practices are also noted.
The Authority believes that practices such as
blocking and throttling of lawful content
invariably impede competition within the
industry. The Authority therefore recommends
that a strict position be taken on these actions in
the form of clearly defined rules.
The Authority has taken the approach to employ
a mix of both precautionary and reactionary
measures to these traffic management practices.
Reference is made to CCTL’s statement on the
targeted blocking of illegal OTT content and the
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In a competitive market, traffic management
practices are viable if and only if they serve
customers’ interests, and help win or retain, not
harm them. Conduct that harms customers in a
competitive market is ultimately self-inflicted harm
by the ISP and will not succeed. Take for example
the lack of consensus or progress among ISPs to
pursue targeted blocking of illegal OTT content, an
objective TATT has acknowledged is worthwhile,
but has taken no action to prevent. Given the highly
competitive nature of the ISP market, even this
worthwhile effort to prevent the distribution of
illegal content is not viable, absent a legal or
regulatory requirement to do so; there is a strong
commercial advantage to not block, and any
individual efforts or even explicit coordinated
efforts to block illegal content have been
unsuccessful.
On TATT’s concern with paid prioritization, it
could constitute a concern, but as we already
explained, its success as an anticompetitive
strategy is predicated on the perpetrator having
significant market power, as well as the
applicability of several additional criteria. The
likelihood that all of these criteria apply, and
actually cause meaningful harm is so low that in
many cases they are not even investigated.

assertion that the Authority has taken no action to
prevent this. The Authority takes note of CCTL’s
comments on the strong commercial advantage to
not block content and the need for legal and
regulatory requirements to prevent the
distribution of illegal content.
Although couched in broad terms, a remedy of
injunctive relief via the courts is available to
copyright holders to seek protection for their
works. The Copyright Act gives a general power
to the Court to grant injunctions prohibiting
copyright infringement. There is, however, no
express power to order an ISP to block access, as
has been observed in other jurisdictions.
Notwithstanding the legal and regulatory
limitations, along with the administrative burdens
associated with implementing website blocking,
the Authority has explored other alternative
strategies. One such strategy is enforcement
action against importers and retailers of illicit
streaming devices. Arising out of consultations
with the Intellectual Property Office (IPO), at this
time the Authority is of the view that preloaded
boxes such as the Android box can be classified
as a technological protection measure
circumvention device in accordance with section
3 (e) of the Copyright (Amendment) Act No. 14
of 2020. As such, the manufacture or importation
for sale or rental of such devices constitutes
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infringement of copyrights and neighbouring
rights, thus providing grounds for enforcement
action. It should be noted that enforcement action
would have to be done in collaboration with the
police.
Details of these copyright developments are
outlined in the Authority’s upcoming Framework
on Illicit Streaming Devices.
47. 5.4

Consumer
Digicel
Choice
and
Access
to
Information

This section sets out a number of hypothetical
situations regarding the restriction of access to
information by ISPs but provides no actual
examples of this occurring. On the other hand there
is no analysis of the role that social media platforms
play in providing access to information. Some 4 in
10 Amercians get their news via facebook
(http://www.journalism.org/2018/09/10/news-useacross-social-media-platforms-2018/ ).
Issues with the editorial policies of such platforms
have been the subject of media reports and their
acceptable use policies and so called “community
rules” represent greater actual constraints on endusers’ access to content than the hypothetical
scenarios set out in respect of ISP. Further as such
on-line platforms have high penetration across
users of all ISPs in a market the impact of such
constraints is higher than any potential restrictions
introduced by a single ISP.

In
assessing
the
proportionality
of
imposing
ex
ante
restrictions on ISPs in the
form of net neutrality
obligations. TATT must
weigh any evidence that
such behavior is not only
possible but probable, and
must
also
consider
whether such behavior is
likely to be effective
given the plurality of
information sources on
the internet and also
whether
any
such
behavior is in fact
reflective
of
the
behaviours of content
platforms as a whole and

At this time, the Authority does not regulate the
editorial policies of online platforms. Only where
such digital platforms are similar to, and compete
with, traditional telecommunications services
would the Authority consider regulation. (See
section 9 of the Discussion Paper.) Section 9.4 of
the document makes reference to an OTT
classification which addresses OTTs that are not
functional equivalent to traditional services. It is
recommended that these services adhere to all
applicable wider laws and policy objectives of the
country. Key areas for regulatory control under
this classification include cybersecurity, data
protection, child pornography, IPR, national
security, privacy and other public interest matters.
With respect to Digicel’s statement on a “code of
honour” in Trinidad and Tobago, the Authority
views CANTO’s Code of Practice as a positive
and encouraging step in demonstrating network
operators’ commitment to safeguarding an open
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While Digicel does not endorse Prof Tim Wu’s
views on the necessity for net neutrality, it does
note that he himself did not advocate for mandatory
net neutrality laws. In an article in 2007
(https://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/viewconten
t.cgi?article=1778&context=faculty_scholarship )
he set out his opinion that
“In the end, network neutrality rules are not the
only way government can try to lower the costs of
market entry in the national economy. However, it
is one of the simplest, and it has proven very
effective over the last decade. That’s why I favor
whatever it takes—whether it’s just a code of honor
or an actual law—that keeps the network as neutral
as possible as between market competitors, and
tries to keep the price of market entry as low as
possible.”
Given that Trinidad and Tobago already has a
“code of honor” in the shape of the CANTO Code
of Practice on the Open Internet there seems to be
no evidence to justify a regulatory intervention
which imposes ex ante obligations on operators.
The conclusions of Greenstein, Peitz and Valletti
that “bold and sweeping recommendations and
interventions, given the current state of empirical
knowledge, have a substantial chance of being
misguided” further support the position that TATT
should forebear to the greatest extent possible from

is therefore a typical part Internet. It should be noted, however, that not
of the internet ecosystem. every ISP in Trinidad and Tobago is a member of
CANTO, and/or has acceded to the Code.
Further TATT must
consider whether in a Moreover, while the Authority recognises the
situation where regulation increasing role that industry self-regulation plays
is to be introduced at all, in addressing net neutrality concerns, it is also
that an ex post approach mindful of regulatory gaps resulting in harm to
would be a more consumers.
proportionate form of
market intervention.
Practices such as blocking and throttling of lawful
content impede competition within the market
and should, therefore, be prohibited. Net
neutrality principles relating to these practices
should, therefore, be converted into clearly
defined rules. However, certain practices such as
paid prioritisation and zero rating may result in
benefits to consumers. The Authority will
consider taking a case-by-case approach to
regulating these practices.
As such, the Discussion Paper recommends a
hybrid approach which includes both prescriptive
and remedial approaches to regulation.
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market interventions that do not have a clear
evidence based justification.
Digicel notes that Prof Wu’s position in net
neutrality is not absolute but recognizes that there
is a balance between keeping “ the network as
neutral as possible as between market competitors”
and keeping “the price of market entry as low as
possible”

48. 46.1
7

The Promotion CCTL
of
Broadband
Development
and uptake

Section 6
In this section, TATT presents a set of five statistics
on mobile and fixed Internet activity in Trinidad
and Tobago. One statistic indicates there are 11
separate fixed ISP operating in the country. The
remaining four statistics measure the rate of
consumer adoption of the Internet, based on
statistics from TATT’s most recent Annual Market
Report (section 4.3). Based on these statistics,
TATT concludes, “despite the presence of 11 ISPs
operating in Trinidad and Tobago, there are
significant pockets of the population that remain
unserved. Internet penetration rates remain on the
medium to the lower end of the international
spectrum.” TATT asserts the explanation for this
low rate of adoption is a supply-side failure;
namely, insufficient roll-out of infrastructure.
The problem with this conclusion is that it is
unsubstantiated. Limited supply or the limited
geographic reach of supply may be an explanation,

It is not the intention of the Authority to infer that
the problem of below ideal penetration rates is
solely a supply-side failure.
The Digital Divide Survey Trinidad and Tobago,
2013 Report notes that, while Trinidad and
Tobago has made significant progress since 2007,
infrastructure and the ICT use sub-index lagged
behind, especially in some regions which remain
below the national average. These indices
measure the availability of networks and devices
in the case of the former and ICT usage and
broadband subscribers in the case of the latter.
The report notes that 10 regions (including
regions such as Mayaro/Rio Claro, Sangre Grande
and St. George) fell below the mean Infrastructure
sub-index of 0.56. Similarly, 12 regions fell
below the average utilisation sub-index of 0.63.
Consequently, these indices remain priority areas
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but is not demonstrated from the statistics
presented, since they are based only on the rate of
consumer adoption, and adoption is a function of at
least two factors: first, the service must be available
to consumers (i.e., there must be sufficient network
roll-out), but second, there must also be a demand
for the service. Without untangling these two
factors, it not possible to lay blame on one factor
(supply) and not the other (demand). The low rate
of adoption could just be low consumer interest
and/or lack of affordability, and with 11 separate
operators offering service in Trinidad and Tobago
it is difficult to believe the problem is limited
supply. Likewise, as already discussed, efforts in
Trinidad and Tobago to stimulate demand via Zero
Rate offers suggest the problem may not be on the
supply side.
We also acknowledge the second part of TATT’s
conclusion that Internet adoption rates in Trinidad
and Tobago “remain on the medium to lower end
of the international spectrum,” but point out it is not
an accurate conclusion with regard to the country’s
most relevant benchmarks, other Caribbean
countries. For instance, in TATT’s most recent
Annual Market Report (section 4.3), TATT itself
indicates “Trinidad and Tobago was ranked first
[out of a sample of 15 Caribbean countries] in
terms of broadband Internet subscribers per 100
inhabitants…Approximately 63 out of every 100
persons in Trinidad and Tobago subscribed to

for targeting in efforts to bridge the digital divide.
These statistics will also be subject to change,
following the new digital inclusion survey which
commenced in 2021.

In addition to utilisation, the Authority
acknowledges that other demand-side factors are
relevant. The Discussion Paper highlights the
need for demand-side solutions that ensure the
presence of conditions apt for increasing
consumer uptake. This includes emphasis on
universal service principles such as basic access
and affordability which are needed for all citizens
to fully participate in the information society.
In reference to CCTL’s statements on Internet
adoption statistics, the Discussion Paper has been
amended to remove the benchmarking
information. Focus is placed on ICT access and
connectivity in Trinidad and Tobago.
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broadband Internet services,” which is more than
double that of the second-placed country, St Kitts
and Nevis at 30 per 100. See, TATT’s Annual
Market Report for calendar year 2016, figure 72 on
p. 77. This report, and other, can be downloaded
from
https://tatt.org.tt/ReportsStatistics/AnnualMarketR
eport.aspx
49. 6.1

The Promotion Digicel
of
Broadband
Development
and Uptake

Digicel concurs with TATT’s summary of the state
of development of broadband coverage and take up
in Trinidad and Tobago. We also note that as
commercial entities network operators will roll-out
networks where a sufficient return on investment
can be made. This implies that the areas currently
covered are those which are most economic and
that the currently unserved areas will require higher
investment per subscriber and correspondingly
higher revenues to recover that investment.
TATT itself has reported on declining operator
revenues. In its latest published quarterly report
TATT outlines an 8.4% year on year decline in
mobile service ARPU and a 14.6% year on year
decline in fixed internet ARPU.
It is clear therefore that current commercial models
and practices will be insufficient to generate
sufficient revenue to cover the investment needed
to extend broadband coverage and take-up and that
commercial flexibility must be afforded network
operators in order to meet the policy objective of

Digicel concurs with
TATT’s conclusion that
“rules on net neutrality
should
not
be
so
restrictive as to inhibit
investment within the
sector” and urges TATT
to maintain this position
as an output from the
consultation process

Digicel’s concurrence with the Authority’s
statement on investment is noted. The promotion
of broadband development and uptake remains an
important policy objective of the Authority.
The Authority acknowledges that the
achievement of this objective may require
commercial flexibility to an extent that does not
distort competition within dependent markets
(e.g., content and applications markets). It may
also require the implementation of universal
service initiatives to cover population groups
within access gap and universal service areas that
are not economically feasible, as determined by
the Authority. Notwithstanding this, operators
must meet their coverage requirements based on
their concession obligations.
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“the ubiquitous deployment of Next Generation
Networks”
50. 6.2

Fostering
CCTL
Effective
Competition
within Trinidad
and Tobago

This
section
includes
TATT’s
first
acknowledgement that where the market is
sufficiently competitive, corrective policy actions
may not be required. We believe this issue plays a
central role, and deserves much greater elaboration
and prominence in the discussion paper.

At a foundational level, we are very concerned with
TATT’s interventionist approach taken in the
discussion paper and TATT’s assumption that
regulation is an appropriate default mode of market
discipline, with competition to provide adjunct
discipline or complete discipline only in special
cases. We support the opposite approach: the
default form of market discipline is provided by
competition, with protection provided by
regulation only in special cases. After all, when
competition is effective, the market is superior to
regulators in producing outcomes that are
responsive to consumers’ needs and demands in
light of the variety of technological choices
available, and providing incentives to invest in
technologies according to their relative merits.
When competition is sufficient to provide

We recommend TATT
acknowledge the role of
the Fair Trading Act and
the agency tasked with
enforcing this Act, the
Fair
Trading
Commission, or explain
why the Fair Trading Act
and the FTC are not
relevant or sufficient to
protect net neutrality.

With respect to CCTL’s recommendation, section
3 of the Fair Trading Act, Chap. 81:30 states “this
Act shall not apply to companies which fall within
the purview of the Telecommunications Authority
Act.”
Competition
matters
related
to
telecommunications networks and services,
therefore, fall under the remit of the Authority.
Amendments of the Act are being pursued to
enhance these competition powers.
CCTL’s comments on the role of the regulator
vis-à-vis replication of competition are noted.
The Authority also thanks CCTL for the articles
cited.
The Authority references the academic article,
Net Neutrality Policies and Regulation in the
United States. In this paper, it was stated that:
“[E]conomic research on net neutrality has found
that the impacts of regulations depend on the
conditions in the marketplace. Under various
conditions such regulations can be harmful to
consumers, harmful to network providers,
harmful to content providers, or hinder
investment. But there are also conditions under
which opposite effects might occur. Most but not
all of the articles conclude that regulatory
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discipline in the marketplace, it is inefficient and
harmful to consumers to impose regulation that
distorts investment decisions, distorts consumption
decisions, and imposes very significant
implementation and compliance costs on ISPs and
their customers.
The role of the regulator is to protect consumers
and social welfare if and only if the structure of a
market is so defective that the powerful and
powerfully beneficial incentives of the competitive
system cannot function. In such a case, regulation
is nonetheless a stilted, artificial second best to
competition; it cannot truly replicate competition.
As well-known economist Daniel Spulber and
prominent policy expert Gregory Sidak correctly
explained in the Yale Journal of Regulation:

restrictions on ISPs offering advanced features
can lower economic efficiency. A notable
exception is blocking customer access to content
that customers find valuable. Such blocking is
generally found to be harmful, based on the
assumption that consumers do not want
blocking”29.
It is in line with this thinking that the Authority
has proposed a hybrid approach. This includes
rules strictly prohibiting blocking and throttling,
except where reasonably required, and allowing
for the conditional offering of paid prioritisation
and zero rating. This entails a notification and
consideration process, qualifying conditions for
implementation as well as regulatory action on the
part of the Authority in response to detecting anticompetitive violations.

[C]ould regulators “replicate” competitive
outcomes in regulated markets even if they were
inclined to do so? It is doubtful. Competitive
markets require continual adjustment of prices and
product offerings to changes in consumer tastes,
incomes, and technological innovation. The
informational requirements of such adjustments
are not compatible with the costly, complex, and
protracted administrative procedures that
regulatory rulemaking requires. Regulators cannot
29

https://bear.warrington.ufl.edu/centers/purc/docs/papers/1807_Jamison_Net_Neutrality_Policies_Regulation_inUS.pdf
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be expected to react to, let alone anticipate,
changes in customer preferences and supplier
technology. To the contrary, excessive regulation
can discourage innovation and capital investment,
and thus lock in obsolete technologies. In short,
transaction costs and information processing costs
make it unworkable for regulators to attempt to
supplant or recreate competitive outcomes. To
suggest that regulators can replicate the “invisible
hand” of the market fundamentally contradicts
Adam Smith’s original point that policy makers
should not interfere with the functioning of
competition:
The statesman, who should attempt to direct private
people in what manner they ought to employ their
capitals, would not only load himself with a most
unnecessary attention, but assume an authority
which could safely be trusted, not only to no single
person, but to no council or senate whatever, and
which would
nowhere be so dangerous as in the hands of a man
who had folly and presumption enough to fancy
himself fit to exercise it.
Regulation is a proxy for competition, not a replica
of it. Rather than attempting to replicate the
market, regulators should recognize that achieving
market outcomes requires removing regulatory
restrictions as telecommunications markets
become increasingly competitive. Expanding the
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scope of regulation will only make it less, not more,
plausible that regulators will be able to achieve
market outcomes.
This article by Spulber and Sidak can be
downloaded
at
https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjreg/vol15/i
ss1/4/.
51. 6.2

Fostering
Digicel
Effective
Competition
within Trinidad
and Tobago

Digicel believes that TATT has failed to adequately
assess the regulatory constraints on concessionaires
as regards anti-competitive practices. In particular
it has only considered its powers under section 29
of the Act and has omitted to examine concession
conditions A21 and A22.

Even with limited facilities-based competition the
type of “walled garden” effect that TATT outlines
as the worst case could only have material adverse
impact if there was some form of alignment
between the ISPs in the types of internet services
that were in some way negatively impacted.

The Authority agrees that, in addition to section
29, concession conditions A21 and A22 may be
included. These conditions specifically set out the
prohibition against anti-competitive behaviour,
whereas section 29 sets out the power of the
Authority to take corrective action in the specific
instances spelled out therein. Section 6.2 of the
Discussion Paper has been amended to state this.
The Authority acknowledges the importance of
competitive and regulatory constraints in
Digicel suggests that preventing anti-competitive behaviour. To reflect
TATT
give
higher this perspective, the Authority has amended
weighting
to
the section 5.3 of the document.
competitive constraints
on network operators.

Such coordinated activity on the part of ISPs would
fall squarely within the ambit of behavior
prohibited under the Concession
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52. I6.3
n
c
C

Promoting and CCTL
Protecting the
Interest
of
Consumers

In this section and elsewhere, TATT espouses the
benefits of an “open Internet,” but only in the
context of ISP conduct. For instance, in the opening
paragraph to the section TATT states:
In their use of the Internet, consumers expect an
“open” Internet and high quality service, which is
sometimes compromised by service providers’
attempts to manage congestion on their networks
and, in some instances, to protect their revenue
stream from competing OTT services.
We find this assertion to be speculative, as are
innumerable other statements in the discussion
paper, and without reference to any concrete
evidence to support it. We wish to emphasize,
however, that the assertion makes no mention of
any factors, other than ISP conduct, that would
impact the openness of the Internet or the quality of
service. We believe this singular focus on ISP
conduct is much too narrow and overlooks the real
and growing concern regarding OTT conduct. The
concerns expressed about OTT conduct are
widespread and significant. It is impossible to open
a newspaper or a news website without reading
about these concerns. A small sampling of current
headlines should make this clear:
•

We ask TATT to
acknowledge the growing
concentration of OTTs
and
winner-take-all
nature of popular OTT
services is cause for
concern that should not be
ignored. The significant
social and economic
impact of OTT services,
coupled with the vast size
and dominance of OTT
companies is a serious
concern, and we ask
TATT to make OTT
activity in Trinidad and
Tobago the focus of this
“Does the government have an antitrust proceeding.
case against Amazon, Google and

The Authority takes notes of CCTL’s objection to
the referenced statement and has amended that
sentence in the Discussion Paper to read:
In their use of the Internet, consumers expect an
“open” Internet and high-quality service, which
can be compromised by service providers’
attempts to manage congestion on their networks
and, in some instances, to protect their revenue
stream from competing OTT services.

While the Authority acknowledges that the scope
of the Discussion Paper is limited to those
components falling under the ambit of the Act, we
also recognise that factors other than ISP conduct
affect the openness of the Internet. Although
section 9 of the Discussion Paper focusses
primarily on functionally equivalent OTTs, it also
addresses some of the growing concerns
associated with other types of OTT services
mentioned by CCTL. These concerns include,
inter alia, data protection, child pornography,
IPR, national security and privacy, unfair
practices and other public interest matters.
Various agencies are ultimately responsible for
the regulation of these areas.
Additionally, there is also a jurisdictional factor
of regulation that must be considered, since these
OTT services are provided by internationally
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Facebook?”
(https://wpde.com/news/nationworld/does-the-government-have-anantitrust-case-against-amazon-google-andfacebook)
•

“The Internet powers the winner-take-all
economy”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles
/2016-03-17/the-internet-powers-thewinner-take-all-economy)

•

“Amazon strikes $1 trillion market cap, 4
weeks after Apple did the same”
(https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/04/amazo
n-strikes-1-trillion-market-cap-4-weeksafter-apple-did-same/)

•

“Facebook under fire: how privacy crisis
could
change
big
data
forever”
(https://variety.com/2018/digital/features/f
acebook-privacy-crisis-big-data-markzuckerberg-1202741394/)

•

“Facebook breach makes it clear: data must
be
regulated”
(https://www.theguardian.com/commentisf
ree/2018/mar/19/facebook-datacambridge-analytica-privacy-breach)

based companies. Section 9 of the Discussion
Paper has been amended to include a discussion
on this.
The Authority thanks CCTL for the supporting
research on OTT conducts. The research
highlights important areas where regulatory
action may be required, in areas such as
competition and data protection. The Authority
will continue to monitor new developments in
these areas, as it refines its policy position on OTT
regulation.
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•

“As Facebook becomes better policed, bad
actors are moving to WhatsApp”
(https://www.theguardian.com/commentisf
ree/2018/may/20/as-facebook-becomesbetter-policed-bad-actors-are-turning-towhatsapp)

•

“Why not regulate social media like
tobacco
or
alcohol?”
(https://www.nabca.org/daily-news/whynot-regulate-social-media-tobacco-oralcohol)

•

“Facebook, Twitter, YouTube pressed over
terrorist and hate group content”
(https://phys.org/news/2018-01-facebooktwitter-youtube-terror-content.html)

•

“Fake
news
on
WhatsApp”
(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/
experts-working-on-app-to-flag-fakenews-onwhatsapp/articleshow/65187156.cms)

•

“YouTube under fire for censoring”
(https://www.theguardian.com/technology/
2018/apr/23/youtube-alex-jones-sandyhook-media-matters-video)
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In a 2017 op-ed in The Wall Street Journal, titled
“Amazon Takes Over the World,” NYU professor
Scott Galloway succinctly encapsulates these
growing fears as follows:
Four tech giants—Amazon, Apple, Facebook and
Google—have added $2 trillion to their combined
market capitalization since the 2007-09 recession,
a sum that approaches the GDP of India. The
concentrated wealth and power of these companies
has alarmed many observers, who see their growth
as a threat not just to consumers and other
businesses but to American society itself.
This article by professor Galloway can be
downloaded
at
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-takes-overthe-world-1506104228
We believe that TATT’s focus on ISPs and decision
to ignore the serious and growing concerns with
OTT conduct is the wrong approach. Today, OTTs
are free to enter local markets in Trinidad and
Tobago (1) without concern for local regulations or
customs; (2) without concern for maintaining
honest, open, unbiased and diverse expression; (3)
without concern for preventing piracy of local
content; (4) without concern for protecting the data
and privacy of local consumers; and (5) without
accepting responsibilities and obligations that other
local operators must bear, such a paying taxes,
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paying license fees, employing Trinidadians, or
investing in the local economy.
53. 6.3

Promoting and Latin
American
Protecting the Internet Association
Interest
of
Consumer
6.4 Promoting
Local
Innovation

54. 6.3

Promoting and Digicel
Protecting the
Interests
of
Consumers

Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of this chapter refer to the
importance of protecting consumers and promoting
the local innovation ecosystem when enacting rules
that affect the Internet. In this regard, the open and
unfragmented Internet has been a key driver for
innovation, competition and user choice. Net
neutrality rules have given entrepreneurs and app
developers the certainty needed to attract
investment and growth without being concerned
about operators acting as gatekeepers, and there is
an opportunity for start-ups from Trinidad and
Tobago to benefit from them.
TATT has a key role in representing the interests of
Consumers. While exercising this function it must
tread a fine line between protecting these interests
and substituting its own preferences and
requirements for those which would be selected by
consumers if they were presented with choice in a
differentiated market.
Consumers may display either a preference for
particular offerings or a low priority for issues such
as voice QoS as demonstrated by their increasing
use of unregulated OTT voice services with no
defined minimum quality standards. In
representing consumers TATT should give a high
weighting to the empirical evidence of consumer
preferences.

The Authority notes ALAI’s comment on the
connection between net neutrality rules and
investment and growth by entrepreneurs and app
developers. The Authority agrees that such rules
play an important role in fostering certainty and
driving innovation, competition and user choice.

TATT should give weight
to
the
displayed
preferences of consumers
as reflected in the uptake
of data plans which
display features such as 3

The Authority remains committed to protecting
the interests of all stakeholders, including
consumers, pursuant to section 3 of the Act.
Consequently, it has recommended a balanced
approach to practices such as zero rating and paid
prioritisation that may present pro-competitive
benefits to consumers. These commercial
practices are allowed with certain concessions
aimed at protecting the open nature of the
Internet.
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55. 6.4

56. 6.4

Promoting Local CCTL
Innovation

Promoting Local Digicel
Innovation

TATT understands the benefits of developing and
promoting local content and concludes that
“[t]here is, therefore, value in shaping policies that
ensure a level playing field for all, including
emerging local content providers.” TATT’s
discussion highlights certain OTT apps and
speculates on the impact ISPs could have in their
development and success. However, nowhere in
this section does TATT mention the real and much
more significant impact of OTTs on local media,
broadcasters and cable TV providers.
The illegal piracy of local content and international
content procured for local consumption by local
broadcasters and cable TV providers is a significant
and growing concern. TATT has initiated a
separate proceeding to address this concern (see,
“Discussion Paper on Android Boxes in Trinidad
and Tobago”), but believe it is an issue that is
relevant to the regulatory framework being
contemplating in this proceeding.

Digicel agrees that “there is… value in shaping
policies that ensure a level playing field for all,
including emerging local content providers”
However this is something that requires careful
analysis.

We ask TATT to consider
the conduct of OTTs,
especially as it relates to
their illegal piracy of
local
content
and
international
content
procured
for
local
consumption by local
broadcasters and cable
TV providers.
In contrast with TATT’s
speculative
concerns
regarding ISP conduct,
the
illegal
piracy
perpetrated by OTTs
against local broadcasters
and cable TV providers is
a real issue that is taking
place in Trinidad and
Tobago today. We ask
TATT to make this issue
a focus of this proceeding
and
the
regulatory
framework
under
consideration in this
proceeding
In
promoting
local
innovation TATT should
be
appreciate
that
increased
broadband
uptake is also essential

Section 9 of the document specifically discusses
the regulation of OTTs where applicable. This
section also recognises the need for OTT
providers to adhere to the wider laws and policy
objectives of the country, which include laws on
IPR.
Furthermore, as mentioned by CCTL, preliminary
discussions IPR issues are contained within the
Authority’s Discussion Paper on Android Boxes
in Trinidad and Tobago. As the discussion on
illicit streaming devices progresses, the Authority
will continue to address IPR concerns in the
resultant policy framework on the issue. That
framework will be published and issued for
consultation in the near future.

The Authority notes Digicel’s recommendations
on the role of increased broadband uptake in
promoting local innovation. The Authority also
thanks Digicel for their supporting statements
given in their comments. In relation to promoting
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For example will any emerging content provider
realistically be able to complete with the likes of
Google Maps which can rely on the data from
phones which are powered by the Android App?

and therefore policies
which increase network
investment and adoption
of broadband technology
should be prioritized.

local innovation, the Authority agrees on the
importance of network investment. This
addresses key issues, such as network congestion
and broadband adoption, affecting small
innovative firms.

As Greenstein, Peitz and Valletti outlined in their
2016 paper:
“One often hears the concern that strict net
neutrality rules would help small innovative firms
because large content providers are better able to
pay for prioritization. However, as large content
providers have other means to deal with the
congestion issue, it may instead be the small
innovative firms which need the possibility of
prioritized access, because it does not require larger
forms of up-front investments which they can ill
afford.”

57. 7

In addition the market for local content providers is
likely to be too small to foster commercial success
if the local market of broadband users does not
expand. Therefore policies which encourage
network investment and broadband adoption also
promote local innovation by content providers.
Section 7
Guiding
Latin
American We welcome the intention of TATT to set forth
principles
for Internet Association principles that balance the need to protect the
Net Neutrality in
openness of the Internet while allowing reasonable
traffic management practices. With this in mind,

The Authority welcomes ALAI’s comments on
the Discussion Points and proposed principles.
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Trinidad
Tobago

58. 7

Principle 1:
reasonable
traffic
management

and

we provide comments to each of the five proposed
guiding principles below, addressing some of the
discussion points raised, as appropriate.
Latin
American Do you agree with the criteria identified in
Internet Association principle 1 to determine reasonable traffic
management practices?
The open and unfragmented Internet has been a key
driver for innovation, competition and user choice.
While traffic management practices have been
allowed to address congestion and optimize the
user experience, particularly on mobile networks,
these should always be based on technical reasons,
and not commercial.

ALAI’s comments on Principle 1 and its concern
about the effects of paid prioritisation on local
innovation are noted.
Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper has been
amended to include additional safe-guarding
criteria under paid prioritisation that ensure that
the general quality of Internet service is not
compromised by this service offering. The
Authority intends to adopt this position in the
drafting of the policy framework for net neutrality
and any attendant regulatory instruments.

Allowing traffic management practices on the
grounds of commercial reasons, such as paid
prioritization, would hurt competition and the
natural development of the local innovation
ecosystem in Trinidad and Tobago. For instance,
because an ISP’s hypothetical paid prioritization
service would become more valuable to content
and application providers as its ordinary Internet
access services become less satisfactory to meet
user demand, allowing this practice encourages
ISPs to create artificial scarcity of connectivity by
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failing to upgrade their basic Internet offerings.
Therefore we agree with the criteria set in principle
1, which states that traffic management is
reasonable only when it: is geared towards solving
a specific, legitimate and demonstrable technical
need; has proportional and reasonable effects in
relation to the problem at hand; and is auditable.
To what extent should ISPs be allowed to utilise
technologies with traffic monitoring capabilities
such as DPI, to identify specific type or content of
data traffic, as part of their traffic management
practices?
The use of traffic monitoring technologies such as
DPI should be allowed only for purposes of
reasonable traffic management, meaning it follows
the criteria describes in principle 1.
59. 7

Principle
1: TSTT
Reasonable
Traffic
Management

TATT failed to present their own definition of TATT should provide
“reasonable” while admitting that the term itself is their own definition or
subjective
advise if they adopting
the FCC’s.

The use of traffic monitoring technologies, in
accordance with Principle 1, may also be
considered in the policy framework for net
neutrality and any attendant regulatory
instruments.

The Authority’s clarifies that its definition for
“reasonable traffic management is as follows: “a
set of practices and measures, legitimately
implemented, to manage traffic on a
telecommunications network, primarily for
technical network management purposes. Such
practices and measures are legitimate where they
are implemented in adherence to the principles of
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency, and non-commercial
considerations.”
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Section 7, Principle 1 in the Discussion Paper has
been amended accordingly.
60. 57
8

Principle
1: CCTL
Reasonable
Traffic
Management

Discussion point 1: Do you agree with the criteria
identified in Principle 1 to determine reasonable
traffic management practices? Please explain your
response.

We have no objection to
TATT’s
“guiding
principles on reasonable
traffic
management.”
However, as we have
articulated
throughout
these comments, we find
them redundant with
existing practices and
protections. First, FLOW
already has a remedy in
its customer complaints
process for consumers,
should they have a
concern with the quality
of service they are
receiving
from
the
company. Second, if
FLOW’s
traffic
management practices do
not get resolved via its
customer
complaints
process
and
are
determined to be anticompetitive, then they
can be adjudicated by the
FTC under the Fair

The Authority recognises that service providers
may currently employ their own traffic
management practices. Notwithstanding this, it is
the Authority intention to develop, in conjunction
with relevant stakeholders, policy guidelines for
reasonable traffic management. This will ensure
consistency among all service providers. The
codification can also act as a safeguard against
potential anti-competitive practices.

The Authority reiterates that the Fair Trading Act,
Chap. 81:13 excludes telecommunications
services from its remit.
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Trading Act. Therefore,
there would not appear to
be a need for additional
protections
or
regulations.
61. 7

Principle
1: Digicel
Reasonable
Traffic
Management

Digicel agrees that reasonable traffic management
is necessary for the proper operation of networks.
To deny network operators the tools they need to
ensure network and service integrity and continuity
runs the risk of adverse outcomes for the users of
networks.

TATT should ensure that
network operators have
the ability to protect its
network and customers
where the unilateral
decision of contents
providers
and
other
Examples where traffic management was necessary external factors have
to protect the network and wider service quality adverse impact on same.
include the period immediately after the 9/11
attacks in the US where some non-US based
network operators had to throttle traffic directed at
US news outlet sites as the volume of traffic started
to congest international links. Similarly, Facebook
turning on of its video autoplay feature resulted in
a step-change in peak network utilization of over
10% for some network operators. Where this
caused congestion, throttling of traffic from the
Facebook domain address was required to protect
both congestion on international links and on the
mobile air interface. Finally Netflix’s decision to
make all episodes of an entire season on its series
“House of Cards” available at the same time also
resulted in a step change in peak network usage as

The Authority agrees that network operators
should have the ability to protect their networks
and customers through reasonable traffic
management. Principle 1: Reasonable Traffic
Management allows for this pre-emptive
intervention in exceptional circumstances, as
described by Digicel.
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viewers “binge-watched the entire series over the
release weekend.
While all three of these examples are caused by
external shocks two of them are due to commercial
decisions of the content platforms to unilaterally
change their service offering. It would not be
equitable to allow the content providers the
freedom to have material impacts on networks
without giving network operators the flexibility to
protect other content providers and customers
where these unilateral decisions have adverse
impacts on others.
62. 7

Principle
1: TSTT
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 1

It is critical to first identify the criteria discussed. TATT to identify the In section 7 of the Discussion Paper, the Authority
Principle 1 is as follows:
criteria as no criteria was identifies reasonable traffic management
identified.
practices as meeting the following criteria:
“1. The Authority recognises that well-functioning
broadband networks require operators to manage
a. They must be geared towards solving a
their networks reasonably.”
specific, legitimate and demonstrable
technical need.
It is noteworthy that no criteria was identified.
b. They must have proportional and
reasonable effects in relation to the
problem at hand.
c. They must be auditable and demonstrable
in relation to satisfying the above criteria.
Furthermore, section 7 of the document has been
amended to include the Authority’s definition of
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Further, it should be pointed out that the
recognition that broadband networks, and indeed
some online applications, require prioritization of
packets according to pre-defined demands
underscores any debate on “Network Neutrality”,
“Net Neutrality” or responsible technology neutral
regulation.

reasonable traffic management. This is stated as:
“a set of practices and measures, legitimately
implemented, to manage traffic on a
telecommunications network, primarily for
technical network management purposes. Such
practices and measures are legitimate where they
are implemented in adherence to the principles of
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency, and non-commercial
considerations.”

The Authority notes the relevance of packet
prioritisation in the net neutrality debate.
Prioritisation of packets as a technical solution
network congestion is a reasonable traffic
management practice. This differs from paid
prioritisation to satisfy commercial agreements,
which is addressed in section 8 of the Discussion
Paper.
63. 7

Principle
1: Ministry of Public The task of self-reporting by operators for the The type of traffic
Reasonable
Utilities
purpose of
management needed
Traffic
providing reasons for and details on the traffic
Management
management
initiatives they adopt is always likely to be selfDiscussion
fulfilling.
Point 1
Operators will naturally justify and present what
will seem appropriate evidence for their reports on
all the necessary

Comments on the measures to monitor traffic
management practices are noted. MPU’s
recommended traffic monitoring techniques can
contribute to ensuring fairness and transparency
within an ISP’s traffic management policies and
practices.
Consideration will be given to these
recommendations in the drafting of the policy
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causations that have triggered whatever traffic
management
measures they have undertaken.
In the absence of an independent third party
attesting to or even corroborating on what is
tendered,” reasonable traffic
management” will remain a compromised and not
strictly
formulated agreement, between regulators and
operators.
We believe that a system of independent
monitoring to
corroborate traffic management practices of
operators must
become a requisite for the application of Principle
14 to ring true. In other words, the following
measures should be considered:
use of reasonable traffic management practises
must
be supported by clearly identified indicators drawn
from the network of an operator who applies such
given traffic management practice.
These indicators must be portrayed as time
stamped
dashboards derived from the operator’s network
operating centre(NOC).
The dash boards must be valid enough to convey
that
the measure of the network’s traffic state or
condition (congestion) has indeed warranted the

framework for net neutrality and any attendant
regulatory instruments.
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deployment of specific network management
practices.
There must be time-stamped indicators
supporting both:
o the condition of the network that warrants the
traffic
management remedy and o Time-stamped
indicators that attest
to the resolution of the traffic congestion issue that
brought on
the specific remedy of action referred to above, in
the first
place.
Here we also make the case for granting in Trinidad
and Tobago an Interconnection Exchange
Concessionaire(ICX) as an essential adjunct to
bring morerobustness - verification and
reconciliation of ICX traffic conditions against
operator
records and to perform clearing house functions.
Studies have shown, however, that the current
bottlenecks in
service provider networks are in the access or edge
networks, not the core. Similarly, the network
traffic management debate has focused mainly on
the access network; as such, the discussion of core
network congestion has not gained as much
attention.
Current projects have devised new methodologies
that will be able to address traffic flow issues
occurring between observed links of the internet.

The suggestion of an “Interconnection Exchange
Concessionaire (ICX)” may be a possible network
management solution. However, this may create a
bottleneck in international connectivity and
reduce the current level of network resiliency
established by the multiple international gateways
used by operators. Therefore, this may not be an
appropriate solution to promote reasonable traffic
management.
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The traffic flows are to be modelled to formulae
projections and analysis of the extenuating internet
ecosystem. The methodologies will relate to
finding congestion and the development of new
ways to monitor congestion as discovered, at the
subject points of interconnection5. Some of this
important work has already begun and will be of
use when net neutrality goes into full swing and its
monitoring measures and put into place. These
methods being developed will lend strong support
to exercises that can attest to congestion when it
exists and recommendations for the required
treatments.
64. 7

Principle
1: Facebook, Inc
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 1

Consistent with the criteria proposed, reasonable
traffic management practices should be based on
technical criteria and should not be based on
commercial considerations or used to circumvent
net neutrality principles of prohibiting ISPs
from blocking or throttling content, or engaging in
paid prioritization of certain traffic.
It is important to ensure transparent disclosure of
any such ‘network management’ solution to
customers using
the Internet access service.
It is also important to include that any network
management solution must be proportional, nondiscriminator y and
reasonable to all content, applications and

We recommend the
following:
Criteria that the traffic
management
solution
should possess:
• be geared towards
solving a specific,
legitimate
and
demonstrable
technical need and
nothing more.
• have
proportional,
non-discriminatory
and reasonable effects
to
all
content,
applications
or

The
Authority
notes
Facebook’s
recommendations for the inclusion of the phrases
“non-discriminatory”
and
“all
content,
applications or services” to criterion 2, and the
addition of customer disclosure as a new criterion
for reasonable traffic management.
While the Authority acknowledges their
relevance to reasonable traffic management, the
terms are addressed in greater detail under
Principle 2: No Unreasonable Discrimination, and
Principle 4: Transparency, respectively.
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services delivered.
Traffic management measure should be transient in •
nature (duration of any measure to be only for
period of time that
•
the problem exists).

services, in relation to
the problem at hand.
be disclosed to all
customers
be auditable and
demonstrable
in
relation to satisfying
the
above
three
criteria.

For
example,
the
reasonable
traffic
management definition
adopted by the FCC under
the 2015 Open Internet
Order is below:
“A network management
practice is a practice that
has a primarily technical
network
management
justification, but does not
include other business
practices. A network
management practice is
reasonable if it is
primarily used for and
tailored to achieving a
legitimate
network
management
purpose,
taking into account the
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particular
network
architecture
and
technology
of
the
broadband Internet access
service.”
65. 7

Principle
1: Trinidad and Tobago While the TTCS recognizes the need for operators
Reasonable
Computer
Society to manage their networks, we are concerned that
Traffic
(TTCS)
operators will use the
Management
traffic management techniques mentioned in the
discussion paper (traffic shaping, deep packet
Discussion
inspection, zero rating,
Point 1
blocking) as a guise to promote their own narrow
economic interests and hamper those that they
perceive as competitors.
The TTCS believes that under normal
circumstances, reasonable pricing plans when
combined with well thought investment in
broadband capacity will ensure that the network
performs acceptably 98% of the time.
Operators on broadband networks may need (and
already use) traffic measurement to understand
how the broadband is
being used on their networks to enable them to
understand their user market and to ensure that their
network is able to
provide the bandwidth paid for by their customers.

TTCS’ concern over ISPs’ use of traffic
management techniques as “a guise” to promote
their own economic interests is noted.
In the interest of striking a balance between
protecting the openness of the Internet and
ensuring operators’ ability to effectively manage
their network, the Authority proposes the
adoption of the reasonable traffic management.
Section 7: Principle 1: Reasonable Traffic
Management of the Discussion Paper has been
amended to include the definition of reasonable
traffic management. In that section reasonable
traffic management is defined as “a set of
practices
and
measures,
legitimately
implemented, to manage traffic on a
telecommunications network, primarily for
technical network management purposes. Such
practices and measures are legitimate where they
are implemented in adherence to the principles of
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency, and non-commercial
considerations.”
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66. 7

Principle
1: CCTL
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 2

In special circumstances such as a national
emergency (natural disaster, state of emergency),
the TTCS believes that
operators can restrict bandwidth to regular
customers to ensure critical services (fire, police,
hospitals, army) have priority use
of the network. The criteria for such deviations
should be clearly set out in advance by TATT in
coordination with the Office of Disaster
Preparedness and Management (ODPM) and other
parties identified in the draft National Emergency
Communications Plan. Such deviations should
have an audit trail as mentioned in principle 1.
Discussion point 2: Which traffic management
principles should be upheld by ISPs in the
determination of reasonable traffic management
measures, e.g., transparency, non-discrimination,
proportionality
and
non-commercial
considerations? Please explain your response.

The Authority agrees with the prioritisation of
emergency
communications
on
public
telecommunications network. Such prioritisation
is considered a reasonable traffic management
practice and will also be addressed in the policy
framework on net neutrality.

We do not believe it is
appropriate or necessary
to prescribe any traffic
management practices by
ISPs on an ex ante basis.
The market for Internet
access in Trinidad and
Tobago is competitive
and highly dynamic. ISPs
are
tasked
with
transmitting a multitude
of services with a diverse
set of requirements that
are growing increasingly
diverse and data intensive
over time.

To promote sustainable competition in the
Internet market, some level of prescriptive
regulation is required.
It is the Authority’s view that practices such as
blocking and throttling of lawful content impedes
competition within markets. The Authority
therefore sees value in codifying net neutrality
principles, to ensure that these anti-competitive
practices do not occur.
To allow for flexibility and balance in regulation,
the Authority has taken a hybrid approach, which
includes a mix of both prescriptive and remedial
approaches.
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67. 7

Principle
1: Digicel
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 2

The term “traffic management” usually has
connotations of interventions which result in the
types of discriminations which would be prohibited
under TATT’s proposed “Guiding Principles on No
Unreasonable Discrimination”. Digicel believes
that irrespective of TATT’s decision on the
unreasonable discrimination issue, network
operators must have the flexibility to protect their
networks, customers and other content service
providers.

There is a growing
heterogeneity of the
demands that end users
are placing on ISPs
networks that is enabling
ISPs to create consumer
value in ways that are
difficult to predict. We
should not presume to
know
what
these
practices are or declare
certain
of
them
appropriate and others
inappropriate. We should
instead acknowledge that
the default solution is
competition,
not
regulation, and allow the
market to make this
determination.
TATT should ensure that
network operators have
the ability to protect tis
network and customers
where the unilateral
decisions of content
providers
and
other
external factors have
adverse impact on same.

The Authority does not recommend blanket
prohibitions on any traffic management measure.
Principle 1 in the Discussion Paper makes
accommodation
for
reasonable
traffic
management, which is required for the proper
functioning of broadband networks. The
reasonable traffic management principle,
therefore, allows for network operators to protect
their network and customers in a fair and
transparent manner.
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While such interventions should be capable of
being objectively justified, they may result in
traffic management interventions which on the face
of it appear to be discriminatory. For example if
one video content platform introduces a feature in
an unplanned manner which causes unexpected
step changes in peak network load then it may be
objectively justifiable to discriminate against this
provider by throttling traffic to/from its site until
the network capacity can be augmented.
Provided that traffic management measures can be
objectively justified there should not a priori be a
blanket prohibition on any particular measure
necessary to protect the integrity and continuity of
the network and services.
68. 7

Principle
1: TSTT
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 2

While the Guiding Principle speaks of “Traffic
management techniques” this question seeks
responses on “traffic management principles.” It
should be noted that these are two distinct things.

To present a more detailed discussion on this
topic, Principle 1: Reasonable Traffic
Management of the Discussion Paper has been
amended to include a definition of reasonable
traffic management. In that section reasonable
traffic management is defined as “a set of
practices
and
measures,
legitimately
implemented, to manage traffic on a
telecommunications network, primarily for
technical network management purposes. Such
practices and measures are legitimate where they
are implemented in adherence to the principles of
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency, and non-commercial
considerations.”
The traffic management
principles identified do
not align with the matter
of Net Neutrality.

The Authority recognises that there is a difference
between traffic management principles and traffic
management techniques. The former is presented
in the discussion points to ignite the debate on
which principles should guide reasonable traffic
The Document should be management practices.
restructured to treat with
the substantive issue:
In relation to TSTT’s comments on the
Further, the examples provided are outside of
Authority’s interpretation of the nature of net
context:
Anti-competitive
neutrality, i.e., its alignment with traffic
I.
“transparency” in what sense, and to discriminatory practices management principles and anti-competitive
whom?
by ISPs that would cause discriminatory practices within the upstream
II.
“non-discrimination” between what things distortion in the upstream markets, the Authority is of the view that there is
or parties?
a connection.
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III.

“proportionality” in relation to what?

This begs the question as to what TATT suggests
Net Neutrality is.
While citing Prof. Wu in Section 3.1, TSTT
disagrees with TATT’s interpretation about the
core issue around Net Neutrality. A deeper reading
of Prof Wu’s commentary on this matter
demonstrates his concern is less about the “network
design principle” but more a concern about anticompetitive discriminatory practices effected by
so called Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that
would cause distortion in upstream markets for
content or applications.

content or
markets

application
The net neutrality debate aligns the principles of
net neutrality, such as transparency, nondiscrimination and proportionality, to traffic
management practices. It calls into question the
motivations behind network operators’ traffic
management policies and practices that
unjustifiably deviate from the end-to-end
principle of the open Internet. Adherence to net
neutrality principles ultimately guards against
anti-competitive distortions within the upstream
markets for content and/or applications, by
fostering fairness and transparency in ISPs’ traffic
management conducts.

TATT
to
provide
Similarly, a quick review of the points of focus on adequate and detailed The terms “transparency”, “non-discrimination”
Net Neutrality policies being developed or enacted feedback to the following “proportionality”
and
“non-commercial
around the world (including the since curtailed questions:
considerations” are common themes within the
FCC Regulations) would show a trend focused on
net neutrality debate, which may act as safeguards
enabling or focusing regulators on the issue of anti- 1. what “transparency” against potential anti-competitive behaviour.
competitive practices which could have the effect
TATT seeks – as
of ring fencing or otherwise curtailing wider access
traffic management Transparency refers to the mandatory disclosure
to what should be readily available Internet
techniques by their of traffic management policies applied by ISPs to
resources (websites, etc.).
nature are unobtrusive Internet access service. This may include an
and invisible to the overall description of the policies and the specific
Prof. Wu and others took time to identify the
end user?
thresholds that trigger traffic management
matters that should remain under the control of
measures. While traffic management techniques
ISPs as fair practice in network oversight, and those 2. What
“non- may be unobtrusive and invisible to the end user,
matters which would entail unfair upstream market
discrimination”
the disclosure of traffic management policies and
influencing.
TATT is seeking to practices may provide consumers with the tools
In light of the above, it is unclear:
apply
to
traffic they need to make more informed choices
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-

-

-

management
techniques?
what “transparency” TATT seeks – as
traffic management techniques by their
nature are unobtrusive and invisible to the 3. What
“proportionality” is
end user?
being considered in
What “non-discrimination” TATT is
respect of what action
seeking to apply to traffic management
or counter-action?
techniques?
What “proportionality” is being considered
in respect of what action or counter-action? 4. What does “noncommercial
What
does
“non-commercial
considerations”
considerations” mean?
mean?

regarding service providers and their offerings.
This is articulated in section 7, Guiding Principle
4 in the document, which refers to traffic
management policies and practices only.
The principles “non-discriminatory” and “non“proportionality” also guide ISP conducts, to
ensure traffic management measures are not
applied with undue preference or extraneously to
effect an anti-competitive outcome in the
upstream content or application markets.

The principle of non-commercial considerations
speaks to ISPs not having commercial motivation
in the online content markets when employing
reasonable traffic management techniques.
69. 7

Principle
1: Ministry of Public The principles stated are apt and relevant for
Reasonable
Utilities
ascertaining whether an ISP s practices with regard
Traffic
to traffic management seems reasonable. But there
Management
is the question of IP interconnection and how it
impacts traffic management
Discussion
Point 2
For now, IP interconnection only takes place at the
network
backbone. Since packet switching is not an end to
end transmission technology as with circuit
switching, there is no set path or routing for traffic

Decongesting networks
by
throttling
aggregated
traffic at the POI is in
itself
a
non‐
discriminatory
and
transparent measure. As
indicated, blocking and
throttling at
the access network is
where
the
direct
obstruction to end users
becomes
targeted.

The Authority acknowledges MPU’s comments
and recommendations on network management
and the relevant part of the network.
In reference to the following comment by MPU,
“there is also no quality-of-service guarantee or
certainty at the POI. It is only when traffic is
reached to the access network that packet
destinations can be identified and blocked,” the
Authority advises that the quality of service (QoS)
guarantee for the point of interconnection (POI)
as well QoS standards for the consumer (access
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from the Point of Interconnection (POI) to its end
user destination. There is also no quality of service
guarantee or certainty at the POI. It is only
when traffic is reached to the access network that
packet
destinations can be identified and blocked. This is
at the edge of the network. So the practical traffic
management methodology at the backbone POI is
merely to aggregate the traffic throughput at the
POI so that it matches the
mean traffic demand of the majority of access lines
in the
network. The strategy then is to transfer and
aggregate traffic in such a way that traffic peaks at
local spots are avoided and that aggregated packet
flows are exchanged using the most effective
routes. All this, on the side, is still to be done within
the confines of route prices, since the economics
of traffic costs is also a determining factor of the
ISP’s profitability and ongoing viability.

Also examinations need to be broader, looking on
transmission
of packets across the internet as a collection of
different`
networks.
Given
the
current
arrangements it is felt that a violation of net
neutrality is considered unlikely if all traffic is

Blocking
aggregated
traffic at the POI means
the likelihood of one
specific
user
being
affected
more
that
another is
remote. This aggregation
at the POI in itself
protects end users from
specific victimisation by
the ISP. So blocked end
users can be sought in the
ISP’s access network and
used
as
an
inverse
measurement
of
noncompliance.

network) are contained within the existing
concession instrument.

With respect to the recommendation to allow
throttling and blocking only at the backbone POI,
the Authority intends to focus on network
management principles, policies and practices
throughout the entire network. This ensures all
ISPs and network operators apply reasonable
traffic management measures as outlined in
Section 7, Principle 1 in the Discussion Paper.

In addition to the Guiding Principles, the
Authority’s recommendations on blocking and
throttling stated in section 8.1, should apply to all
parts of the network, including the POI. Should
technology allow traffic management practices to
Monitoring of access
be instituted either in the core, aggregator or
network
end
user access network, ISPs should be allowed this
blockage can be achieved flexibility, once they conform to the Authority’s
through surveys.
regulations in this regard.

The subject of IP
interconnection will shed
much light on why traffic
aggregration throughput
will, in fact, reinforce
non-discrimination at the

The Authority will consider the recommendation
to use surveys as a tool to monitor access
networks’ end-user blockage and to ensure
compliance to reasonable traffic management
practices.
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treated in a best effort manner. It is widely felt besteffort
is already reflected in today’s interconnection
agreements across IP networks, taking the form of
transit and peering agreements.

However, a disruption of interconnection at the
wholesale
level could still occur in a best effort world, leading
to a situation wherein end users cannot reach all
destinations on the internet and, thereby potentially
impact net neutrality. Global connectivity can be
purchased from a network that
is in a position, by its own arrangements, to
guarantee such
connectivity. It can be obtained by interconnecting
and exchanging traffic with a sufficiently large
number of networks so that all possible destinations
are covered.
But one can never tell, where the opportunity to
forgo net neutrality as a service standard presents
itself, whether networks will then be tempted to
choose net neutrality interferences; 1) as options to
suppress (from within
their network), competing services they do not
desire or 2) delayed their interconnection traffic.

POI and uphold net
neutrality
conditions.
Packet
switch
transmission by its nature
adheres to net neutrality
and is non-discriminatory
it its delivery.

Congestion management
and net neutrality can find
compatibility and in
effect be treated as
separate
issues.
Congestion is concerned
with eliminating bottle
necks with the aggregated
traffic which is already
non-discriminatory and as
such, in compliance with
the concept of net
neutrality.
Throttling

The Authority agrees that traffic management
practices (inclusive of those that address
congestion) can be compatible with adherence to
net neutrality principles. Once the network
management practice and/or measure meets the
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70. 7

Principle
1: Facebook
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 2

How interested would they be then to continue to
resign themselves to best effort approaches, which
have worked for the last 15 years
without any regulatory intervention, remains to be
seen.

and blocking is only to
be allowed at the
backbone POI where
aggregated traffic is
entering the network. So
Policy statements 1 and
2 can be amended to take
note of this.

reasonable traffic management criteria listed in
section 7, such practice and/or measure may be
applied throughout the network, as required. It is,
therefore, not necessary to revise the policy
statements to limit traffic management practices
only at the POI.

Same comments as above

We recommend the
following:
• Transparency
• Nondiscriminatory
• Proportionality
• Transiency
• Noncommercially
motivated

The
Authority
notes
Facebook’s
recommendations on principles to be upheld in
the determination of reasonable traffic
management. The Authority agrees with the
relevance of applying these principles to
reasonable traffic management practices. The
stated principles ensure that traffic management
measures are based on objective technical QoS
requirements and promote an open and network
neutral Internet.
Section 7, Principle 1 in the Discussion Paper has
been amended to include the principles of
reasonable traffic management practices in
addition to the reasonable traffic management
criteria.
It is important to note that the Authority draws a
distinction between traffic management practices,
for the achievement of legitimate network
management purposes, and commercial practices,
such as conditional paid prioritisation and zero
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rating. Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper
outlines the conditions under which those
commercial practices shall be allowed by the
Authority.
71. 67
9

30

Principle
1: Trinidad and Tobago We don’t believe that under normal circumstances,
Reasonable
Computer
Society traffic management will be required once the ISPs
Traffic
(TTCS)
balance capacity with demand using appropriate
Management
traffic measurement to understand how the
broadband is being used on their networks at what
Discussion
times to enable them to better understand their user
Point 2
market and to ensure that their network is able to
provide the bandwidth paid for by their customers.

The term “traffic management” broadly refers to
the way in which traffic is forwarded on the
network. This includes both regular first-comefirst-serve management of traffic (strict adherence
to the end-to-end principle) and alternative traffic
management practices allowed under limited
circumstances30.

In emergencies as described in our response to
question 1, decisions to deviate from the norm
should be transparent,
proportional and free from non commercial
considerations of limited duration and auditable.

The Authority advises that these limited
circumstances extend beyond emergency
situations, as described by TTCS, to include other
situations, such as compliance with wider laws of
the country, preservation of the integrity and
security of the network and congestion
management measures.

In general there are many things that ISPs can do to
manage traffic on their networks. However, we are
in strong agreement
that the techniques used should be transparent (the
customers should be alerted), should not
discriminate against the

The Authority notes TTCS’ recommendations on
principles to be upheld in the determination of
reasonable traffic management. The Authority
agrees with TTCS that principles such as
transparency,
non-discrimination,
proportionality, transiency and commercial

https://berec.europa.eu/eng/netneutrality/traffic_management
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provider of a specific service (through blocking,
throttling or zero rating) and should be used only in
special circumstances
(backbone outage, natural disasters, etc) And even
in the latter case, traffic management should cease
once the specific
initiating event has been resolved.

considerations are important principles in
preserving an open Internet. They foster fair
competition and avenues for innovation on online
platforms. Guiding Principle 1 in the Discussion
Paper has been amended to include principles of
reasonable traffic management.

While the Authority notes this alternative
approach to traffic management, this is a
commercial decision to be adopted by the ISP.
The Authority will only intervene where it detects
anti-competitive behaviour, in accordance with
section 29 of the Act.

As an example, ISPs can use different pricing
strategies to manage demand (off peak
discounts, higher prices above a certain limit, etc)

72. 7

Principle
1: CCTL
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 3

Discussion point 3: To what extent should ISPs be
allowed to utilise technologies with traffic
monitoring capabilities such as DPI, to identify
specific type or content of data traffic, as part of
their traffic management practices?

We believe that the
appropriate
traffic
management technology
should be determined by
ISPs and based on each
operator’s
unique
network
demands,
network requirements and
customer obligations.

The Authority notes CCTL’s recommendations
on policies on appropriate traffic management
technologies. The Authority states that, once
these tools meet the Guiding Principles proposed,
ISPs should be allowed flexibility in choosing
their relevant technologies to manage their traffic.
Such traffic management technologies and/or
techniques shall be submitted to the Authority to
ensure compliance to the Guiding Principles and
the ISPs’ stated policies and practices.

Guiding Principle 1 specifically relates to the
At a minimum, we blocking of illegal content.
believe ISPs must be able
to identify and block
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illegal
pirated
OTT
content and be required to
do so where necessary.
73. 7

Principle
1: Digicel
Reasonable
Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 3

Traffic management is required so that network
operators can protect their networks and end users.
Therefore network operators must be allowed to
use whatever technologies are necessary to perform
this important function.
There is a fundamental distinction between
concerns relating to traffic management and
concerns relating to privacy. These should not be
conflated. Net neutrality regulations are not the
appropriate place to consider the policy issues
relating to data protection and privacy.
Where a particular technology is necessary to
ensure network and service integrity then it should
not be prohibited based on privacy concerns. The
correct approach is to separately define protections
relating to the use of the personal data which might
be accessible by virtue of the technology.

74. 7

Principle
Reasonable

1: TSTT

TATT should ensure that
network operators have
the ability to protect its
network and customers
where the unilateral
decisions of content
providers
and
other
external factors have
adverse effect on same.
Privacy issues should be
treated with separately.

The Authority acknowledges that the “reasonable
traffic management” principle allows for network
operators to protect their network and customers,
provided the traffic management conduct engaged
in meets the criteria listed under section 7,
Principle 1.
The Authority also acknowledges that data
protection and privacy generally fall under the
ambit of wider policies and laws. The connection
between net neutrality regulations and data
protection and privacy lies in ensuring ISPs do not
engage in extraneous traffic monitoring practices
that go beyond what is reasonably required.

The Authority is of the view that once the
technologies used meet the Guiding Principles
listed in section 7 of the Discussion Paper, ISPs
should be allowed flexibility in choosing their
relevant technologies to manage their traffic.
Section 7 of the document has been amended to
include statements on the submission of these
traffic
management
technologies
and/or
techniques to the Authority, to ensure compliance
with the Guiding Principles.
In an environment where Interpol, Governments, ISP’s should be allowed The Authority notes TSTT’s recommendations on
regulators and firms are cognizant of dark web and to utilize any technology, appropriate traffic management technologies and
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Traffic
Management
Discussion
Point 3

75. 7

malware, where channels used to bypass not only
commercial but national security sensors are a
global concern in the context of global terrorist
networks and financing. There ought not to be any
limitation to the technologies that operators are
allowed to use to facilitate better monitoring of
their networks – while protecting the
confidentiality of communication of the operators’
clients.

Principle
1: Ministry of Public In the UK’s Digital Economy Act Section 23
Reasonable
Utilities
eyeball ISPs are given the role of removing any
Traffic
illegal content they are informed is illegal
Management
(infringement of copyright) or, harmful. There is a
legal procedure for doing so in the Act.
Discussion
The Act allows ISPs to inspect content in order to
Point 3
perform this
procedure.

including DPI, that allows
them to better monitor the
utilization
of
their
resources
while
maintaining
the
confidentiality of their
customers’ content.

This sort of traffic content
monitoring
and
interrogation is only
possible at edge of the
access network where
packets come together to
from the

policies to be used in the management of traffic.
The Authority also acknowledges the need for
exceptional traffic management measures, as
highlighted by TSTT, that may require the
monitoring of specific content.
While
data
protection
and
consumer
confidentiality generally fall under the ambit of
wider policies and laws, the Guiding Principles
ensure that ISPs do not engage in extraneous
traffic monitoring practices that go beyond what
is reasonably required for network management.
The Authority agrees that, once the technologies
used meet the Guiding Principles criteria detailed
under section 7, and maintain the confidentiality
of their customers’ content, ISPs should be
allowed flexibility in choosing relevant
technologies to manage their traffic. Such traffic
management technologies and/or techniques shall
be submitted to the Authority to ensure
compliance with the Guiding Principles and the
ISPs’ stated policies and practices.
The Authority notes MPU’s objection to the use
of deep packet inspection (DPI) and other
monitoring and inspection technologies in
managing traffic. The Authority also notes
MPU’s statements on the irrelevance of “content
and applications layer intrusions” on congestion
management.
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content at their end users’
destination.
Since
congestion is addressed at
the
Point
of
Interconnection
(POI)
where
the traffic flow through to
the access network is
determined by the sum of
the demand of the access
network. So use of
investigative
technologies at
the POI for the sake of
congestion management
purposes are not critical.
And to use them at the
access
network
constitutes
another form of intrusion
and not one concerned
with congestion. These
technologies referred to
here
are
essentially
content and applications
layer intrusions and not as
much relevant to
Current projects have devised new methodologies management
of
that will be able to address traffic flow issues congestion
or
to
occurring between observed links of the internet investigations that would
which are then modelled to formulate projections
In this Digital Economy Act, permission is granted
to ISPs to identify content for the purpose of
monitoring copyright and intellectual property
infringements. These are
essentially content layer focussed, because the
content needs to be attested to, before it is removed.
But congestion is really the result of transport layer
issues. From the perspectives of the network layer
driven regulatory framework, investigating content
is not deemed necessary for a transmission layer
related issue such as congestion. Since the transport
layer is agnostic to content, transport management
technologies need not depend on the granting of
content inspection capabilities
On the other hand, the slowing up or packet delays
of interconnection traffic can be a significant
indicator of traffic congestion of some sort taking
place on a receiving operators network. Studies
have shown, however, that the current bottlenecks
in service provider networks are in the access or
edge networks, not the core. Similarly, the network
traffic management debate has focused mainly on
the access network; as such, the discussion of core
network congestion has not gained as much
attention.

In addition to congestion management, the
Authority’s principle on reasonable traffic
management covers, ISP’s need to preserve
network security and integrity, prioritise
emergency services and to enforce court ordered
or legal provisions and/or requirements. To
address these varying needs, the Authority
submits that ISPs should be granted the flexibility
to choose their relevant technologies, provided
that they conform to the Guiding Principles listed
in section 7 of the Discussion Paper.
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76. 7

and analysis of the extenuating ecosystem. Such have their root in
traffic flow methodologies relate to finding congestion management
congestion on networks and to the development of
new ways to monitor congestion.
Principle
1: Trinidad and Tobago Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) can be abused as a
Reasonable
Computer
Society precursor to filter,block and throttle traffic. There
Traffic
(TTCS)
is also a fairly serious
Management
performance penalty. As more and more data is
encrypted, DPI becomes less and less effective. It
Discussion
is likely that the return
Point 3
(seeing the data) on the performance investment
(cost of inspecting the packets) will decline rapidly
over time.. In the near future, all that will be visible
is the source and destination addresses and ports.
See
https://arstechnica.com/informationtechnology/2018/04/how-to-keep-your-isps-noseout-of-your-browser-history-with-encrypted-dns/

The Authority notes TTCS’ objection to traffic
monitoring capabilities such as DPI as part of
ISPs’ traffic management policies and practices.
TTCS’ statements on data encryption and the
supporting information are also noted.
The Authority has recommended Guiding
Principles and criteria that restrict the use of
monitoring technologies that intentionally violate
ends-users right to privacy and data protection. In
particular, the Authority agrees that ISPs should
not utilise such tools to get around encrypted
traffic, as described in TTCS’ comments.

Should ISPs try to get around encrypted traffic by
breaking the SSL/TLS stream all traffic will be
exposed (passwords, credit
card numbers, etc) and this will represent a major
invasion of privacy as well as a massive selfinflicted vulnerability. That
proxy will become a massive honeypot.

The Authority recognises, however, that there
may be circumstances that call for exceptional
traffic management measures that require
monitoring specific content, for example, to
ensure compliance with legislation.

Therefore, we do not support the use of traffic
monitoring capabilities such as DPI as part of
traffic management.

At this time, limitations on traffic monitoring
technologies are not recommended, provided that
ISPs adhere to the Guiding Principles and
maintain the confidentiality of their customers’
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content. Section 7 of the document also
recommends that ISPs submit to the Authority
their traffic management technologies and/or
techniques, to ensure compliance with the
Guiding Principles and ISPs’ stated policies and
practices.
77. 7

Principle 2: No Latin
American Do you agree with the potential effects of each of
Unreasonable
Internet Association the neutrality interferences (blocking, throttling,
Discrimination
zero rating and paid prioritisation) on consumers,
content providers, service providers as discussed in
Discussion
chapters 4 and 5?
Point 4-6
Paid prioritization on the Internet, as well as
unrestricted blocking and throttling practices harm
the open nature of the Internet, stifling competition
and affecting consumers’ choice.
In some cases, blocking is acceptable as long as it
is focused on unlawful content such as child sexual
abuse imagery (CSAI). In this regard, we agree
with the principle that discriminatory and traffic
management practices may be allowed under
certain circumstances such as CSAI, but the
concept of “societal issues” as a justification for
blocking is too broad and insufficiently clear, and
creates the risk of becoming a catch-all for all sorts
of content.

ALAI’s comments on paid prioritisation and
unrestricted blocking and throttling practices are
noted. The Authority also notes the objection to
the broad nature of the term “societal issues”.
The Authority acknowledges the potential harm
of unrestricted paid prioritisation, blocking and
throttling practices. The Discussion Paper affirms
that there are certain circumstances where
blocking would be acceptable, for example to
comply with legislative requirements. Regarding
the parameters of societal issues, section 7 of the
document explains the scope, which include, but
are not limited to, public safety, emergency
situations, national security issues and child
pornography.
Furthermore, the Discussion Paper considers
allowing paid prioritisation on a conditional basis,
given the pro-competitive effects it brings, for
example, by allowing the provisioning of
specialised services such as telemedicine and
other IoT subscription services.
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Should ISPs be permitted to employ marketing
strategies (such as zero-rated pricing) through
partnerships with content providers?
Zero-rating offers and mobile data programs can
have positive effects for consumers and
competition, provided that they are implemented
with regard for open Internet principles.
In this regard, zero-rated pricing can be a way of
enabling users to access new or innovative services,
and bringing more people online by enabling them
to experience the benefits of connectivity.
Furthermore, zero-rating does not violate net
neutrality principles per se, in the same way that
blocking, throttling, or paid prioritization practices
do.
Plans that include exclusive arrangements with
particular providers; requirements that companies
pay to be part of a particular discounted tier, or
arbitrarily differentiating between two similar
services may be problematic from a net neutrality
principle. In particular, zero-rated programs are
unlikely to distort user choice where they do not
erect barriers to participation, such as charging
content or application providers for zero-rated
treatment of their data, and when there is no special

The Authority notes ALAI’s non objection to zero
rating and its rationale. The Authority agrees that
such commercial practice can result in positive
outcomes for consumers and competition. It is
also acknowledged that there may be problematic
areas that can result in violations of the net
neutrality principles. The Authority has taken a
flexible approach to zero rating. This involves the
notification and consideration of zero-rating
proposals, as well as regulatory action in response
to detecting anti-competitive behaviour.
Section 8.2 also includes safeguarding criteria
that restrict “consumer choice distortion”,
‘barriers to participation’ and other forms of anticompetitive and discriminatory conduct as
outlined by ALAI.
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treatment of content or applications within the
same category of traffic.
Should ISPs be permitted to receive financial
compensation from content providers to give
preferential treatment (such as paid prioritization)
to certain Internet traffic?
Paid prioritization harm the open nature of the
Internet and we restate the principle that any traffic
management practice has to be only for technical
reasons, not commercial reasons. No ISP should be
allowed to block or degrade Internet traffic, nor
should they be allowed to sell ‘fast lanes’ that
prioritize particular Internet services over others
that are stuck in ‘slow lanes’.
Paid prioritization deals between access and
content providers cannot fall within the category of
reasonable traffic management practice as by
definition they do not have technical network
management purposes, but are established for
commercial reasons. When compensation is part of
a network management practice, it discourages
technically efficient and neutral network
management by operators and distorts competition
among content and application providers that

The Authority acknowledges that paid
prioritisation falls outside the remit of reasonable
traffic management practice which addresses
technical network management purposes.
Section 8 discusses the commercial practice of
paid prioritisation and allows it on a conditional
basis. The conditions introduced address ALAI’s
concerns over competition, network degradation
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depend on ISPs for access to their users. In cases of
scarce bandwidth, prioritizing some traffic
degrades other traffic. And as scarcity needs to be
maintained or created to make prioritization
valuable, paid prioritization discourages broadband
investments aimed to improve Internet access
offerings.
Net neutrality rules have given entrepreneurs and
developers of apps and services the certainty
needed to attract investment and growth without
being concerned about operators acting as
gatekeepers. Paid prioritization especially
disadvantages startups, who lack the ability and
resources to pay for fast-lane treatment, especially
affecting the local innovation ecosystem.
Can effective competition deter ISPs from engaging
in discriminatory practices that negatively impact
the market?
Net neutrality concerns and discriminatory
practices in traffic management are a byproduct of
broadband scarcity—measured in terms of both the
number of available networks and the capabilities
of those networks. Allowing for effective
competition and promoting innovation in faster
networks can help to achieve abundance in

and investment in broadband. Specifically, the
Authority has introduced, under section 8,
qualifying criteria for determining how this
service may be offered by ISPs. In particular, it is
envisioned that such service may only be offered
where: there is available network capacity; it is
not detrimental to the quality of the Internet
access service offered; and it does not
discriminate against competing services.

The Authority acknowledges that there is a
connection between net neutrality, discriminatory
traffic management practices and broadband
scarcity. The importance of net neutrality
regulations to ensure effective competition and
innovation is also recognised. Consequently,
given that the ISP has control of the underlying
infrastructure, the Authority has recommended
mechanisms to regulate the net neutrality
interferences described in section 4.
In the case of the blocking and throttling, the
Discussion Paper recommends the adoption of
clearly defined rules prohibiting these practices,
except where they are reasonably required for
traffic management purposes. For commercial
practices such as paid prioritisation and zero
rating, the Authority recommends a more flexible
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broadband access. However, given ISPs’ control of
the underlying infrastructure, it is important to
maintain clear net neutrality protections prohibiting
blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization to
ensure the internet remains open for everyone.
78. 7

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 4

Discussion point 4: Do you agree with the
potential effects of each of the net neutrality
interferences (blocking, throttling, zero-rating and
paid prioritisation) on consumers, content
providers, service providers and other stakeholders
as discussed in chapters 4 and 5? Please explain
your response.

approach be taken with the qualifying criteria
which safeguard the openness of the Internet.

In a competitive market,
traffic
management
practices are conducted
out of necessity to win
and retain customers, and
not harm them. Conduct
that harms customers in a
competitive market is
ultimately self-inflicted
harm on the ISP. Take for
example the lack of
consensus or progress
among ISPs to pursue
targeted blocking of
illegal OTT content, an
objective TATT has
acknowledged
is
worthwhile, but has taken
no action to prevent.
Given
the
highly
competitive nature of the
ISP market, even
this worthwhile effort to
prevent the distribution of
illegal content is not

The Authority acknowledges that in a competitive
market ISPs may be motivated to self-regulate
against harmful traffic management practices to
the consumer. The Authority has amended the
section 5.3 of the document to makes this clearer.
The Authority reiterates its comments under Item
46. That is, it takes the view that certain practices
such as blocking and throttling of lawful content
strongly impedes competition within the market.
It is therefore recommended that a position be
taken on these actions, in the form of clearly
defined rules.
The Authority does not believe the harm must
first be demonstrated before action is taken
against these practices. For actions such as
blocking and/or throttling, that carry no procompetitive benefits to the consumer, the
Authority recommends these practices be strictly
prohibited, except where reasonably required
under section 7, Principle 1. This approach helps
insulate against anti-competitive practices that
may arise in the future and promote optimal
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viable, absent a legal or
regulatory order to do so;
there
is
a
strong
commercial advantage to
not block, and any
individual efforts or even
explicit
coordinated
efforts to block illegal
content
have
been
unsuccessful.
Unless
there is
a
demonstrable
harm,
illegal act, or market
failure, we ask TATT to
acknowledge a certain
humility is necessary and
required, especially when
it comes to a dynamic
market, such as Internet
access, that is already
demonstrated
to
be
performing well. Where
warranted, we believe
TATT’s default approach
to traffic management
and all other issues of ISP
conduct
should
be
restraint and a reliance on
competition,
not
regulatory edict, to police
and protect the market.

competition conditions
operating environment.

within

the

current

The Authority has also taken a flexible approach
to those commercial practices that may produce
pro-competitive effects such as zero rating and
conditional paid prioritisation. Section 8 of the
Discussion Paper has been amended to detail the
conditions under which these commercial
practices may be implemented. This includes a
notification and consideration process to be
established by the Authority as well as the
implementation of safeguarding criteria that
protect key elements of the open Internet.
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We refer TATT to
FLOW’s comments and
recommendation
to
chapters 4 and 5 above for
a
comprehensive
response to this issue.
79. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 4

In most of the definitions used by TATT, some of
which TSTT does not agree with, there are no
potential effects highlighted, thus no definitive
answer could be provided to this question. For
example, “Bandwidth throttling is the intentional
slowing or speeding of an Internet service by
an Internet service provider (ISP). It is a reactive
measure employed in communication networks to
regulate network traffic and minimize bandwidth
congestion”.

TSTT recommends that
TATT utilise definitions
that provide a more
holistic view of the terms
being discussed, this will
allow for a more thorough
discussion.

The word “throttling” is used in the context of the
net neutrality debate to connote the intentional
slowing down of traffic available over an Internet
connection. Section 4.2 of the document has been
amended to make this description clearer.
The Authority recognises that throttling may be
employed as a reactive measure to regulate
network traffic and minimise bandwidth
congestion. This is addressed in section 7,
Principle 1. However, the throttling referred to in
sections 4 and 5 goes beyond what is reasonably
required for network traffic management. It
relates to the use of the measure for competition
gains within the online content market and is an
important element of the net neutrality discussion
at hand.

The Authority agrees that a key issue of the net
This question is distorted by TATT’s treatment of
neutrality
debate
is
anti-competitive
the matter before it.
TATT should seek to discrimination in the Internet access market. This
broaden its assessment to is intricately linked to traffic management
practices, as it is through the use of these practices
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Again, on reading the international best practice on
the question of Net Neutrality, the issue is of the
anti-competitive discrimination in access to
content, either be it from competing third party
providers or not. The issue under consideration
should have nothing to do with traffic or
commercial management tactics (e.g. encouraging
the settling of unpaid balances by consumers).
The activities raised can be used by a party both
legitimately
(commercial
and
network
management) and illegitimately (anti-competitive
discrimination). The issue should not be with the
action but instead with the intent of the action.
There should be evidence brought forward that the
action has an anti-competitive effect in upstream
content markets before it is treated with as an issue
of breach of Net Neutrality rules.

identify the real problem that ISPs can effect anti-competitive outcomes. In
at hand.
other words, traffic management practices may be
presented as a front for ISPs engaging in net
TSTT is concerned that neutrality interferences, e.g., blocking/throttling
there may have been a one for competition gains within the online content
sided approach used to market. Section 5.3 of the document specifically
analyse
the
matters highlights the varying circumstances in which
raised.
TSTT ISPs can employ traffic management and
recommends that TATT marketing practices that can result in antirevisit these issues with competitive discrimination.
further indebt analysis.
With respect to TSTT’s statement, “[t]he issue
should not be with the action but instead with the
intent of the action”, the Authority maintains that
some net neutrality violations such as blocking
and throttling of lawful content, represent such an
affront to competition. that they require stricter
regulations. These does not include actions done
where reasonably required for traffic management
purposes.
In contrast, a more flexible approach has been
recommended for other practices such as zero
rating and paid prioritisation. Section 8 of the
Discussion Paper has been amended to detail the
conditions under which these commercial
practices may be implemented. This includes a
notification and consideration process to be
established the Authority as well as the
implementation of safeguarding criteria that
protect key elements of the open Internet.
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Further, there is reference to “lawful content” and
“lawful traffic” and a reference was also made to
TATT’s discussion paper on Android Boxes.
While TATT goes on to state that “discriminatory
practices” can be used to treat with unlawful
content, it quizzically identifies without
qualification “competing VoIP application or
services” as lawful.
TSTT again reminds TATT that according to
Section 21 of the Act, any party that provides a
Public Telecommunications Service requires a
Concession. Accordingly any person that provides
a Public Telecommunications Service without a
Concession is in breach of the Act, regardless of the
technology employed.
As such, TATT must
clarify whether:
-

VoIP providers who are operating without
a Concession while providing services to
the public are operating lawfully or not; and

-

If they are operating unlawfully, what
obligations do operators have under the
Telecommunications Act and the Electronic
Transactions Act to treat with such
unlawful action?

The Authority wishes to clarify that the term
“lawful content” is used with reference to content
that is not illegal, i.e., it does not contravene the
laws of Trinidad and Tobago and/or does not give
rise to civil or criminal liability. Furthermore, it is
used in the context of a service provider’s
compliance with the law or a legal order that
requires the blocking of specific content. In other
words, any blocking by a service provider is only
allowed in circumstances where such blocking is
in compliance with the law or as a result of a
lawful direction by the courts or a legal authority.
The Authority acknowledges that section 21 of
the Act mandates the acquisition of a concession
to provide a public telecommunications service.
At this time, there is no determination by the
Authority that providers of VoIP OTT services or
other OTT services are operating illegally. For
the purposes of this discussion, the term
“authorised” is used based on the Act and the
current
Authorisation
Framework.
The
TATT
to
provide Authority’s position on OTT regulation will be
adequate and detailed contained in its related policy framework, to be
responses
to
the published in the near future.
following questions:
1. VoIP providers
who are operating Section 9 of the Discussion Paper lays the
without
a groundwork for the Authority’s proposed policy
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Concession while
providing services
to the public are
operating lawfully
or not; and

framework on OTT regulation. It discusses the
authorisation of OTT services under the current
regulatory
framework
and
recommends
classifications for their regulation based on the
concept of functional equivalence. It also
discusses the jurisdictional complexities to be
are addressed prior to regulation enforcement.

2. If
they
operating
unlawfully, what
obligations
do
operators
have
under
the
Telecommunicati
ons Act and the
Electronic
Transactions Act
to treat with such
unlawful action?

Whether a VoIP provider is operating in
contravention of the Act is to be determined by
the Authority. Any subsequent enforcement
action will be taken by the Authority as the
circumstances warrant. Consequently, there is no
specific obligation on a service provider to treat
with such instance at this time.

The Electronic Transactions Act prescribes a
take-down and notification procedure for
TSTT believes the answer intermediaries or telecommunications service
to the former question is providers with knowledge that the information
self-evident in S.21(1) of contained in a data message or electronic record
the Act.
gives rise to civil or criminal liability. However,
the Authority wishes to point out that Part VI of
the Electronic Transactions Act, which contains
the relevant provisions, has not yet been
proclaimed.
With regard to TSTT’s concern over the
Authority’s power to treat with non-priced based
anti-competitive behaviour, the Authority advises
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that it is empowered under the Act and the
concession to treat with anti-competitive practices
not effected by a price change in the market.
In this regard, TATT’s apparent broad brushed
approach to the question of what is nondiscrimination it seeks to restrict, raises more
fundamental questions:
- Does TATT have the authority in law to
treat with anti-competitive practice that is
not effected by a price in the market?
- Does TATT have the authority in law to
treat with anti-competitive effects in the
content marketplace?
A review of the Act suggests that the answer to
these questions is, in both cases, a definitive no.
Accordingly, TATT is not empowered in law to
make a determination that an act of bandwidth
throttling is anti-competitive or not. As such, any
attempt to implement this principle, without first an
amendment to the Act would be illegal.

80. 7

Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago Given the massive increase in encryption being
Unreasonable
Computer
Society rolled out across the Internet (Let’s Encrypt on the
Discrimination
(TTCS)
server side, and the
activities of the major browsers and search engines
Discussion
on the client side), it is difficult to see how the ISPs
Point 4
and authorities will be able to discriminate on
content that they can’t see. As such the policy

According to the Act, in addition to anticompetitive pricing, anti-competitive practices
are also prohibited. More specifically, section 22
(1) of the Act prohibits a concessionaire from
engaging in “anti-competitive pricing and related
practices”. Pursuant to section 29 of the Act, the
Authority is empowered to establish price
regulation regimes in the event that it detects
either anti-competitive pricing or acts of unfair
competition.
For further elaboration, concession conditions
A21 and A22 define the type of anti-competitive
conduct that is prohibited under the Act, which,
again, is not limited to anti-competitive pricing.
Thus, the Authority have regulatory control in
those areas where such actions involve a
concessionaire.
The Authority notes TTCS’ comments on the
effects of encryption roll out on an ISP’s ability to
block content. While the Authority acknowledges
that ISPs may not be able to see the actual payload
of the traffic, it is still possible to see header
information to determine the type of traffic,
source and destination. Using this information,
they may be able to discriminate against particular
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levers of blocking content will become rapidly less
effective over time.

Given each scenario outlined above the authorities
may wish to consider different types of policies
(user education, etc) that
may prove to be more effective in the long run.
As the Internet Society’s White Paper titled
“Perspectives on Internet Content Blocking: An
Overview” dated March 2017
notes:
“ The Internet Society believes the most
appropriate way to counteract illegal content and
activities on the Internet is to attack them at their
source. Using filters to block access to online
content is inefficient, likely to be ineffective, and is
prone to generate collateral damage affecting
innocent Internet users .”
The Internet Society report should be read in its
entirety
at
https://www.internetsociety.org/doc/internetcontent-blocking

content providers. Thus, the concern may still
remain.

The Authority agrees with TTCS on the
importance of user education policies for longer
term effectiveness against the negative impact of
some net neutrality interferences.

The Authority thanks TTCS for the supporting
evidence presented. Regarding TTCS’ comments
on the “the most appropriate way to counteract
illegal content and activities on the Internet”, it is
important to clarify that the blocking referred to
in Discussion Point 4 addresses the act of ISPs
blocking lawful content as opposed to unlawful
content. Blocking that goes beyond reasonable
traffic management practices is likely to cause
harm to the end user.
On the point of the digital divide, section 4.4 of
the document highlights the link between
practices such as zero rating and the digital divide.
In summary, zero rating can be used as a tool
which allows otherwise unconnected individuals
access to the Internet.
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81. 7

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 5

It is difficult to determine how traffic management
will address the digital divide. And as to natural
disasters, please see our response to question 1 and
2.
Discussion point 5: Should ISPs be permitted to
employ marketing strategies (such as zero-rated
pricing) through partnerships with content
providers? Please explain your response

We believe that ISPs
should not only be
permitted to employ
pricing strategies, such as
Zero-Rated pricing, but
should be encouraged by
TATT to do so. ISPs
should
also
be
encouraged by TATT to
experiment in any other
ways that ISPs might
believe are effective.
Going even further, we
would encourage TATT
to take a direct role in
promoting the demand for
the Internet and bridging
the digital divide in
Trinidad and Tobago.

CCTL’s recommendation on zero-rated pricing is
noted. Under section 4.4 of the Discussion Paper,
the Authority presents the effects of zero-rated
pricing on promoting both the demand for the
Internet and bridging the digital divide in Trinidad
and Tobago. The section has been amended to
expand the discussion on the benefits of zero
rating within the country in recent times.
Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper has also been
amended to detail the conditions under which
these commercial practices may be implemented
in the future. This includes a notification and
consideration process to be established by the
Authority as well as the implementation of
safeguarding criteria that protect key elements of
the open Internet. The Authority also proposes the
monitoring of these commercial practices to
ensure adherence to the net neutrality principles
and standards proposed by the Authority.

We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendation
to
section 4.4 above for a
comprehensive response
to this issue.
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82. 7

Principle 2: No Digicel
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 5

There should not be a blanket prohibition on this TATT should not adopt a
type of commercial arrangement.
blanket prohibition on
this commercial practice.
While proponents of such a prohibition can
construct scenarios with negative outcomes, it is
equally possible to construct positive scenarios. For
example a bank wishing to launch and promote online banking may be prepared to “sponsor” the data
associated with the App so it is free to the end user.
As the ability to conduct on-line purchasing is a key
enabler for participation in the digital economy
there is arguably an overall consumer welfare
benefit as it promotes the adoption of on-line
banking.
ISP initiated zero rating of a messaging app (which
arguably competes with the ISP’s traditional voice
and SMS services) would be justified as it promotes
the penetration of smartphones which in turn
facilitates the use of other data services.
Zero rating of government:
Digicel notes that zero rating in the form of “loss
leaders” or inclusive offers are common in other
sectors such as supermarkets, branded beverages
included in combo meals in fast food chains etc.

Digicel’s comments on zero-rated pricing are
noted. The Authority thanks Digicel for the
examples provided to support its position. The
Authority recognises that zero rating may produce
pro-competitive benefits and thus does not intend
to adopt a blanket prohibition on the commercial
practice. Rather, the document recommends a
more flexible approach to zero rating that
involves regulatory action in instances of anticompetitive behaviour.
Section 8.2 outlines the Authority’s approach to
zero rating. The section details the conditions
under which these commercial practices may be
implemented in the future. These include the
implementation of safeguarding criteria that
protect key elements of the open Internet. The
Authority also proposes it be notified prior to the
commercial
practice
being
conducted.
Furthermore these practices shall also be and
monitored to ensure adherence to the net
neutrality principles and standards proposed by
the Authority.

These are not harmful to either competition or
consumers in principle only where they are
accompanied by some type of exclusionary
mechanism.
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In the on-line environment the “ad funded” model
for many social media platforms “zero rates” the
platform access and use for the end user. If in
principle it is an acceptable business model for the
likes of Facebook and Google then Digicel cannot
discern why it should be prohibited as a business
model for ISPs.
83. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 5

This question (and the discussion before) seems to As long as these strategies
suggest that all partnerships with content providers and partnerships do not
are anti-competitive per se. This is not the case.
result in anti-competitive
discriminatory practices
The trajectory of the ICT Sector’s development has then ISPs should be
reinforced that both telecommunications providers allowed to conduct their
(telcos and ISPs) and content providers (Google business.
etc.) seek to be vertically integrated as a means to
more efficiently provide services to the customer as TATT
to
provide
well as to gain economic efficiencies. Such can be adequate and detailed
achieved by either strategic partnerships, responses
to
the
acquisitions vertically in ICT economic stack or following questions:
development of in-house capacity. All of these are
pertinent strategies for continued growth of firms
1) Are acquisitions
in the ICT sector.
of content-based
firms
by
For TATT to consider partnerships a problem per
telecommunicatio
se would undermine the ability of domestic
ns operators (or
telecommunications firms to thrive in and develop
vice versa) also to
in the global ICT space. It would also act as a
be eliminated?
disincentive and millstone around the development
2) Are
of content firms, domiciled both in Trinidad and
concessionaires

The Discussion Points and discussion on undue
discrimination
are
intended
to
solicit
stakeholders’ feedback on key themes of the net
neutrality debate. They are not intended to
suggest that all partnerships with content
providers are anti-competitive per se but, rather,
to spark discussion on the concerns that may arise
due to discriminatory conduct.
The Authority does not intend to adopt a blanket
prohibition on partnerships and marketing
strategies. The Authority recognises that practices
and strategies such as paid prioritisation and zero
rating may offer pro-competitive effects within
the industry and should, therefore, be regulated on
a case-by-case basis.
With respect to TSTT’s questions (1 and 2), the
Authority will make decisions on acquisitions and
divesting on a case-by-case basis, examining the
unique details of each case and the anticompetitive outcomes expected.
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Tobago and without. Questions that arise with a
banning of such partnerships would include:
- Are acquisitions of content-based firms by
telecommunications operators (or vice
versa) also to be eliminated?
- Are concessionaires required to divest any
content-based operations from their firms?
- Does TATT have the authority in law to
curtail a firms’ ability to partner or acquire
other firms that are outside its regulatory
remit?
- Does TATT have the authority in law to
require firms to divest parts of their
operation?
Finally, on the specific question of zero-rating of
some services. TATT has not made a case why
zero-rating of some services can be deemed anticompetitive per se. Indeed, TATT should consider
that unmetered Internet access – the hallmark of
fixed Internet access – involves the effective zero
rating of the costs of the transmission of content
delivered. Is TATT suggesting that this model of
service provision is anti-competitive and illegal?

required to divest
any content-based
operations from
their firms?
3) Does TATT have
all the authority in
law to curtail a
firms’ ability to
partner or acquire
other firms that
are outside of its
regulatory remit?
4) Does TATT have
the authority in
law to require
firms to divest
parts of their
operation?

On questions 3 and 4, the Authority advises that
any issues it addresses with respect to curtailing
acquisition and requiring the divesting of an ISP’s
operation will be in keeping with its statutory
mandate and within its regulatory remit.

TATT should refrain
from seeking to operate
outside its statutory .

TATT should clarify if its
reticence towards “zeroTATT has not provided material evidence – both in rating” of services applies
Trinidad and Tobago or without – to suggest that to the prevailing model of
the zero-rating of some services to the customer unmetered Internet access
always does not include the concomitant recovery
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of that cost from other aspects of the service. afforded
fixed
line
Further, TATT has not provided a case that customers.
providing customers with such options, somehow
always restricts their ultimate choices.
Before TATT seeks to
These are critical points of evidence that TATT restrict these marketing
must provide before it can even suggest a blanket strategies TATT should
restriction on partnerships and/ or zero-rating of demonstrate that these
some subset of data services. Any strategy that can strategies are always
lead to an operator’s ability to earn profits, while detrimental
to
the
contemporaneously encouraging the operator to marketplace.
increase bandwidth speeds and maintain a high
QoS is beneficial to the sector and ought to be
actively encouraged.

84. 7

Principle 2: No Ministry of Public
Unreasonable
Utilities
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 5

Content providers need
access to the online
commercial space where
end users visit once they
are shut out from end
users by ISPs they have
no commercial presence
to sell their wares. They
are treated like illegal
street vendors. There is
no
commercial reason for
them to be treated like
illegal vendors, because
unlike street vendors,

The Authority notes MPU’s comments, which
underscore the importance of maintaining an
“open Internet” where innovation and
competition can thrive. The Authority agrees that
this goes a long way in ensuring that end-user
choices are not restricted, and that lawful content
providers have continued access to an online
commercial space in a fair and indiscriminate
manner.
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they do not congest the
road or pose harmful
threats to road users. Is
there enough
29 being offered by ISPs
to their end users to
justify them denying all
content or applications
providers to
the commercial space?
Let end user free choice
determine
who
is
accessed and not limit end
user choice with a
contrived or paid for list
of providers then ISP
would be second guessing
consumers’ choice. This
is not the remedy for a
thriving
market place.
85. 7

Principle 2: No Facebook,
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 5

There is nothing inconsistent with maintaining net Zero-rating
should
neutrality principles and permitting zero-rating that continue to be permitted,
benefits consumers.
and any regulatory review
should be on a case by
We note one important clarification to the text of case basis.
consultation document, which asserted that
Facebook compensates
ISPs for the cost of zero-rated data.1 This is not
accurate. Facebook does not compensate operators

Facebook’s
clarification
regarding
the
document’s statements on compensation to
operators is noted. Section 4.4 has been amended
accordingly.
Facebook’s recommendations and statements on
the benefits of zero rating, such as access to free
content, digital inclusion and competition, are
consistent with the Discussion Paper’s
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in exchange for the cost of data in zero-ratings
offer.
Zero-rating offers have been shown to enhance
consumer welfare and serve a critical function in
helping to bring more
citizens online, providing an onramp to the broader
internet, and providing a baseline of connectivity
for those who are already online but who would
otherwise have data
only on an intermittent basis.
In short, zero-rating provides significant benefits to
consumers, including:
(i) Access to free content: At a basic level, zerorating is welfare enhancing rather than welfare
reducing, and should not be automatically equated
with a reduction in consumer choice. For example,
a study of zero-rated plans in Chile, the Netherlands
and Slovenia has shown there is no evidence that
consumers limited their internet access to zerorated
content or that the practice resulted in any adverse
market effects.2 Various other studies of zerorating plans have found increased internet access
without any market distortion,3 that zero-rating
programs can increase overall consumption of
data and assist consumers in monitoring their own
data
consumption, and that zero-rating programs are
unlikely to harm the open internet and are a sign of

recommendations on the topic. The Authority
recognises that the provision of zero-rated content
can redound to the benefit of citizens of Trinidad
and Tobago, such as the offering by ISPs of zerorated education, health and other news-related
websites during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
Authority intends to continue to encourage these
service offerings that increase consumer access to
information and promote digital inclusion.
Section 8.2 of the document recognises these procompetitive benefits and recommends the
authorisation of zero-rating practices based on a
notification and consideration process, and the
inclusion of safeguarding criteria that protect net
neutrality.
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healthy product differentiation that improves
consumer value.4
(ii) Digital Inclusion: Enabling people to have
access to zero-rating programs when they have no
data is a critical tool for bringing more unconnected
people online and ensuring that people already
online have a consistent baseline of
connectivity. Research has shown that maintaining
basic connectivity – e.g., in the form of zero-rating
programs – after consumers exhaust their data
allowance avoids consumer isolation and can make
it easier and more likely that they will re-engage on
the internet when they
can afford more data, rather than dropping off
completely.5
The wider societal benefits of having a connected
community – and the contributions this makes to
overall economic welfare - should not be
underestimated.6 This is particularly
important for those communities which are still
largely unconnected, which suffer from lower
employment/income and are at risk of being left
behind in terms of
connectivity.
(iii) Promoting competition between internet
access providers: Zerorating programs can be
evidence of healthy competition between internet
access providers, who strive to differentiate their
offers to users. Such programs can be an important
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way to increase existing competition, as well as
driving new competition (e.g., by facilitating
market-entry). As more users come online – aided
by zero-rating programs – internet
access providers are incentivized to improve their
networks. This in turn fuels increased internet
adoption
and leads to a virtuous circle of continuous increase
in service
offerings for users.7
(iv) Facilitating entry of content providers: Zerorating can facilitate the launch of new and
innovative content offerings including from small
and/or niche providers, who might otherwise
struggle to get their content distributed. Zero-rating
could help these providers to enter the market and
build scale more quickly, dependent on the precise
case-by-case assessment and specific market
circumstances in question.

86. 7

Consumers should not be deprived of these many
significant benefits outlined above without
evidence of actual harm.
Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago No. This is a violation of net neutrality principles
Unreasonable
Computer
Society and provides advantages to large, well funded
Discrimination
(TTCS)
corporations (at the expense
of smaller, innovative startups). For example, by
Discussion
Digicel
zero
rating
Loop
TT
(
Point 5
http://www.looptt.com/ ), Digicel gives Loop TT
an advantage over other local news media

The Authority notes TTCS’ objections to zero
rating and the supporting examples presented.
The Authority acknowledges that there may be
some elements of the practice that may result in
anti-competitive effects and, consequently, stifle
innovation. However, these concerns must be
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(newspapers, radios) as Digicel users do not pay to
access Loop TT but are
charged to access other news media sites.
Zero rating negatively impacts on the likelihood
that future innovations can survive to grow into
useful services. Imagine if Altavista has
approached ISPs in the mid 1990s to zero rate their
search platform ; Google would have unlikely to
been able to get acceptance. Or if Myspace has
approached ISPs in the mid-2000s to zero rate their
Myspace social network,
Facebook might not have been able to survive.
Zero rating of commercial traffic should be
prohibited. However, perhaps we can have a
discussion on zero rating on non political public
services - such as government websites (Ministry
of Health, Ministry of Education for example).

weighed against the possible pro-consumer
benefits that zero rating brings. These benefits
extend not just to consumers who are otherwise
unable to experience the Internet but may also
include small local start-ups through the
formation of strategic arrangements with ISPs.
Section 4.4 of the Discussion Paper presents a
discussion on the benefits of zero rating.
Additionally, the Authority has taken note of
TTCS’ recommended model for offering zerorating services. The Discussion Paper has been
amended to include a more detailed description on
the proposed process of this commercial practice.
As recommended by TTCS, it involves a
notification and consideration process, as well as
conditions service providers are expected to meet
before engaging in the practice.

Perhaps we need a zero rating tribunal where
applications by ISPs to zero rate certain content are
decided by a panel
convened and managed by the regulator who use a
clear rubric and transparent process to determine on
a case by case
basis what should be zero rated based on guidelines
such as that from the Body of European Regulators
for Electronic
Communications
(BEREC)
at
https://berec.europa.eu/eng/netneutrality/zero_rati
ng/ . Such applications for zero rating should
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allow for public disclosure and public comment.
In this model, ISPs should not be allowed to zero
rate traffic unilaterally until such applications
are submitted and approved.
87. 7

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 6

Discussion point 6: Should ISPs be permitted to
receive financial compensation from content
providers to give preferential treatment (such as
paid prioritisation) to certain Internet traffic?
Please explain your response

We believe that ISPs
should be permitted to
pursue paid prioritization
of Internet traffic. While
we do not believe that
paid prioritization has
been attempted by any
ISP in Trinidad and
Tobago to date, there is
no reason to preclude or
limit such a practice
should an ISP decide at
some future date to
pursue it. Such strategies
have been demonstrated
to be overwhelmingly
pro-competitive and the
limited
set
of
circumstances in which
paid prioritization can be
used successfully for an
anti-competitive purpose
are so small that they do
not
warrant

The Authority agrees that practices such as paid
prioritisation may have pro-competitive effects
within the industry. As such, section 8.2 of the
document recommends a flexible approach to
paid prioritisation. This entails a notification and
consideration process, qualifying conditions for
implementation as well as regulatory action on the
part of the Authority in response to detecting anticompetitive behaviour.
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88. 7

Principle 2: No Digicel
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 6

consideration, concern or
investigation.
We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendation
to
section 4.4 above for a
comprehensive response
to the issue of paid
prioritization.
There should not be a blanket prohibition on this TATT should not adopt a Digicel’s
comments,
examples
and
type of commercial arrangement.
blanket prohibition on recommendations on paid prioritisation are noted.
this commercial practice. The Authority does not intend to adopt a blanket
While constructs of where this could lead to market
prohibition on paid prioritisation.
foreclosure could be developed, for example an
established content provider with an established
Like Digicel, the Authority acknowledges that
revenue stream being able to afford this
there are aspects of the practice that can raise
arrangement while a start-up could not, there are
concerns for net neutrality and market
other potential scenarios which do not lead to
foreclosure. There are also aspects of the practice
market foreclosure.
that can lead to greater innovation and increased
online service offerings that require greater QoS
For example a future internet of things subscription
optimisation, such as IoT applications.
based application relating to home or personal
security may wish to offer prioritized data for
For this commercial practice, the Authority
alarms etc. in such as case there would not
therefore recommends that a flexible approach be
necessarily be foreclosure nor consumer harm.
adopted. This involves a notification and
consideration process, qualifying conditions for
The flexibility to offer this commercial service
implementation as well as regulatory action on the
could potentially spur innovation rather than inhibit
part of the Authority in response to detecting antiit
competitive behaviour.
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89. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 6

This question (as the one before) seem to suggest
that all partnerships between content providers and
telcos/ ISPs are anti-competitive per se. This is
hardly the case.

As long as these strategies
and partnerships do not
result in anti-competitive
discriminatory practices
than ISPs should be
Contrary to TATT’s seeming bias against paid allowed to conduct their
Prioritisation, this is not necessarily a bad thing. As business.
a matter of fact, the very essence of the internet
considers the variant applications supported by
networks and recognises that traffic differentiation
is, in a number of cases, the only economical way
to improve the performance of broadband networks
and support innovation throughout the Internet.
Prioritisation has been utilised to optimize Internet
Protocol–based (IP-based) networks for some time
now.
In
fact,
protocols
have
been
designed/established for traffic differentiation
primarily because of the best-effort nature of
networks. The very differentiation therein, is what
facilitates the optimal functioning of applications.
Gone are the days of the one wire, one application
nature of the circuit switched environment as
modern networks facilitate an almost endless
myriad of applications, some of which require
prioritisation merely for their optimal performance.
TATT must reconsider this approach which seeks
to constantly associate paid Prioritisation as a threat
to the “open” internet. Paid Prioritization can
facilitate the very innovation spoken of so
frequently by TATT as it can allow for the

The Discussion Points questions are intended to
solicit stakeholders’ feedback on key themes of
the net neutrality debate, in this case paid
prioritisation. They are not intended to suggest
that all partnerships with content providers are
anti-competitive per se but, rather, to spark
discussion on the concerns that may arise due to
discriminatory conduct.
The Authority acknowledges the legitimate need
for prioritisation as a traffic management
measure, which includes the establishment of
protocols and traffic differentiation to facilitate
the optimal functioning of networks and content
applications.
The Authority also acknowledges that the
commercial practice of paid prioritisation can
engender innovation and increased online service
offerings, as illustrated through the examples
provided by TSTT. As such, the Discussion Paper
recommends that a flexible approach be adopted.
This involves a notification and consideration
process prior to the service being offered.

The Authority will also be introducing criteria for
determining how this service may be offered by
ISPs. Such criteria will ensure that the service is
only offered where there is sufficient network
capacity; it is not detrimental to the
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development of new, “real-time” services with no
deleterious effects to general best-effort traffic and
with no anti-competitive consequences.
TSTT will venture to provide some examples
where ISPs/ telcos traditionally receive
compensation from content/ OTT Providers:

availability/quality of Internet access services;
and it does not discriminate against competing
services. These criteria are consistent with
TSTT’s comments and recommendations on paid
prioritisation. Section 8.2 of the document has
been amended to reflect this clarification.

This Discussion Paper seeks to engage
stakeholders on the Authority’s views and
1. In some instances, providers seek to TATT should refrain recommendations with respect to net neutrality.
compensate transmission of content on the from seeking to operate Any issues the Authority addresses with respect
access provider’s network in a relationship outside its statutory to this topic will be in keeping with its statutory
akin to interconnection. OTT providers mandate.
mandate, which includes the observance of the
such as Skype, Vonage and Viber apply this
technology neutrality.
model in international markets.
2. In some instances, to facilitate timely
delivery to market and/ or efficient use of
resources, telcos/ ISPs partner with content
aggregators to provide content demanded
by customers. These are based on revenue
share models. Are such revenue share
models now to become a thing of the past?
Is TATT suggesting that telcos/ ISPs
develop no new channels for revenue
generation?
Alternatively, is TATT
suggesting that customers in Trinidad and
Tobago should not have access to premium
streamed content like Olympics and FIFA
World Cup coverage? Is TATT proposing
that it prefers that all revenue generated
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from this model is exported from the
country – worsening the current forex
challenge that faces the country? Is that
TATT’s objective?
In neither of the general instances identified above:
I.

are the arrangements anti-competitive

II.

are the arrangements discriminatory against
other parties in the content space

III.

is the quality of service of other telcos/ ISPs
or content providers negatively affected

Given that none of the criteria by which Net
Neutrality is sought (by global precedent) is
breached, for what reason would TATT seek to
restrict such commercial activity which:
1) Enriches the diversity of services available
to customers; and
2) Increases the revenue potential of the sector
in both local and foreign currencies.
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90. 7

Principle 2: No Ministry of Public The volumes of e commerce transactions are not
Unreasonable
Utilities
fully
Discrimination
developed7, especially for locally hosted
businesses.
Discussion
Most of the ecommerce conducted online is with
Point 6
foreign‐hosted web sites, and the motivation of
local
hosted business to pay compensation for
preferential treatment is not high. Maybe, when
proliferation of e commerce increases there may be
more demand and more service providers (content
and applications) competing to favour paying more
for preferential treatment.
The answer is no, paid prioritisation when placed
on inelastic services would tantamount to 1)
encouraging a price war
among competing content providers or 2) foster
dominance of a single provider. as ISP would see
their average revenues fall
would be an incentive to shift service focus to
cherry
picking. What can be a solution is, to confine a
percentage of an ISP’s annual turnover to a specific
paid prioritisation
service type.
The wide range of variance between what an ISP
bills an end
user for in its customer contract, and the actual
speed experienced by the end user when surfing the

IP traffic enter an ISP’s
network at the backbone
POI. So even if it is
possible to discern the
nature of the traffic
when it enters the POI, it
is not until the traffic is at
the access network will
their ISP know to which
subscriber the service
usage traffic goes. So it is
to
the individual subscriber
that content will be
blocked.
This makes it possible for
subscribers to report to
regulators the specific
OTT services that are
being blocked
from them. And through
compilation
of
this
information, over a series
of
subscribers and give their
locations; regulators can
triangulate
the
determinations of ISPs
with respect to
blockages
and
the
services that are being

The Authority notes MPU’s objection to paid
prioritisation and the problems associated with
monitoring QoS.
The Authority will be introducing criteria for
determining how this service may be offered by
ISPs. Such criteria will ensure that the service is
only offered where there is sufficient network
capacity; it is not detrimental to the
availability/quality of Internet access services;
and it does not discriminate against competing
services. This offers protection to the consumer
that works towards ensuring they experience an
open and well-functioning Internet.
On blocking and other violations of net neutrality,
the Authority acknowledges that the monitoring
of these actions may prove challenging. The
Authority notes MPU’s recommendations for the
reporting of violations such as blocking (outside
of what is reasonably allowed) and will consider
these solutions in the drafting of monitoring and
enforcement procedures on net neutrality.
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internet, can leave the impression with the end user
that they are paying more than what they have
contracted for. This range of
variance could be indications of low quality of
service, which
customers do not get their bills adjusted for because
there is no
mechanism by the ISP to account for these
fluctuations in
speed/quality on an ongoing basis.

Section 3: Automatic compensation for failure
to meet performance standards
92. Section 51 of the 2003 Act provides Ofcom
with powers to set general
conditions that apply to communication providers.
In particular, section 51(1)(a) enables Ofcom to set
conditions for protecting the interests of end-users
of public electronic communications services and
subsection (2) provides examples of the purposes
for which conditions protecting the interests of endusers may be made. This section amends section 51
of the 2003 Act by inserting new subsection 2(da)
making explicit the scope of Ofcom’s power to set
a condition requiring the payment of compensation

targeted for blocking.
Again, the subject of
providing self- fulfilling
information to justify
blocking cannot
always be so plausible or
consistently coincidental
to allow ISP to exonerate
themselves
from
complicity.

The inability of IP service
quality to currently be
monitored to a specific
quality
of
service
standard makes it difficult
to
apply
this
compensation principle in
internet interconnection.
The inherent absence of
an end to end connectivity
for
packet-switching
transmission makes the
real time transmission
and routing of the data
bytes hard to establish
from the
perspective of an end to
end
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91. 7

Principle 2: No Facebook
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 6

by communications providers to end-users –
communications providers may be
required to pay compensation to an end-user where
they fail to meet a specified standard or obligation.

continuum. Without an
end to end continuum or
path as the platform of
measurement the quality
consistency becomes hard
to monitor.

No, ISPs should not be permitted to engage in paid
prioritization where they prioritize certain Internet
traffic over other traffic in exchange for
compensation. Such practices are in conflict with
net neutrality principles and would result in the
stifling of innovation. Such arrangements would
stifle entrepreneurs and innovators who will be
‘relegated’ to the ‘slow’ lanes and not likely to be
accessed by customers.
Additionally, ISPs could use such arrangements to
favor their own affiliates , ‘effectively blocking’
access to competitors’
sites to customers.

We recommend that
providers of internet
access service should not
be permitted to engage in
paid prioritization.

The Authority notes Facebook’s objections to
paid prioritisation. In balancing the risks of these
anti-competitive practices (as described by
Facebook) and the pro-competitive benefits that
they may engender; the Authority has
recommended a flexible approach to such
conduct. This approach, which is outlined in the
amended section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper,
entails a notification and consideration process to
be established by the Authority before the
commercial practice can be implemented.
Furthermore, the approach also includes the
introduction of criteria for determining how this
service may be offered by ISPs. These will require
that the service is only offered where there is
sufficient network capacity; it is not detrimental
to the availability/quality of Internet access
services; and it does not discriminate against
competing services.
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The listed criteria work towards ensuring that
ISPs adhere to the Guiding Principles on net
neutrality contained within the Discussion Paper.
92. 7

Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago This very statement is against net neutrality. No.
Unreasonable
Computer
Society ISPs should NOT receive financial compensation
Discrimination
(TTCS)
from content providers to
give preferential treatment (such as paid
Discussion
prioritisation). However we recognize that the
Point 6
performance of the ISP’s network benefits if
content providers are able to provide caching
servers as close to the edge of the ISP’s or IXP’s
(Internet Exchange Point) network. Given that both
parties would benefit significantly from this, net
payments should be minimal or zero.

The Authority notes TTCS’ objections to paid
prioritisation. The Authority does not object to the
use of caching services by content providers.
However, in noting the pro-competitive benefits
of services such as paid prioritisation, the
Authority has recommended a flexible approach
to this practice. This approach, which is outlined
in the amended section 8.2 of the Discussion
Paper, entails a notification and consideration
process to be established by the Authority before
the commercial practice can be implemented.
Furthermore, the approach also includes the
introduction of criteria for determining how this
service may be offered by ISPs. These will require
that the service is only offered where there is
sufficient network capacity; it is not detrimental
to the availability/quality of Internet access
services; and it does not discriminate against
competing services.
The listed criteria work towards ensuring that
ISPs adhere to the Guiding Principles on net
neutrality contained within the Discussion Paper.
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93. 7

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination

Discussion point 7: Should ISPs be permitted to
charge premium prices to consumers who are
willing to pay for preferential treatment of certain
Internet traffic? Please explain your response

Discussion
Point 7

ISPs are already charging
consumers
different
prices for Internet access
based on the quality of
service. This is reflected
in the myriad of packages
and service bundles
offered by ISPs, each of
which are offered at
various
prices.
We
believe this should be
allowed to continue and
without regulatory
Interference.

We ask once again for
TATT to acknowledge a
certain
humility
is
necessary,
especially
when it comes to a
dynamic market, such as
Internet access, a market
that
is
already
demonstrated
to
be
performing reasonably
31

The Authority wishes to clarify that Discussion
Point (7) relates to where the user pays the ISP to
apply preferential treatment to certain Internet
traffic. It may also refer to where an ISP restricts
the end user’s access to certain Internet content at
his/her request.
Some experts31 have suggested that, where this
option is exercised in such a manner that the end
user retains sufficient direct control over which
applications get preferential treatment, the
practice can be deemed a reasonable commercial
practice. The Authority has amended section 5 of
the document to include a discussion on this topic.

Pursuant to section 3 of the Act, the Authority is
charged with the mandate to ensure fair
competition within the market. The proposed
guidelines contained within the Discussion Paper
thus aim to ensure a level playing field within the
industry. The Discussion Paper advocates for a
mix of prescriptive and remedial approaches to
regulation in the interest of establishing greater
flexibility in the Authority’s approach.

Luca Belli, Matthijs van Bergen: A Discourse-Principle Approach to Net Neutrality Policymaking: A Model Framework and its Application
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94. 7

Principle 2: No Digicel
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 7

well. Where warranted,
we believe TATT’s
default approach to ISP
pricing and all other
issues of ISP conduct
should be restraint and a
reliance on competition,
not regulatory edict, to
police the market.
There should not be a blanket prohibition on this TATT should not adopt a It is not the Authority’s intention to adopt a
type of commercial arrangement.
blanket prohibition on blanket prohibition on this commercial practice.
this commercial practice. The Authority notes that some experts32 have
It is already accepted that ISPs are permitted to
suggested that, where this option is exercised in
charge differently for different speeds of access.
such a manner that the end user retains sufficient
For example a 25Mbit/s connection may be cheaper
direct control over which applications get
than a 50Mbit/s connection. If the end user only
preferential treatment, the practice can be deemed
requires the higher speed for certain content (for
a reasonable commercial practice.
example streaming a UHD sports subscription) it
may be that forcing them to pay for the higher
The Authority has amended section 5 of the
speed for all content places the preferred content
document to include a discussion on this topic.
outside of their ability to pay.
Similarly low latency required for on-line or other
applications may be too expensive to apply
ubiquitously at a network level.
In this scenario the inability of end users to
selectively pay for the enhanced capability might
prevent the facility being offered at all.

32

Ibid.
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95. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 7

Again, this question suggests that all targeted As long as these strategies
service packages are detrimental.
and partnerships do not
result in anti-competitive
The reality of the domestic market is this: not discriminatory practices
everyone has broad financial resources to use the then ISPs should be
Internet all the time. There are market segments allowed to conduct their
that choose to limit their access for whatever business.
reasons (economic, social etc.). As such, some
persons have preferred to buy packages of content TATT should refrain
bundles at a fixed price to meet their specific needs. from seeking to operate
outside its statutory
This choice of customers is evidence of the natural mandate.
segmentation of the market. Customers always
reserve the choice to operate outside their bundles,
or not.

The Authority notes TSTT’s points on market
segments with varying consumer preferences and
needs. The Authority also acknowledges that the
service offerings described by TSTT can be “an
intrinsic part of the development of the sector”
and
may
not
cause
anti-competitive
consequences. Furthermore, some experts33 have
suggested that, where this option is exercised in
such a manner that the end user retains sufficient
direct control over which applications get
preferential treatment, the practice can be deemed
a reasonable commercial practice.
The Authority will consider these perspectives in
determining its regulatory position on this service
offering.

This reality, and the innovation of the local
operators to target that reality has led to the rapid
uptake in mobile data services in Trinidad and
Tobago. This targeting of consumer needs is an
intrinsic part of the development of the sector.
This innovation does not:
- Discriminate between content platforms;
-

Enable anti-competitive positioning either
upstream or downstream; and

33

Discriminate between users.
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Accordingly these practices do not cause any of the
concerns which Net Neutrality oversight seeks to
address.
While there may be ideological critics of this
reality, TSTT queries whether TATT can produce
from its customer complaints system the number of
actual complaints by customers who object to the
bundling of social media and e-mail Internet
bundles, or volumetric caps to packages. TSTT
hazards that very little of such complaints exist
because such is the backbone of the ISP business
from inception, and is predicated upon the choice
of the consumer.
TATT should be wary of adopting policy
ideologies which do not adequately consider the
domestic context. Further, TATT should avoid
such ideologies when they are at odds with the core
aim of Net Neutrality oversight: to treat with anticompetitive, discriminatory practices.
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96.

7

Principle 2: No Facebook, Inc
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 7

97.

34
35

7

ISPs should not be permitted to prioritize or
otherwise give preferential treatment to certain
traffic over other traffic on the
Internet.

While ISPs can offer
different
prices for different speeds
of
access to the internet,
This practice would serve to erode the principle of ISPs
an open, unrestricted and non-discriminatory should be prohibited from
access to the Internet
engaging
in
paid
prioritization
where they prioritize
certain
traffic over other traffic

Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago ISPs can charge premium prices to consumers for
Unreasonable
Computer
Society higher bandwidth (as is being done now) and higher
Discrimination
(TTCS)
data capacity, better QoS and faster technical
support. In fact, ISP’s through pricing innovations
Discussion
can go a long way to alleviating some of the
Point 7
congestion they complain about. Once an ISP’s
customer has paid, the customer should have
unfettered access free from
blocking, zero rating, or throttling.

Facebook’s objection to prioritisation and
preferential treatment is acknowledged. It should
be noted that some experts34 have suggested that,
where this option is exercised in such a manner
that the end user retains sufficient direct control
over which applications get preferential
treatment, the practice can be deemed a
reasonable commercial practice. The Authority
will consider these perspectives in determining
its regulatory position on this service offering.
The Authority’s comments on paid prioritisation
are primarily addressed under Discussion Point
6.
The Authority wishes to clarify that this
Discussion Point (7) focuses on where the user
pays for preferential treatment of certain Internet
traffic, or where an ISP restricts access in the
network at the end user’s request.
The Authority notes that some experts35 have
suggested that, where this option is exercised in
such a manner that the end user retains sufficient
direct control over which applications get
preferential treatment, the conduct can be
deemed a reasonable commercial practice.
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The Authority will consider these perspectives in
determining its regulatory position on this
service offering.
98.

7

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 8

Discussion point 8: In addition to those mentioned
in questions 5, 6, and 7 what other forms of
discrimination would you consider to be
reasonable? Please explain why.

We believe that all types
of
customer
differentiation should be
permitted ex ante. As we
have already explained,
this is the appropriate
default position for the
regulator to take in this
context: TATT should
rely on competition, not
regulatory edict, to police
and protect the market.

The Authority agrees on the importance of
allowing operators the flexibility to exercise
customer differentiation. However, it advocates
caution against discriminatory practices that
potentially violate net neutrality principles and
risk harm to consumers.
Furthermore, the Authority appreciates the
invaluable role that competition plays in
protecting the market. On this basis, the
Authority recommends a regulatory approach
that promotes fair competition in the industry.
This approach includes the prohibition of certain
practices, such as blocking and throttling, that
affront the principle of the open Internet and
ultimately competition.
Notwithstanding this, the Authority recognises
there are pro-competitive effects of some
practices, such as zero rating and paid
prioritisation, and therefore recommends a more
flexible approach towards these conducts. This
includes approval on a case-by-case basis with
qualifying conditions. Section 8 of the document
has been amended to reflect this.
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99.

7

Principle 2: No Digicel
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 8

Users may be willing and may desire to pay for the
blocking of certain lawful content. Examples might
include network level ad-blocking and parental
controls relating to content that they consider
inappropriate but which is otherwise lawful. Where
un-filtered versions are also available from ISPs it
is not clear that harm to either competition or
consumers arises from such user endorsed
blocking.
Similarly users may wish to restrict the proportion
of their data allowance that is consumed by video
content. In this scenario package plans which offer
to throttle certain high usage content types to limit
bundle consumption may be perfectly acceptable
from a competition and consumer welfare
perspective.

TATT should not place
any
restriction
on
consumer
selected
blocking or throttling
provided there is no
foreclosure or other
market harm.

The Authority acknowledges that in the
examples given by Digicel, in particular, where
the action is user endorsed, the concern for
competition breaches is lessened. The Authority
notes that some experts36 have suggested that,
where this option is exercised in such a manner
that the end user retains sufficient direct control
over which applications get preferential
treatment, the practice can be deemed a
reasonable form of interference.
The Authority will consider these perspectives in
determining its regulatory position on this
service offering.

Content providers and end users may be willing to
pay lower prices for deprioritized data. In the case
of the alarm application outlined above for
prioritized data the content had a time critical
component. Similar monitoring devices could be
used to capture non-time critical data. For example
environmental
data
that
is
processed
retrospectively to determine energy efficiency. In
36
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100. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 8

this scenario the application provider may be
prepared to accept de-prioritised data in exchange
for a lower data price. As the number of connected
devices grows this type of commercial incentive
may prove important in offering non-technical
mechanisms for shifting network traffic spikes to
alleviate congestion
TSTT is of the opinion that the activities targeted Any form of ' should
in question 5, 6 and 7 are not “forms of continue to be practiced
discrimination”.
as long as there is no
evidence of horizontal or
Indeed, these reflect internationally (and locally) vertical anti-competitive
recognized practices which have successfully practices
in
the
grown the broadband market in Trinidad and marketplace.
Tobago from 4% of households in 2007 to over
70% of households in 1st Quarter 2018. This Even if such were to be
penetration exceeds that reported in the USA and determined to occur,
UK.
TATT should refrain
These practices reflect fair and competitive from seeking to operate
approaches to targeting market segments and outside its statutory
encouraging consumer habits which redound to the mandate.
benefit of the market. These practices need not and
do not unfairly restrict the commercial endeavours
of competing operators in this and other
jurisdictions.

The Authority notes TSTT’s perspective and
supporting statements on the activities
highlighted in questions 5, 6 and 7 are noted.
The Authority does not hold the view that
practices amounting to net neutrality
interferences (such as blocking and throttling of
lawful content) can be described simply as
“marketing segmentation and targeting”. As
section 5.3 of the document notes, these practices
are intrinsically linked to competition and
therefore warrant attention. Furthermore, while
the Authority agrees that not all forms of content
discrimination are anti-competitive (for
example, user-initiated blocking), many
discriminatory practices are. As such, the
Authority advocates for a mix of prescriptive and
remedial approaches to regulation to treat with
high-risk and low-risk practices, respectively.

These practices also establish new channels of
economic activity and forex earning which further
boosts the strength of the ICT sector in general and
the telecommunications and broadcasting sectors in
particular.
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TSTT is concerned and we do not agree that TATT
frames
these
activities
as
“forms
of
discrimination”.
TSTT repeats – the issue of Net Neutrality is not to
address all forms of “discrimination” (or market
segmentation). Net Neutrality oversight seeks to
only treat with anti-competitive discrimination
which seeks to curtail competition in the content/ TATT should leave the
application development spheres.
oversight of non-pricing
based anti-competitive
TSTT reiterates; the broad activities targeted are practices to parties so
not sufficient evidence of anti-competitive empowered.
practices.

101. 7

37

Principle 2: No Ministry of Public Consider restricting a licensed ISP to providing the
Unreasonable
Utilities
single service of internet connectivity and not
Discrimination
allowing them to be multi‐ service providers to
their end‐users, under the TATT authorisation
Discussion
process. The growing importance of IP Address
Point 8
networks now makes them the 34 pivotal next
generation
network (NGN) i.e. the network capable of the
widest variety of services. This now raises the
question whether there is a
genuine conflict of interest in how these networks
allocate and

The Authority submits that any issues it
addresses with respect to net neutrality will be in
keeping with its statutory mandate and powers
under the Act Section 1.6 lists the relevant
legislative frameworks and provisions the
Authority has relied on in the drafting of this
Discussion Paper.
The Authority thanks MPU for its
recommendations and notes its comments on the
potential conflict of interest that may arise. The
general response to convergence that many
countries37 have taken is to move towards
authorisation regimes that are service and
technology neutral.
This gives the provider the option of choosing
the most suitable and practical technological
solution, and the flexibility to determine their
service offerings based on market demands and

See ITU 2007 Regulatory Trends for Adapting Licensing Frameworks to a Converged Environment.
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utilise their physical network resources for
different services
and their end‐users.

cost effectiveness. Notwithstanding this, the
Authority notes the importance of a competition
framework to detect and, ultimately, prevent
anti-competitive practices stemming from
conflicts of interest.

Other network services like IPTV and Cloud
Services must be sold on separate networks. This
way, there is no interest in an ISP so licensed, to
block OTT services.
102. 7

103. 7

Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago We don’t consider other forms of discrimination to
Unreasonable
Computer
Society be reasonable. As per our response to question 1, a
Discrimination
(TTCS)
national emergency situation may require regular
customers to receive reduced bandwidth to ensure
Discussion
more persons are able to do minimal
Point 8
communications and that critical parties (police,
fire, medical, etc) are able to communicate.

The Authority acknowledges that, in a national
emergency situation, the terms and conditions of
concessionaires and the rules of engagement of
the regulator may change to satisfy the directive
of the relevant authorities such as the Ministry of
National Security.

All other forms of discrimination are likely to be
ineffective and inefficient in comparison with other
policy initiatives and
come with potentially severe side effects - for
example loss of privacy (ISPs seeing what
customers are seeing, reading,
saying), security and network performance.

The Authority also notes TTCS’ objection to
other forms of discrimination being deemed
reasonable on the grounds of ineffectiveness,
and concerns for potential side effects, such as
privacy issues and security and network
performance. These are important issues the
Authority has and will continue to consider in the
drafting of this Discussion Paper, the policy
framework and any attendant regulatory
instrument on net neutrality.

Principle 2: No CCTL
Unreasonable
Discrimination

Discussion point 9: Can effective competition
deter ISPs from engaging in discriminatory
practices that negatively impact the market? Please
explain your response.

We believe that effective
competition will deter
ISPs from engaging in
discriminatory

CCTL’s comments on the efficacy of effective
competition in deterring ISPs from engaging in
anti-competitive discriminatory practices are
noted.
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Discussion
Point 9

104. 7

Principle 2: No Digicel
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 9

practices
that
are
anticompetitive, and we
note that this belief is
supported
by
the
preponderance
of
mainstream economics
literature.
We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendation
on
sections 2.3, 5.3-5.4 and
6.2 for further discussion
of this issue
Digicel strongly believes that market forces act as
a powerful constraint on ISPs. If there is consumer
demand for services attempts to place constraints
on them are almost always circumvented. This is
apparent in the TATT discussion on Android
boxes. While network operators initially fought
against OTT voice services, these are often a zero
rated feature network operators’ data plans. This
shift has not come about through regulatory
intervention but through competitive pressure.

TATT
and
other
regulators should exercise
caution and forbearance
in trying to determine
what consumers will want
to consume.

The Authority notes CCTL’s comments on
sections 2.3, 5.3 – 5.4 and 6.2, which the
Authority has addressed above in the responses
to comments under Items 26, 46 and 50,
respectively.

The Authority acknowledges the importance of
regulatory flexibility in allowing ISPs to meet
consumer’s changing demands. The Authority
also acknowledges the importance of market
forces in guiding and accommodating new
service offerings and innovation. For certain
practices, including zero rating, the Authority
has proposed a more flexible approach which
allows the commercial practices under
conditions outlined in section 8.2 of the
Discussion Paper. This will allow consumers to
benefit from any pro-competitive effects that
occur as a result of those commercial strategies.

The best way to do this is
to allow the market the
widest
freedom
to
innovate. This includes
It is notable that while net neutrality rules might all sections of the market
have prevented ISPs blocking OTT voice they including
network
would also have prevented ISPs zero rating these operators.
services.
Notwithstanding this, the Authority is mindful of
TATT should adopt an ex regulatory gaps that may be brought on by some
post approach to net net neutrality interferences such as blocking and
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neutrality
interventions.

105. 7

Principle 2: No TSTT
Unreasonable
Discrimination

TATT needs to specify where there needs to be
competition for this question to be adequately
addressed.

Competition in this context refers to competition
within the Internet access market, inclusive of
wholesale and retail markets.

Discussion
Point 9

If competition in the access network – which
presumably is TATT’s focus – is the panacea to
threats of Net Neutrality then, there would be no
concern about this issue in T&T as there are
upwards of eleven (11) concessionaires providing
broadband access to consumers.

The Authority acknowledges that there are
numerous ISPs operating in Trinidad and
Tobago. Its role, pursuant to section 3 of the Act,
calls for the establishment of conditions for fair
competition in telecommunications markets,
inclusive of broadband, at the national and
international levels.

We suggest that TATT focuses its efforts to ensure
that all non-registered providers of public service
are regularized and brought under the ambit of the
Act so that the playing field for competition in the
service segment is balanced. In this regard, all
OTT providers should be either concessionaires or
have concessionaires act legally as their agents so
that their services fall under the same regulatory
oversight that covers Concessionaires in Trinidad
38

market throttling of lawful content. These practices may
impede competition within markets and offer no
discernable benefits to users38. These should,
therefore, be prohibited through clearly defined
rules, except where reasonably required for
traffic management purposes.

If all parties competing in
the market – including
OTT’s – are treated
equally under the law. i.e.
all OTT providers are
either
registered
businesses or operate in
partnership
with

TSTT’s recommendations on equal treatment are
noted. For further discussion on this topic, TSTT
is directed to section 9 of the Discussion Paper.
The section discusses the authorisation of OTT
services under the current regulatory framework
and recommends classifications for their
regulation based on the concept of functional
equivalence. It also discusses the jurisdictional

https://bear.warrington.ufl.edu/centers/purc/docs/papers/1807_Jamison_Net_Neutrality_Policies_Regulation_inUS.pdf
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and Tobago i.e. they oblige to sections A, C and D registered businesses in
of the Concession (which do not treat with network Trinidad and Tobago and
issues).
adhere to the same rules
of competition, then there
If competition in the upstream content market is the would be no concern in
concern, then TATT has no real oversight of that this regard. TATT to
market and the proposals put forth in this commence
immediate
consultation will not provide any comfort in that action as it relates to this.
regard.
106. 7

Principle 2: No Ministry of Public Is it a fact that any given ISP is a de facto provider
Unreasonable
Utilities
of access to the online commercial cyberspace? The
Discrimination
sole provider of online
presence to all content or application services
Discussion
seeking a “right of way” through this given ISP’s
Point 9
internet service? In this light, is the ISP a bottleneck
or entry barrier (to the vital presence/access that is
needed to the online digital commercial space by
all content and application providers)? We must
acknowledge, in other words that the digital
commercial space, is only accessible through the
single domain of the end user’s ISP and any ISP
holds the door of entry for both end‐user and
content provider access to meet in this digital
domain or
commercial space to conduct transactions. An end
user when he changes ISP moves from one
monopoly of access (to the
online commercial space), to another. The
“termination monopoly” of the voice call network
returns in the ISP, now

complexities to be addressed prior to regulation
enforcement.
The Authority’s policy position on OTT
regulation will be contained in its related policy
framework to be published in the near future.

The Authority acknowledges that the nature of
ISPs control over networks may raise concerns
of their role as gatekeepers to Internet access.
This is a key component of the net neutrality
debate and has potential impact on both endusers’ and content providers’ ability to
participate in the digital economy.
The Authority also agrees with MPU on the
importance of competition in preserving end
users’ Internet experience, consumer choice and
innovation of services. This, as MPU notes, will
require transparency in ISPs’ marketing of their
net neutrality practices.
Furthermore, to guard against the conflict
interest situations described by MPU and to
ensure impartiality of the ISP in providing
broadband access, the Discussion Paper
recommends Guiding Principles which restrict
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called “online commercial space access
monopoly”. The only way for a cybershopper to get
to cyber space is not through a door or, through a
drive‐in entrance but through an end user ISP
internet connection. It is therefore important that
competition in the end user connection market
remains strong or, this monopoly can bring the re‐
emergence of the walled
garden for end users. This monopoly will stifle
choice
and innovations in services.

The introduction into the
regulatory framework of
OTT
interconnection will go a
significant distance in
eliminating
the
temptation
for ISPs to manage traffic
Marketing strategies that promise net‐ neutrality anti‐competitively.
adherence practices, as opposed to non‐ adherence, Interconnection choice
should be effective for canvassing subscribers who will
favour net neutrality. This
enable ISP to
would be a critical selling point for ISPs to capture
subscribers Consider, in the pre digital cyber
market space,
content providers e.g. retail commercial stores and
shops,
were
able
to
increase
their
presence/visibility to their customers by opening
new more upbeat locations or through the use of
market advertisements campaigns and publicity
strategies This involved the use of an independent
marketing firm who would
be paid to provide this additional market exposure.
In the existing digital cyber market space which is
the internet, there is shift in that analogy. Here, the
service provider’s digital

ISPs’ traffic management
discriminatory conducts.

practices

and

The Authority would require clarification from
MPU on the role of “OTT interconnection” in
addressing potential ISPs’ anti-competitive
conduct.
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market presence, so to speak, is capable of being
determined or dictated by the access granted by the
ISP. This same ISP, at the
same time, is responsible for the market exposure
of every single content and application provider
hosted or accessible through his network. The ISP
has an “exposure” or
“accessibility” monopoly over all content and
application service providers. This surely creates a
conflict of interest
for the resident ISP and handicaps their ability to
conduct as an impartial quality of service (QoS) or
quality of experience (QoE) standard for traffic
flows and interconnection.
107. 7

Principle 2: No Facebook, Inc
Unreasonable
Discrimination
Discussion
Point 9

It is important to maintain bright-line net neutrality
protections prohibiting ISPs from using their
control of the underlying
infrastructure to favor certain traffic over other
traffic or interfere with consumers’ ability to access
the content and services of their choice.

Bright-line rules should
be maintained to prohibit
ISPs from blocking or
throttling certain traffic
on the internet or
engaging
in
paid
prioritization.

The Authority notes the recommendation that
prescriptive or bright-line rules should be
established to prohibit ISPs from blocking or
throttling. This is in alignment with the
Discussion Paper’s current position.
The Authority notes Facebook’s objection to
paid prioritisation and reiterates the justifications
given in the comments under Item 96, which
allow for the service offering once there is
adherence to the conditions listed in section 8.2.
These conditions entail a notification and
consideration process on the part of the
Authority, qualifying criteria prior to the
implementation of the commercial practice, and
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regulatory action by the Authority in response to
detecting anti-competitive behaviour.
The aim of these conditions is to ensure that end
users continue to experience a functioning, wellinvested, open Internet access service.
108. 7

109. 7

Principle 2: No Trinidad and Tobago The more independent ISPs there are in a market,
Unreasonable
Computer
Society the more difficult it is for them to collude. This will
Discrimination
(TTCS)
allow ISPs the ability to differentiate themselves
based on privacy, performance (no DPI, no
Discussion
throttling), technical support, and price.
Point 9
However, competition alone (see collusion) is not
sufficient to prevent ISPs from engaging in
discriminatory practices. Net
Neutrality needs to be enshrined in the laws and
regulations and the regulator should monitor ISPs
to ensure that they
conform to the letter and the spirit of those laws.
Principle
3: Latin
American What evidence is there to support or refute the
Encouraging
Internet Association argument that pro net neutrality-based rules stymie
Investment
investment opportunities?
Discussion
Point 10

As stated above, net neutrality rules prevent ISPs
from requiring monetary compensation to Internetbased application providers, or selling ‘fast lanes’
to consumers. Without net neutrality rules,
operators would find the incentive to maintain
conditions of bandwidth scarcity that would serve

The Authority notes TTCS’ recommendation to
enshrine net neutrality into the laws and
regulations. This Discussion Paper forms the first
step in the development of a policy framework on
net neutrality. The output of this consultation will
inform the content of such a framework. The
Authority has amended the document to include a
section on next steps, which outlines the proposed
progression of the document from the discussion
paper phase to the policy framework.

The Authority thanks ALAI for its comments
and supporting evidence on the role of net
neutrality on investment, competition and QoS.
The Authority notes the concern over the effects
of commercial practices such as paid
prioritisation on investment. To ensure the
quality of Internet access services and,
ultimately, investment are not compromised, the
Discussion Paper recommends that conditions be
placed on service offerings such as paid
prioritisation and zero rating. These conditions
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110. 7

Principle
3: CCTL
Encouraging
Investment
Discussion
Point 10

39

as a justification for unreasonable and purely
commercial traffic management practices and
therefore discouraging them from making
investments in faster networks. Research by the
Internet Association has found that net neutrality
rules promote investment not only by content and
application providers, but also by telecom
operators; net neutrality has increased competition
among providers and improved the quality of
service for consumers39.
Discussion point 10: What evidence is there to
support or refute the argument that pro net
neutrality-based
rules
stymie
investment
opportunities? Please explain your response.

entail a notification and consideration process on
the part of the Authority, qualifying criteria prior
to the implementation of the commercial
practice, and regulatory action by the Authority
in response to detecting anti-competitive
behaviour. Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper
has been amended to reflect this.

Any rules that are
unnecessary and impinge
upon
a
company’s
conduct will necessarily
limit that company’s
opportunities for success
and thereby limit the
capital investors are
willing to provide that
company. The economics
literature supports this
conclusion,
as
does
simple intuition.
We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendations
on
sections 4.4 and 6.2 for
further discussion of this

The Authority notes CCTL’s comments on
regulation and investments. As stated in section
7, Guiding Principle 3, the Authority
acknowledges that market opportunities and
investment prospects should not be unduly
disrupted by regulation. This is balanced by the
Authority’s mandate to ensure fair competition
practices and its commitment to preserving the
openness of the Internet.

CCTL’s reference to its comments and
recommendations on sections 4.4 and 6.2 are
noted. The Authority refers to its responses in the
comments under Items 35 and 49.

Hooton Christopher “An Empirical Investigation of the Impacts of Net Neutrality”. Internet Association, June 2017: https://internetassociation.org/reports/an-empirical-investigation-of-the-impacts-of-net-neutrality/
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111. 7

Principle
3: Digicel
Encouraging
Investment
Discussion
Point 10

The difficulty with adducing evidence for the
investment impacts of net neutrality rules is that
each jurisdiction has different market conditions
and therefore direct comparisons between countries
with and without net neutrality rules are not readily
made.

issue, which include
excerpts
from
and
citations to the economics
literature that speak to the
impact of unnecessary
regulations
on
investment.
There is no documented
evidence
that
net
neutrality rules have
positively impacted on
evidence.

The Authority thanks Digicel for the supporting
case study evidence provided in response to the
Discussion Point question. The Authority will
consider this evidence in the development of its
policy framework on net neutrality.

Digicel cautions TATT to
The most high profile country with “before and use an evidence based
after” data from the introduction of net neutrality approach to this issue.
rules is the United States of America. The FCC
found that the introduction of such rules had
inhibited investment by network operators. While
some have questioned the basis if the calculation it
remains that the statutory regulator made this
finding.
On the counterfactual Digicel is unaware of any
situations where it is claimed that the introduction
of net neutrality rules spurred network investment.
We have on one hand contested data arguing that
net neutrality rules adversely impact investment
against no data which supports the proposition it
does not.
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112. 7

Principle
3: TSTT
Encouraging
Investment

There is no evidence to support either postulation.

There is no evidence to TSTT’s response on supporting evidence is
support either postulation noted.

Discussion
Point 10
113. 7

Principle
3: Trinidad and Tobago When considering Investment the regulator needs
Encouraging
Computer
Society to consider investment by the ISPs and well as
Investment
(TTCS)
investments by the content
and app developers so that it can strike a balance
Discussion
that encourages both. The health of the Internet
Point 10
ecosystem is determined by both groups. Net
neutrality allows for anyone to innovate on the
open internet without having to make special deals
with ISPs to ensure persons paying for Internet
access will be able to access them. And such
startups and services can focus on their business
model that uses the Internet. Startups can invest in
contracting/hiring skilled persons to do design and
coding of websites and/or mobile apps, paying for
their content (website, audio, video) to be hosted
and paying for bandwidth for content hosted to be
delivered when users access their services online.
As startups grow, more persons can be employed
and promoting growth in other areas (skills training
for example). Such development of a skilled
workforce will augur well for other startups to find
such persons which in turn will foster growth in the
local economy. Therefore, we consider preserving

The Authority acknowledges the role that startups and other content and application developers
play in investing in the Internet ecosystem and
infrastructure. The Authority also acknowledges
the importance of net neutrality in encouraging
these market opportunities and investment
prospects. Section 5.2 of the document has been
amended to highlight this perspective.
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net neutrality will ensure that market opportunities
and investment prospects are not unduly disrupted.

114. 7

Principle
3: CCTL
Encouraging
Investment
Discussion
Point 11

In terms of ensuring all persons have access to
affordable Internet bandwidth in Trinidad and
Tobago, we note that the
Universal Service Fund established by TATT
should be used more to ensure broadband
deployment in areas not being
serviced by the ISPs doesn’t appear to be used save
for the deployment of WiFi in certain buses.

With respect to the Universal Service Fund, the
Authority will be embarking on infrastructure
initiatives to facilitate the rollout of broadband
services in underserved areas that fall within the
access gap.

TTCS would also like to point out that data traffic
across the Internet is growing by 25% year on year.
Most businesses would love to experience this type
of growth and the ISPs should be able to make up
for lost voice and video revenues based on this
alone. However, the ‘all you can eat” pricing model
providing no incentive to conserve. This in turn
drives up ISP capital expenditure to keep up with
underfunded growth in demand.

The Authority notes the statistic given by TTCS
on data traffic across the Internet. With respect
to the “all you can eat” pricing model, the
Authority notes the investment challenges that
occur vis-à-vis funding the growing demand,
especially in the fixed Internet market. Ensuring
sustained investment in the sector, therefore,
remains a key policy objective.

Discussion point 11: What role, if any, can a We believe that the best
framework for net neutrality play in increasing way to promote consumer
broadband uptake in Trinidad and Tobago?
adoption and usage of the
Internet is to support and
encourage
operator’s
efforts
to
stimulate
demand, such as by Zero
Rate pricing and other
similar
offers.

The
Authority
acknowledges
CCTL’s
recommendations as valid ways of bridging the
digital divide. This has led to the inclusion in the
document of the recommendation to allow
certain commercial practices (with safeguarding
criteria), such as zero rating and conditional paid
prioritisation.
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Furthermore, efforts by
TATT to play a direct role
in helping consumers get
online and bridge the
digital divide are equally
valuable and encouraged
by FLOW.
We are not convinced by
TATT’s unsubstantiated
assertion that supply
shortfalls are preventing
more
rapid
Internet
uptake. However, we are
not opposed to any
market-based solutions
TATT might consider to
stimulate
further
investment in broadband
facilities in Trinidad and
Tobago.

The Authority’s intention is to implement, where
necessary, regulations relevant to achieving the
objects of the Act. The Discussion Paper
proposes a flexible approach to regulation while
ensuring that the openness of the Internet is
preserved. As such, it has adopted principles that
seek to: promote fair and effective competition;
encourage investment within the sector;
facilitate market development; and promote and
protect the interests of consumers. Policy
decisions will not be based on speculation but on
what the Authority views as required for the
achievement of these objectives, based on
consultation with stakeholders and studies
undertaken. For examples in measuring
broadband access gaps, the Authority has
commenced a Digital Inclusion Survey in 2021
to identify underserved communities in need of
broadband infrastructure.

By contrast, however, we
believe that implementing
a misguided framework
or regulations that limits
ISP conduct, based not on
fact, but on theory and
speculation , and without
consideration of the real
harms perpetrated by
OTTs, will necessarily

With reference to CCTL’s statements on OTT
harm, the Discussion Paper addresses these
issues and makes recommendations for their
regulation. This is found in section 9 of the
document.

CCTL’s reference to its comments and
recommendations on sections 4.4 and 6.2 are
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harm to investment and noted. The Authority refers to its responses in the
discourage
Internet comments under Items 35 and 50.
uptake.

115. 7

Principle
3: Digicel
Encouraging
Investment
Discussion
Point 11

We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendations
on
sections 4.4 and 6.4 for a
further discussion of
these issues.
Digicel believes that light touch net neutrality rules Digicel recommends that
such as those outlined by TATT in this first round TATT employ light touch
can act as a spur to broadband take-up in Trinidad net neutrality rules so as
and Tobago.
to encourage broadband
usage.
Such light touch rules give certainty to network
operators that they have will have freedom, within
well-defined boundaries, to innovate in how they
monetize their network investments.
Further they will have confidence that this freedom
will extend to how they might develop commercial
models to monetize the future investments for 5G
where the future commercial models for the
services to be carried on 5G are not yet clear.
Giving ISPs the flexibility to offer differentiated
packages allows end user to self-optimize as
regards the components which allow them to access
those on-line services and applications which meet
their specific personal needs at a price which is
within their budget.

The Authority understands the value of
regulatory flexibility to operators in their pursuit
of providing innovative service offerings and
monetising their investments.
The Discussion Paper, as amended, outlines both
a mix of prescriptive and remedial approaches to
regulation. The document aims to find the right
balance between ensuring consumers have
uncompromised access to an open Internet and
promoting sufficient investment in network
infrastructure.
The Authority acknowledges that part of this
balance may entail differentiated broadband
offerings, as described by Digicel. These service
offerings may be beneficial to consumers,
provided that such commercial practices align
with the Authority’s Guiding Principles and
recommendations on net neutrality.
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Restrictive net neutrality rules potentially forces
end-users to purchase a quality of service in excess
of their requirements.
Given the economic circumstances within Trinidad
and Tobago, encouraging uptake once coverage
and access is in place is a challenge. Allowing
differentiated broadband offerings with entry level
pricing and functionality overcomes this hurdle.
In 2016 the Kenyan Minister for ICT Mr. Joe
Mucheru used the following analogy “It’s like
saying someone has no food, but if someone brings
them bread we are not going to allow them to have
the bread because they must have a balanced diet”
116. 7

Principle
3: TSTT
Encouraging
Investment

Net Neutrality is a competition management issue.

Discussion
Point 11

These issues are mutually exclusive and have no
correlation. This is especially true in Trinidad and
Tobago where the regulatory regime has boasted of
technology and service neutrality in regulatory
oversight – up to 2018. A Net Neutrality
framework to limit anti-competitive discrimination
in the content market has no correlation with TATT should return to its
Universal Service targets for the roll out of core
principles
of
infrastructure.
technology and service
neutral
regulatory
oversight and withdraw

Universal Service is a network roll out issue.

A
Net
Neutrality
framework to limit anticompetitive
discrimination in the
content market has no
correlation
with
Universal Service targets
for the roll out of
infrastructure.

The doctrine of net neutrality is multivariate in
nature and, therefore, can extend to areas of
universal service. Moreover, universal service is
not limited to network rollout which speaks to
availability of services. The principles of
accessibility and affordability are two other
tenets of universal service.
The correlation exists where efforts to promote
these principles occur through the medium of a
net neutrality interference, in this case zero
rating, as described in section 4.4 of the
document.
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Indeed, with over 70% household internet
penetration in Q1 2018, TATT should seek to
determine whether the Access Gap or Digital
Divide still exists. Indeed, this determination is
late when considered in the context of TATT
obligations under the Universal Service
Regulations.

all documents (published
in 2018) where TATT
seeks
to
establish
different
regulatory
provisions for parties
based on technology/
business
model
of
operation (network or
For TATT to continue discussions on this matter otherwise).
without updated data on the status of the Digital
Divide would be dangerous – as policy should be TATT should publish an
guided by current data. TSTT is concerned that a updated status on the
failure to do so could lead to critical Digital Divide in Trinidad
misunderstandings on the state of the marketplace. and
Tobago
before
It is widely accepted that policy development pursuing any further
without data is more likely to result in market discussion on this matter.
failure.

Notwithstanding this concern, the Authority
acknowledges that zero rating can have procompetitive effects and enhance social welfare in
the presence of a digital divide. This Discussion
Point explores this notion, as well as any other
stakeholders’ views on the link between
broadband uptake and the principle of net
neutrality.

The Authority acknowledges the importance of
up-to-date information on the access gap and
digital divide. The Authority has commenced a
Digital Inclusion Survey in 2021 to identify
underserved communities in need of broadband
infrastructure. In the interim, the Authority has
used, as supporting evidence for the existence of
underserved communities, reports on consumer
complaints, coverage maps provided by the
service providers showing underserved
communities in Trinidad and Tobago, and
reports on underserved population groups that do
not have access to services. In consideration of
these, the Discussion Paper presents general
solutions to bridging the digital divide, for
example, allowing zero rating as a beneficial
commercial practice.

TSTT further directs
TATT to the T&T Draft
National ICT Plan 20172026 (fast forward ii)
wherein
TATT
is
identified as the driving
agency for a number of
initiatives which seek to
improve connectivity, via
different
strategies,
including the following:
Regarding TSTT’s recommendation that the
Authority “return to its core principles of
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I.

Strategy
S1
Enhancing ICT
infrastructure:
Universal Service
Programme
considered here.

II.

Strategy
S2
Modernising the
Legal
and
Regulatory
Framework:
Treatment of Net
Neutrality
Programme
considered here.

(At the drafting of this
ICT plan TATT must
have been aware that
these
matters
were
mutually exclusive.)

117. 7

Principle
3: Ministry of Public The steadily growing significance of analytical
Encouraging
Utilities
information on traffic flows is becoming so
Investment
pervasive, that the former practices of self
reporting, as in the past ITU interadministration

technology and service neutral regulatory
oversight”, the Authority advises that it is guided
by the ITU’s definition of technology neutrality,
as referenced in the Telecommunications
Authority of Trinidad and Tobago Guiding
Principles for Regulatory Decision Making,
which states that “different technologies offering
essentially similar services should be regulated
in similar manners. However, technologies
offering similar services do not necessarily have
similar features in all aspects, and exactly
identical regulations may, therefore, result in the
advantage of one technology over another in the
market. Technology neutral regulation can,
consequently, include slightly differing
regulations for different technology solutions in
the same market segments” (TATT 2015).
Finally, while the Authority recognises that the
ICT Plan 2017 – 2026 identifies net neutrality
and universal service as different strategies to
improve connectivity, due to the connection
between zero rating and the digital divide as
discussed earlier in this response, the Authority
is not of the view the two topics are mutually
exclusive.
The Authority notes MPU’s comments on ISPs’
motivation to use traffic management practices
to engage in anti-competitive behaviour. The
Authority agrees that some regulatory solutions
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Discussion
Point 11

40

accounting regime, is no longer satisfactory.
Especially, to underscore the high stakes wrapped
up in today’s revenue business models. Current
business models seek less uncertainty and even
more predictability now, in light of the high
investments operators must now make to secure
theiur competitiveness in the current landscape.
The issue of network congestion and its impact on
service quality makes it a deciding factor in the
revenue models of ISPs. And if network congestion
can be engaged as a tool to conceal or even
regularise strategies of anti-competitive behaviour
in traffic management 42 and foster profiteering
schemes.
That sort of temptation to ISPs may well be too
great to expect
them to always act reasonably. It is the duty of
regulators to lift, from the markets, any level of
temptation posed to operators, that may induce
them to act unfavourably. Considering the extent of
consumer welfare that can be lost from operators
using network congestion as an anticompetitive
tool, ex ante rules would most likely be a better way
of safeguarding against this tendency. Authorising
and licensing only single service ISPs may be a
simple but effective way to remove temptation and
conflicting interest from ISPs tempted to use
network congestion as a blocking too.

may be required to safeguard against these
behaviours.
The proffered solutions should, however,
prescribe to the Authority’s observed principles
of service and technology neutrality, which are
also recommended by the ITU40. The Authority
is also committed to its mandate to establish
open, fair, transparent and non-discriminatory
processes, inclusive of its authorisation process.
Consequently, limiting a group of service
providers, in this case ISPs, to only single service
authorisation may not be a viable solution at this
time.
Ultimately, the Authority is also guided by its
mandate to foster effective competition in the
industry. Sections 7 and 8 of the Discussion
Paper discuss the Authority’s recommendations
to ensure consumers have access to an open,
well-functioning Internet. They include Guiding
Principles and recommended rules on
discrimination that prevent anti-competitive
practices stemming from conflicts of interest.

https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/Events/Seminars/GSR/GSR09/doc/STudyGroup_draftreportQ10.pdf
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118. 7

Principle
3: Facebook, Inc
Encouraging
Investment
Discussion
Point 11

119. 7

Maintaining net neutrality protections that prohibit
ISPs from engaging in blocking, throttling, and
paid prioritization is critical for keeping the internet
open for everyone.
In terms of broadband uptake, barriers can include
the availability of necessary infrastructure,
affordability, and also
awareness of the relevance of internet connectivity.
Many people who could otherwise use the internet
still choose not
to because they are not aware of its relevance and
value.
Continuing to permit zero-rating programs is an
important tool for addressing this awareness
barrier. As discussed above,
zero-rating programs can provide consumers with
an opportunity to come online, experience the
benefits of
connectivity, and transition to being regular
internet users.

Principle
3: Trinidad and Tobago Net neutrality leads to a more diverse, open and
Encouraging
Computer
Society interesting Internet ecosystem which in turn makes
Investment
(TTCS)
it very attractive for
persons wanting to get high speed broadband.
Discussion
Point 11
According to TATT’s Annual Report for 2017,
T&T has 255 thousand fixed broadband
subscriptions. This puts T&T in the

While a suitable and
enabling
framework
for
net
neutrality will play a
pivotal role in increasing
the uptake of broadband
in Trinidad and Tobago,
the establishment of
frameworks
and
developments in other
related segments will be
important as well (e.g.,
infrastructure, associated
regulatory frameworks,
and
digital literacy) of the
national
landscape

The Authority takes note of Facebook’s
perspective on the importance of establishing
frameworks in other aspects relating to
broadband uptake. The Authority agrees that
availability, awareness and affordability can
present barriers to broadband uptake. The role of
zero rating in providing opportunities for digital
inclusion is also noted. Section 8.2 of the
Discussion Paper recommends the allowance of
this commercial practice on the basis of the procompetitive effects it brings, such as assisting in
bridging the digital divide.

The Authority acknowledges the link between an
“open and interesting Internet ecosystem” and
broadband uptake. The Authority agrees that
factors such as affordability, availability and
interest are pivotal for continued growth of
broadband users. The Discussion Paper and the
Authority’s subsequent policy framework on net
neutrality consider and will continue to consider
these factors the finalisation of its position.
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upper decile for developing countries and is
credible when compared with developed countries.
Continued growth in the
number of broadband users is going to be
determined by affordability, availability, interest,
etc.

120. 7

At this point, the TTCS feels that impediments to
further growth are likely technical and economic
(rural areas) and
affordability (in a period of growing
unemployment). As such, net neutrality in addition
to other policies such as tax credits for rural
infrastructure - including wireless and subsidies for
low income households can go a long way in
fostering additional growth in broadband uptake
Principle
4: Latin
American In addition to commercially sensitive information
Transparency
Internet Association or network security information, what network
Discussion
practices should not be publicly disclosed?
Point 12
Net neutrality rules around the world establish that
Internet access providers should publicly disclose
accurate information regarding the network
management
practices,
performance,
and
commercial terms of its broadband Internet access
services sufficient for consumers to make informed
choices regarding use of such services and for
content, application, service, and device providers
to develop, market, and maintain Internet offerings.

The Authority thanks ALAI for its
recommendation
on
publicly
disclosed
information. The Authority acknowledges the
importance of disclosing information to
consumers so that they can make informed
choices on their preferred service provider.
Principle 4: Transparency in the Discussion
Paper has been amended to include the content
providers’ perspectives.
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121. 7

122. 7

Principle
4: CCTL
Transparency
Discussion
Point 12

Principle
4: Digicel
Transparency
Discussion
Point 12

Discussion point 12: In addition to commercially
sensitive information or network security
information, what network practices should not be
publicly disclosed? Please provide reasons to
support your answer.

We believe that the
decision
regarding
disclosure
of
ISP
practices should be left up
to the ISPs and their
customers. We once again
remind TATT that its
default form of market
discipline should be and
must be provided by
competition,
with
protection provided by
regulation only in special
cases. After all, when
competition is effective,
the market is superior to
regulators in producing
outcomes
that
are
responsive to consumers’
needs and demands in
light of the variety of
technological
choices
available, and providing
incentives to invest in
technologies according to
their relative merits.

In accordance with section 3 (c) of the Act, the
Authority is charged with promoting and
protecting the interest of the public, which
includes providing for the protection of
consumers. With respect to net neutrality, this
underscores the importance of transparency in
relation to network practices that impact
consumers.

Digicel believes that high level information on TATT
should
only
traffic management practices and application- require ISPs to provide
specific network behavior is more than sufficient high level information on
traffic
management

The Authority notes Digicel’s recommendation
on the requirement for disclosing only high-level
information on traffic management and
application-specific behaviour.

Greater transparency results in consumers and
content providers increasingly being able to
make more informed decisions, which will, in
turn, enhance competition and innovation.
The Authority agrees that where competition is
prominent, a more light-touch regulatory
approach is warranted. The Authority shall, thus,
consider the existing state of competition within
the relevant markets in determining the most
appropriate form of regulatory approach.
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for end-users making purchasing decisions as to practices and applicationwhich ISP to choose.
specific behavior.
The Authority agrees that, for consumers to
make informed choices, the scope of the
The level of detail published should be sufficient to
information publicly published should be what is
indicate whether differentiated network criteria are
sufficient for the consumer to determine the
applied to different classes of services and the
extent of discrimination amongst classes of
nature of the different treatments with an indication
services, and the resultant likely effects on the
of the relative quality in offered performance.
quality of performance.
In terms of ad hoc interventions designed to deal
with unforeseen network circumstances such as
network congestion it is impossible for ISPs to set
out what might occur in every conceivable event.
Therefore transparency regarding the principles
that the ISP will use in determining the appropriate
ad hoc intervention is a proportionate way of
meeting TATT’s objective.
As regards application developers and/or content
providers they currently do not have access to any
more granular information than that outlined above
and it has not inhibited their activities. In addition
application developers must design their
applications for multiple ISPs in multiple markets.
They do not have detailed network information for
most of these and are not disadvantaged by not
having it for ISPs in Trinidad and Tobago.

The Authority also acknowledges that
applications developers and/or content providers
may not require more granular information than
what is published for consumers.
Notwithstanding this, ISPs may be required to
submit to the Authority information on their
traffic management policies and practices,
inclusive of details on their traffic management
technologies and/or techniques used. This
information shall be used by the Authority to
ensure compliance with its policies and/or
regulations on net neutrality
Section 7, Principle 4, on transparency, has been
amended to reflect a more detailed discussion.

Further application developers and content
providers do not in general have direct commercial
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123. 7

Principle
4: TSTT
Transparency
Discussion
Point 12

or contractual relationships with ISPs and it would
be unjust to give these third parties rights to
information and impose obligations on ISPs in
respect of third parties with whom they have no
relationship.
Network practices with respect to design, No network practices
optimization, maintenance and traffic management should
be
publicly
are commercially sensitive information sets.
disclosed.
Such
disclosure
would
This information forms the backbone of the compromise
the
competitive advantage that one commercial competitive edge of the
network has over its competitor. Once the practices operators.
are not anti-competitive, none of a firm’s
competitively advantageous intellectual property
should be publicly shared.

The Authority acknowledges that a key focus of
the net neutrality debate is on of competition
issues. In addition to competition issues,
transparency issues are also central to the
discussion.
In
fact,
the
transparency
requirements of an ISP’s traffic management
practices can facilitate consumers’ ability to
make more informed decisions and can
discourage harmful ISP practices at the onset.
This, in turn, encourages fair competition in the
market and promotes a more informed
consumer.
Furthermore, these requirements also support
innovation and investment by ensuring that
entrepreneurs and other small businesses have
the technical information necessary to create and
maintain online content, applications, services
and devices.

Again, the focus of Net Neutrality is the
management of competition issues.
The
appropriate authority to treat with competition
issues outside of the telecommunications and

TATT should refrain
from seeking to operate
outside its statutory
mandate.

In relation to TSTT’s statements on the
Authority operating outside its statutory
mandate, the Authority submits that the
competition issues surrounding the principle of
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broadcasting sectors
Commission.

is

the

Fair

Trading

TATT is so advised.

net neutrality are directly related to potential
infractions on the part of ISPs in their provision
of Internet access services. Pursuant to section 3
(a) of the Act, the Authority has a mandate to
establish conditions for an open market for
telecommunications
services,
including
conditions for fair competition at the national
and international levels. The Authority’s interest
in net neutrality interferences, therefore, aligns
with its role in ensuring fair competition
practices in the Internet access market.
The Authority points to section 3 of the Fair
Trading Act, Ch.81:30, which states that: “this
Act shall not apply to companies which fall
within the purview of the Telecommunications
Authority Act”.

124. 7

Principle
4: Trinidad and Tobago These should be disclosed so consumers can assess
Transparency
Computer
Society the health of the network at any given time.
Discussion
(TTCS)
● Status of paths into the core of the Internet
Point 12
(outages, performance, average latency)
● Currently Zero rated services (see notes of Zero
Rating Tribunal Above)
● Throttling in effect (reasons, expected duration)
These should not be disclosed
● Equipment and Operating Systems
● Systems Configuration
● Internal Pricing (ie what Digicel pays to AT&T)

The Authority notes TTCS’s recommendations
on what type of information should be disclosed
as well as the recommendations for disclosure of
data breaches.
TTCS’ general comments and recommendations
on the disclosure of commercially sensitive
information are consistent with the Authority’s
guiding principle on transparency in the
Discussion Paper. The Authority will consider in
greater detail the specifics of what should be
disclosed in its policy framework on net
neutrality.
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Disclosure of this type of information could lead to
security breaches and exposure of commercial
secrets and intellectual
property.
With regards to data privacy policies, consideration
should be given for ISPs to disclose to their
customers (and other bodies in accordance with the
relevant data privacy laws of Trinidad and Tobago)
notice of any data breaches resulting in customer
data being stolen.
125. 7

Principle
5: Latin
American What role, if any, should the stimulation of local
Promoting Local Internet Association innovation play in sector-wide regulations on
Innovation and
issues such as net neutrality?
Entrepreneurshi
p
The stimulation of a local innovation ecosystem in
Trinidad and Tobago should be a primary goal
Discussion
when thinking about sector-wide regulations and
Point 13
especially when thinking about net neutrality rules.
The open and unfragmented Internet, based on net
neutrality rules has been a key driver for
innovation, competition and user choice. Without
net neutrality rules, local entrepreneurs and app
developers would be lacking the certainty needed
to attract investment and reach new consumers, and
might be unable to afford the charges demanded by
ISPs for high-quality delivery, which better-funded
foreign competitors might be able to pay.

The Authority acknowledges the importance of
net neutrality rules in the stimulation of a local
innovation ecosystem in Trinidad and Tobago.
In particular, as ALAI noted, certainty and
affordability are two crucial factors required for
local entrepreneurs and app developers to
compete effectively with foreign competitors.
This underscores the importance of the inclusion
of Principle 5 as a principle guiding the
Authority’s position on net neutrality.
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126. 7

Principle
5: CCTL
Promoting Local
Innovation and
Entrepreneurshi
p

Discussion point 13: What role, if any, should the
stimulation of local innovation play in sector-wide
regulations on issues such as net neutrality? Please
explain your response.

Discussion
Point 13

127. 7

Principle
5: Digicel
Promoting Local
Innovation and
Entrepreneurshi
p

Digicel believes that the stimulation of local
innovation should be a factor in developing
regulatory positions on issues such as net
neutrality.

We believe that the best
course of action to protect
and
promote
local
innovation and economic
activity is to actively
monitor and impose
appropriate
restriction
and responsibilities on
OTTs that wish to serve
Trinidad and Tobago.
While there is no
evidence or indication
that ISPs are interfering
with local economic
activity and significant
evidence to the contrary,
the
same
statement
cannot be made with
regard to OTTs.
We refer TATT to our
comments
and
recommendations
on
sections 1.1-1.4 and 6.3
for a further discussion of
these issues.

CCTL’s recommendation is noted. However, the
Authority also recognises that local innovation
and entrepreneurship may take the form of OTTs
as well. As such, the ISPs’ conduct will play an
important role in promoting this.

TATT should factor
considerations relating to
local
innovation
in
developing
regulatory

The Authority notes Digicel’s statements
supporting a balanced and realistic regulatory
approach that would stimulate local innovation
and content provision.

The Authority points to section 9 of the
document for a discussion on the authorisation
and regulation of OTT services in Trinidad and
Tobago.
Following
consultation
with
stakeholders, the Authority’s recommendations
on how to treat with OTT services will be
included in a policy framework on the regulation
of those services.
Reference is made to the Authority’s responses
found in comments under Items 3 and 52 of this
document.
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Discussion
Point 13

However a balanced and realistic assessment must
be made when considering the impacts of any
proposed regulation on local innovation. For
example claims that large global platforms which
can afford to pay for zero rating would foreclose
the market from competing local start-ups must be
balanced against a realistic assessment of whether
such local start-ups would be commercially viable
competing against established global platforms
even in the context of restrictive net neutrality
regulations.

positions
neutrality.

on

net The Authority has considered the argument that
commercial practices such as zero rating and/or
paid prioritisation could act as accelerators of
However
any
such local innovation. In particular, it is recognised
consideration
must that, when directed towards local content and
include a balanced and applications, zero rating and paid prioritisation
realistic view of the can result in increased exposure and product
impact of any regulatory differentiation for local innovators and ISPs,
intervention based on this respectively.
issue.
In the policy framework on net neutrality, the
Authority will continue to consider these
It is more likely that locally based start-ups are
favourable effects on local innovation.
either sufficiently differentiated based either
functionality or local content that the activity of the
global platform in terms of zero rating or paid
prioritisation will not materially affect the
commercial viability of local start-ups. It could
equally be argued that zero rating or paid
prioritisation could act as accelerators of local
innovation if ISPs partner with local content
providers to develop compelling offerings with
local content as a competitive differentiator
between local ISPs.
In the context of the Internet of Things the data
throughput demands for IoT applications are likely
to be comparatively lower than subscription or ad
funded video content offered by the major global
platforms. This means that partnering between
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local ISPs and local content providers is likely to
be commercially viable for both sides.
A regulatory regime based on restrictive net
neutrality rules forecloses these possibilities which
otherwise would have served to stimulate local
innovation and content.

128. 7

Principle
5: TSTT
Promoting Local
Innovation and
Entrepreneurshi
p
Discussion
Point 13

If zero rating and paid prioritisation encourage
broadband uptake then any potential negative
effects associated with these practices must be
balanced against the potential local innovation
opportunities that would arise from having a larger
on-line addressable base.
TATT is seeking to drive innovation in the nontelecommunications sector by regulation restricting
commerce in the telecommunications sector. This
statement is diametrically opposed to the objects of
the Act Section 3 (a) “an open market for
telecommunications services, including conditions
for fair competition, at the national and
international levels”.

Answer: None
(Such action would be
tantamount to taxing one
sector without measure or
accountability.
This
action would also lead to
the rapid decline and
collapse
of
the
telecommunications
sector as players leave the
market that is no longer
providing returns on
investment.
With the
collapse
of
the
telecommunications
sector, the downstream

The Authority agrees that a key component of
net neutrality involves the oversight of anticompetitive behaviour, the effects of which are
felt in content markets. Anti-competitive acts
may be performed by ISPs whose services are
included under the ambit of section 3 (a) of the
Act. This implies that the actions of one sector
will impact other sectors.

The Authority emphasises the role it plays, in
accordance with section 3(b) of the Act, in the
facilitation of the orderly development of a
telecommunications industry that serves to
safeguard, enrich and strengthen the national,
social, cultural and economic well-being of the
society.
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Net Neutrality – as evidenced by a cursory analysis innovation would become
of international best practice - is not:
moot.)
- Technology neutral regulation;
- Universal Service administration; and
- Restriction on fair, competitive endeavours
by
telecommunications
operators
(including ISPs); and
- Entrepreneurship stimulation in upstream
or downstream sectors.
Net Neutrality is the oversight of anti-competitive,
discriminatory practices which have the effect of
negatively impacting competition in the upstream TATT should refrain
from seeking to operate
content market.
outside its statutory
Accordingly, as a hammer should not be used to mandate
install a screw, neither Net Neutrality nor any other
telecommunications regulation should be used as a
replacement for cogent government policies
promoting entrepreneurship.
129. 7

Principle
5: Facebook
Promoting Local
Innovation and
Entrepreneurshi
p
Discussion
Point 13

Trinidad and Tobago’s last two national
development agenda have identified the ICT sector
as a potential contributor in the
diversification of its economy.

Maintain net neutrality
protections
(i.e.,
no
blocking,
throttling
or
paid
prioritization)
In the Discussion Paper, mention was made of the that ensures opportunity
need to move Trinidad and Tobago away from the to
‘download’ culture

The Authority is of the view that net neutrality is
not solely a competition issue but touches on
other policy objectives, such as consumer
protection. The effects of any regulatory action,
especially one governing the provision of
Internet access services, are extensive. Sections
6.4 and 7: Principle 5 highlight, in particular, the
role of an open Internet in ensuring that
opportunities for local innovators and
entrepreneurs are fostered and preserved.
Moreover, in addition to the Authority’s
statutory mandate for regulating competition
issues, it also has a supporting role to play in
promoting innovation and entrepreneurship as
envisioned by the National ICT Plan.

The Authority notes Facebook’s statements
supporting net neutrality protection and its
connection with online innovation.
Facebook’s recommendations are generally in
alignment
with
the
Authority’s
recommendations on net neutrality, with the
exception of paid prioritisation.
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and create an ‘upload’ industry. Local innovation innovate on the open
will be critical in this development.
internet for everyone –
including local
There have been several initiatives, by several innovators
and
organizations, including the Authority, aimed entrepreneurs.
towards the development
of entrepreneurial skills in the ICT sector over the
past five years.
The drive towards the stimulation of local
innovation in the ICT industry will not, however,
only rely on training in the
various disciplines necessary to build successful
businesses but will also be dependent on the ICT
frameworks developed.

Section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper, as amended,
explains the Authority’s position on “conditional
paid prioritization”. It involves a notification and
consideration process as well as safeguarding
criteria that service providers are expected to
follow. These work towards ensuring that the
commercial practice of paid prioritisation results
in benefits to consumers and does not
compromise the quality of their Internet
experience.

Online innovation depends on the availability of an
open internet that does Maintain net neutrality
protections (i.e., no blocking, throttling or paid
prioritization) that ensures opportunity to innovate
on the open internet for everyone – including local
innovators and entrepreneurs. 20 not discriminate
against some innovators and entrepreneurs over
others. Providers of internet access should not be
able to use their control of the underlying
infrastructure to choose winners and losers. This is
critical, in particular, for startups, local developers,
and small businesses seeking to innovate and
pursue new ideas. In order to maintain the open
internet and support local innovation, it is
important to adopt the clear net
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130. 7

neutrality protections discuss above.
Principle
5: Trinidad and Tobago In spite of its relatively small size, Trinidad and
Promoting Local Computer
Society Tobago has had innovation with more and more
Innovation and (TTCS)
online products and services being introduced
Entrepreneurshi
locally. A lack of net neutrality legislation directly
p
threatens investment in local technology
entrepreneurs since the risk of an ISP blocking or
Discussion
throttling a product must be factored into the risk
Point 13
profile of any venture.
Given our modest capacity for local technology
innovation, any regulatory framework should seek
to ensure that we are not cut off from international
innovations. Furthermore, nothing is put in place to
act as a disincentive to future local innovation that
uses local or international services.

131. 8

Recommendatio
ns

Section 8
Latin
American As per our comments to guiding principles above,
Internet Association our recommendations are that:
● Blocking should only be allowed when
dealing with a restricted list of unlawful
content and exceptions, such as CSAI,
public safety, emergency situations, law
enforcement, and national security.
● Throttling should be limited to technically
reasonable network management that is not
based on commercial considerations.
● Paid prioritization of traffic should not be

The Authority notes TTCS’ statements
supporting net neutrality protection in the
promotion of local online innovation and
entrepreneurship. The Authority acknowledges
that net neutrality legislation can result in greater
certainty around ISP conduct and, ultimately,
lead to greater investment in local technology.
The Authority also acknowledges the
importance of regulatory frameworks to ensure
Trinidad and Tobago can participate to and
benefit from international innovation.

ALAI’s recommendations are noted and are
generally in alignment with the Authority’s
recommendations on net neutrality, with the
exception of paid prioritisation. Section 8.2 of
the Discussion Paper, as amended, explains the
Authority position on “conditional paid
prioritisation”.
The Authority’s recommended position on
conditional paid prioritisation involves a
notification and consideration process as well as
safeguarding criteria that service providers are
expected to follow. These work towards
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allowed under any circumstance and should
not be put in the same place as zero-rated
agreements.
●
● Zero-rated agreements should continue to
be permitted subject to review on a caseby-case basis.
● ISPs should be transparent about their
network management policies that affect
end users and content and application
providers.
132. 8.1

Blocking
and Trinidad and Tobago Whilst #1 seems straightforward to support, we
Throttling
Computer
Society note that it mentioned “lawful information” which
(Policy
(TTCS)
suggests that an ISP can prevent (through blocking)
Statements)
end users from freely accessing and/or providing
information, content, services and applications that
is deemed unlawful.
As the Internet Society’s White Paper titled
“Perspectives on Internet Content Blocking: An
Overview” at
https://www.internetsociety.org/doc/internetcontent-blocking notes :
“ The Internet Society believes the most
appropriate way to counteract illegal content and
activities on the Internet is to attack them at their
source. Using filters to block access to online
content is inefficient, likely to be ineffective, and is

ensuring that the commercial practice of paid
prioritisation results in benefits to consumers and
does not compromise the quality of their Internet
experience.

TTCS’ comments and supporting documents are
noted. While the recommendations of the
Internet Society’s White Paper appear
reasonable, they may be impractical to
implement in a country where such illegal
content is not hosted locally. Alternatively, it
may be more practical to “protect our borders”
via illegal website blocking through ISPs.
The Authority notes TTCS’ reference to its
previous responses on reasonable traffic
management, which the Authority has addressed
in its comments under Items 65 and 71 in this
document.
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prone to generate collateral damage affecting
innocent Internet users .”
As for #2 which seems straightforward to support,
please note our responses to #1, #2, #3 under
Principle 1 “Reasonable Traffic Management”as to
what we consider reasonable traffic management.
Digicel endorses the proposed TATT approach to TATT should maintain
zero rating and paid prioritization.
this position as an output
from the consultation
This affords all stakeholders in the internet value process.
chain parties the maximum freedom to innovate
while at the same time protecting end-users.

133. 8.2

8.2
Paid Digicel
Prioritisation
and Zero-Rated
Pricing

134. 8.2

8.2
Paid Trinidad and Tobago See response to #5 with regards to the
Prioritisation
Computer
Society establishment of a zero rating tribunal and the
and Zero-Rated (TTCS)
establishment of transparent rules for the
Pricing
determination of zero-rating practices before. We
think this is a better approach that allowing ISPs to
unilaterally implement zero rating or paid
prioritisation on their terms.
Another issue with the proposed approach is the
ambiguity surrounding how TATT would be able
to evaluate to intervene on cases of “harmful and
proven” offences. First, how would TATT (or
anyone else) know when an ISP implements zero
rating or paid prioritization? It seems that the only
way TATT gets involved is if the parties affected

The Authority directs Digicel to the amended
section on paid prioritisation found in section
8.2. While a flexible approach has been
maintained, amendments have been made to the
recommendations on paid prioritisation and zero
rating, to include a notification and consideration
process to be established the Authority as well as
the implementation of safeguarding criteria that
protect key elements of the open Internet.
TTCS’ recommendations for a zero-rating
tribunal and the establishment of transparency
rules for the determination of zero-rating
practices are noted. TTCS’ concerns over the
process of engaging in zero rating and paid
prioritisation are also noted.
The Authority acknowledges that, if left
unaddressed, both commercial practices — zero
rating and paid prioritisation — will raise
competition concerns within industries. To
address these concerns, the Authority has
amended section 8.2 of the Discussion Paper to
include a more detailed discussion on the
Authority’s recommended process of approving
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by paid prioritization either sees an ad by the ISP
promoting such acts or directly impacted parties
sees a drop in traffic which may be hard to
determine why it is happening especially if the ISP
implements paid priorisation or zero pricing
silently without notifying anyone. Such impacted
parties could see their businesses collapse before
TATT evaluates and determines whether a paid
prioritisation or zero pricing is happening and
gathering proof from the ISP, evaluating claims
that affected parties that think they are being
negatively impacted from an ISP’s zero rating or
paid priorisation, making a decision that this is
harmful and a proven offence. If this takes months
and years, impacted parties can go out of business,
making enforcement moot. There is also the
element of paid priorisation being used
to promote “fake news or political” content that
could impact elections.

135. 9

Therefore, we do not support paid prioritisation or
zero pricing with this “light touch approach” unless
an application is made first and that application
being subject to public comment before decisions
to approve or disapprove are taken. And ISPs
should be penalised if they are caught doing zero
rating or paid priorisation without approval.
Section 9
Regulation
of Latin
American When considering the regulation of Internet-based
OTT Services
Internet Association applications
it
should
be
noted
that

zero-rating and paid-prioritisation conducts. The
process involves a notification and consideration
component as well as safeguarding criteria that
service providers are expected to follow.
It should also be noted that the Authority intends
to actively monitor both commercial practices.
This may require a collaborative approach with
industry stakeholders to develop the monitoring
strategies and will be discussed further in the
policy framework.

The Authority notes ALAI’s comments on the
difference
between
traditional
telecommunications service providers and
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telecommunications providers who offer Internet
access are differently situated than the online
platforms people reach, and should be treated
differently.
In the case of traditional telecommunications
services, the operator controls and in many cases is
the sole owner of the network infrastructure needed
to provide the service. Therefore, this forms a
vertically integrated market with high entry barriers
(scarce resources and essential facilities, as well as
high switching costs for consumers) and grants
operators “gatekeeper” power over users. Further,
telephony
services
provide
any-to-any
connectivity, as opposed to the more limited
capability
of
non-interconnected
online
applications. Additionally, most telephone and
cable franchises depend on extensive access to
public rights of way (utility poles and conduits
under streets) and have relied on spectrum assets
bestowed by the government. Operators’ access to
these limited facilities and resources disrupts
competitive conditions.
In the case of Internet--based applications,
developers and service providers have no control
over the broadband infrastructure and the market is

Internet-based providers. The Authority also
notes the reasons given to illustrate why
communications services should not be held as
functionally equivalent. The Authority has
considered these supporting statements and has
amended the document to include a more detailed
discussion on functional equivalence.
The Authority recognises that there may be
material differences between telecommunications
services offered traditionally and online, as
illustrated by the examples presented by ALAI.
As the discussion progresses to a policy
framework on OTT regulation, the Authority will
continue to consider these differences, in
determining the functional equivalence status of
an OTT service and/or in adapting the regulatory
framework for the treatment of OTTs, as required.
The Discussion Paper maintains the position that,
where OTT services are deemed not functionally
equivalent to telecommunications or broadcasting
services, they may require a different
categorisation, with regulatory focus on areas
such as data protection, IPR, national security and
privacy, and other public interest matters. This
may require extensive collaboration with the
relevant agencies ultimately responsible for
establishing breaches and offences within the
confines of the laws and policy objectives of
Trinidad and Tobago.
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not restricted by the same conditions. Market entry
is open for different platforms and applications to
compete and users can freely switch between
services with no associated costs and even take
advantage of competing applications at the same
time and with the same device (multi-homing). In
other words, there is robust competition and
consumer choice, with low barriers to entry, and
that is the reason there is such a thriving economy
of Internet startups creating new apps and content
all the time all around the world.
In particular, Internet-based application that
include communications services should not be
held as functionally equivalent to traditional
telephony, for the above reasons and because new
services and applications enable features such as
group interactions, photo, video and document
sharing, and are constantly changing to meet
consumer demand. As such, applying legacy
regulations to Internet-based application providers
can be harmful for the local innovation ecosystem.
Furthermore, while end users expect to be able to
reach any desired Internet destination without
interference from their ISP, many Internet-based
application providers serve the function of
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identifying or providing particular content or
functionalities the user wants at the particular time.
Therefore, whereas the concept of neutral treatment
is consistent with consumer expectations and
desires for their ISP services, it is not consistent
with their expectations or desires for online
applications such as those providing search
features, social networking, or text, music, or video
content.
On regulatory intervention, while the Authority
acknowledges the importance of protecting
competition and consumer welfare, it submits that
achieving this may require the application of rules
governing the conducts of OTTs. In addition to
the functional-equivalence approach to regulation
described above, the Discussion Paper also
considers an alternative regulatory approach to
OTT services that are not functionally equivalent.
This approach places regulatory focus on areas
such as data protection, IPR, national security and
privacy, and other public interest matters.

Regulatory intervention should be kept to a
minimum and limited to cases where it is strictly
necessary to protect competition and consumer
rights, as well as the public good associated with
the use of Internet--based services and applications.
All regulations should focus on consumer welfare,
not on the business models used to provide those
services. Limited net neutrality regulation for ISPs
meets this test under current network conditions,
but regulating other Internet-based services does
not.
136. 9

Regulation
of CCTL
OTT Services

Unlike TATT’s discussion in the previous nine
sections of this discussion paper, which focuses
exclusively on ISP conduct and in which TATT’s
default position is regulatory and interventionist, in
this final add-on section, TATT changes course,
“highlight[s] the complexity of” the Internet, and
assumes a default hands-off approach when it

We believe the growth in
and pervasiveness of
OTT activity in Trindade
and Tobago deserves
TATT’s attention and
should
be
closely
scrutinized.
Unlike

The Authority agrees with CCTL that OTT
services in Trinidad and Tobago deserve
attention, given their wide-reaching effects. Any
regulatory approach taken, however, must be
applicable, balanced and relevant, to ensure that
innovation in the industry is not stifled and
competition is not distorted. As such, the
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TATT’s
speculative
concerns
with
ISP
conduct, the growing
cultural and economic
impacts of OTTs are a
real phenomenon. We
recommend
TATT
recognize these impacts
OTTs have become so popular and pervasive in and their regulatory
Trinidad and Tobago, it is easy to forget how implications.
quickly this transition occurred. Social media
platforms, such as Twitter and Facebook, were We recommend TATT
created just a decade ago and did not truly become scrutinize OTT activity
a ubiquitous mobile phenomenon until the past 3-4 and make it a priority to
years; WhatsApp followed on the heels of evaluate the impact of
Blackberry’s demise, beginning around 2010; OTT activity on the local
Netflix was not introduced to the Caribbean until economy and culture.
late 2011; followed by the wide distribution of
Android boxes and growing popularity of websites
like Mobdro, which supply these boxes with illegal,
pirated content.
The rate of growth and adoption of these OTT
services shows no sign of abating. These trends are
also not innocuous, but in many cases are being
driven by very large, well-capitalized companies
who have created platforms with significant market
power, which experts say is giving rise to a
“winner-take-all” economy. See for example, Noah
Smith, “The Internet powers the winner-take-all
economy,” which can be downloaded at
comes to OTT services. This approach by TATT is
based on a technical, and at times discombobulated,
reading of the Telecoms Act, but is fundamentally
misguided and motivated, we believe, by a failure
to appreciate the primary source of disruption,
distortion and market power in the marketplace for
Internet services in Trinidad and Tobago.

Authority has proposed an approach which
subjects OTTs that are functionally equivalent to
a similar type of regulation, where relevant.
Conversely, where OTT services are found to be
not functionally equivalent, the Authority will
consider taking an alternative regulatory
approach to these services, with regulatory focus
on areas such as data protection, IPR, national
security and privacy, and other public interest
matters.
Thus, the Authority has recommended regulating
OTTs via two classifications. Further details on
both classification of OTTs are given in section
9.4 of the document and will also be incorporated
in the related policy framework.
With respect to Android boxes and the growing
popularity of streaming applications like
Mobdro, the Authority has embarked on a
separate consultation, due to the importance and
impact of such devices within the industry.
Consultation on the Telecommunications
Authority of Trinidad and Tobago Discussion
Paper on Android Boxes in Trinidad and Tobago
2018 commenced in June 2018.
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https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/201603-17/the-internet-powers-the-winner-take-alleconomy.
137. 9

Regulation
of TSTT
OTT Services

TATT
references
the
Decision
on
Recommendations published from the first round
of consultation on “Towards the Treatment of
Over-The-Top (OTT) Services however despite
requesting this via correspondence dated
September 11, 2018, it was not made available

TATT to make available
the referenced DoRs so
that stakeholders will
have the benefit of
reviewing same and
commenting accordingly

TSTT is asked to note that, in reviewing the
comments received, the Authority determined
that the treatment of OTT services should be
addressed within the larger context of net
neutrality. Consequently, the comments and
recommendations
received
during
the
consultation process of that document were
considered in the drafting of this Discussion
Paper and the policy framework on net
neutrality.
As a result, the Discussion Paper addresses both
the net neutrality and OTT debates.

138. 9.1

9.2

Definition of a CCTL
telecommunicati
ons service

Review of the fit
of
traditional
regulation
to
OTT services

The core of TATT’s argument against oversight We recommend TATT
and regulation of OTT is summarized as follows:
reconsider
its
interpretation of the Act
[OTTs] have taken advantage of new and emerging and
the
Act’s
technologies to deploy a business model that now applicability to OTT
separates services (voice, messaging and media) services. We believe there
from
the
underlying
telecommunications is scope under the Act for
infrastructure. [Thus] this challenges the TATT to oversee and
suitability of the current regulatory framework.
regulate OTT services.
And with regard to OTT
We disagree with this interpretation and media content, we believe
conclusion. OTT services are just as inextricably the scope to regulate is
intertwined with telecommunications infrastructure clear and uncontroversial.

While the Authority notes the challenges of
applying the current regulatory framework to
OTTs, it acknowledges CCTL’s view that there
is scope under the Act to oversee and regulate
OTT services. Section 9 of the Discussion Paper
has been amended to make this perspective
clearer.
Section 9 starts the discussion of finding the
most applicable regulatory model that the
Authority may adopt for OTTs. Since their
business models differ from traditional services,
a nuanced approach to their regulation would be
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as are the services provided by telecommunications
companies. The only difference between the two is
that OTTs have outsourced one input (i.e.,
transmission)
to
the
telecommunications
companies. This distinction does not and should not
render OTTs exempt from
regulatory oversight.

Whether
TATT
concludes it currently has
the legal scope to
act or not, TATT must not
ignore this issue. TATT
must
prioritize
the
concerns posed by OTTs;
identify all measures
necessary
to
ensure
consumers are protected
against OTTs; and take all
actions necessary to
achieve these protections.

TATT also takes pains to interpret the Act’s
terminology as applying to only a small subset of
OTT applications and OTT media content. For
instance, TATT concludes that “only in cases
where a dedicated network or infrastructure is used
to broadcast that the [OTT] service can be deemed
as a broadcasting service” and thus subject to
oversight by TATT.
For additional comments
on this issue, we
And in a later section, TATT alleges a distinction recommend TATT also
in the resources OTTs and licensed operators rely see our written response
upon “question[s] the applicability of the Act” to to TATT’s discussion
OTTs. According to TATT:
paper on Android boxes
in Trinidad and Tobago,
[E]ven if OTTs fall under the literal interpretation submitted on 24 August
of the legislative framework, the fact is some OTT 2018.
providers do not directly employ the use of
resources (i.e., spectrum and numbers), thus
questioning the applicability of the Act and other
regulatory instruments to these services.

required. The Discussion Paper recommends two
classifications of regulation for OTTs based on
the concept of functional equivalence. The first
classification
provides
for
functionally
equivalent OTT services to be regulated in a
similar
manner
to
traditional
telecommunications services, as far as
applicable.
The second classification relates to other types of
OTTs and addresses the need for other OTT
providers to adhere to the wider laws and policy
objectives of the country. Key areas for
regulatory control under this classification
include cybersecurity, data protection, child
pornography, national security, privacy, and
other matters of public interest.
The Authority’s policy framework on OTT
regulation will provide greater details on both
classifications.
The Authority notes CCTL’s reference to its
written responses to the Authority’s Discussion
Paper on Android boxes in Trinidad and Tobago,
submitted in August 2018. These comments and
the Authority’s responses will be published in
the second round of consultation on that
document in the financial year 2020/2021.

FLOW fundamentally disagrees with TATT’s
interpretations of the Act and inconsistent logic
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139. 9.1

9.2

Definition of a CCTL
telecommunicati
ons service

Review of the fit
of
traditional
regulation
to
OTT services

used to exclude OTTs from regulatory oversight.
First, the assertion that TATT has no legal authority
under the Act to oversee and regulate distributors
and users of Android boxes is wrong, as TATT has
clear oversight over all broadcasting services. The
distributors of Android boxes and their users are
effectively providing and consuming a broadcast
service, i.e., a service that is indistinguishable or
functionally equivalent to one TATT already
regulates. As such, they should be subject to the
same regulatory obligations and responsibilities as
are traditional broadcast services.
Second, the assertion that spectrum and/or
numbering resources qualify or disqualify a service
from regulatory oversight is absurd. There are
many services that TATT regulates today that make
no use of spectrum or numbering resources. In fact,
Internet access—the service that is the singular
focus of this discussion paper and which TATT
wrongly contends is the singular regulatory
concern when it comes to net neutrality—does not
require wireless spectrum or numbering resources
TATT claims Parliament’s intent in drafting the
Act almost two decades ago justifies a hands-off
regulatory approach to OTT services. However,
FLOW contends Parliament at that time could not
have anticipated the current telecoms marketplace
or the changes over time that have created this
marketplace. As such, we conclude TATT’s
discussion of Parliamentary intent does not further
efforts to assess current issues affecting the

Changes to the Act should
be subject to fresh
consultations
before
amendments are made.

The Discussion Paper does not recommend a
“hands-off regulatory approach” to OTTs. The
Authority, in the exercise of its duties, found it
necessary to first assess the application of OTT
services under the current relevant definitions of
the Act. To aid in this assessment, the Authority
commissioned a legal opinion, which affirmed
the Authority’s initial view that there may be
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telecoms industry or help identify reasonable
solutions.

scope under the current legislation to regulate
some OTTs.

TATT also refers to pending legislative changes to
address what it considers the insufficiency of the
current legal framework, and introduces proposed
amendment to the Act, that as far as we are aware,
have not been open to public consultation since
2013. In related discussions TATT also maintains
that changes to the Act are the purview of the
Ministry, not TATT. This brings into question the
transparency of the process to update the Act.

140. 9.1

Definition of a CCTL
telecommunicati
ons service

TATT acknowledges the current legal framework
is dated and obsolete. However, TATT’s concern
with applying this outdated legal framework
extends only to OTTs, as TATT is proposing to use

The Authority has amended section 9.1 of the
Discussion Paper to insert a more comprehensive
discussion on the Authority’s remit to regulate
OTTs, and to include supporting legal
justifications in making its determination.
With respect to pending legislative changes, the
Authority advises CCTL that the current Act
amendments have incorporated stakeholder
comments from the last consultation process in
2013. Since that time, the Ministry of Public
Administration and Digital Transformation
(MPADT), with the assistance of the Authority,
has been working to progress the Act
amendments and have the revised Act tabled on
the Government’s legislative agenda.

TATT’s policy positions
and
regulatory
prescriptions should be
guided by its function “to

With respect to OTT authorisation, this
Discussion Paper provides that there may be
sufficient scope under the existing legislation to
regulate. Consequently, the Authority is not of
the view that specific amendments to the Act are
required at this time.
The Authority affirms that it is guided by its
function to ensure the orderly and systematic
development of telecommunications throughout
Trinidad and Tobago, pursuant to section 3 of the
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9.2

Review of the fit
of
traditional
regulation
to
OTT services

this obsolete framework to introduce additional
regulatory constraints on traditional service
providers, already negatively impacted by unfair
competition with OTTs

ensure the orderly and
systematic development
of
telecommunications
throughout Trinidad and
Tobago.”

Act. In fulfillment of this object, the Authority
must determine whether OTTs fall within the
definition of telecommunications services and
are, therefore, subject to the statutory provisions
under section 21 of the Act.
In section 9 of the Discussion Paper, the
Authority details the various elements of the Act,
inclusive of its technology neutrality nature, that
provide grounds for the authorisation of OTTs,
pursuant to section 21 of the Act. Following
consultation, section 9 has been amended to
include a more comprehensive discussion on the
Authority’s remit to regulate OTTs, and to
include additional supporting legal justifications
in making its determination.

141. 9.1.2

Parliamentary
TSTT
Intention for the
Regulation
of
Telecommunicat
ions Services

“OTT services are unique, not necessarily by the This section should be The referenced statement is meant to highlight
technology used to deliver the service, but because deleted.
the unique business models of OTT applications
they have taken advantage of new and emerging
and services which are accessible over the
technologies to deploy a business model that now
Internet and ride on top of operators’ networks.
separates services (voice, messaging and media)
In this case, carriage is separated from content in
from
the
underlying
telecommunications
Internet networks, enabling OTT content
infrastructure”
providers to deal directly with end users and,
importantly, without the involvement of,
TSTT is of the opinion that this statement is
compensation to, and any other commercial
internally inconsistent and misleading for reason
arrangement with, the telecommunications
articulated hereunder:
network owner.
OTT’s did not establish a business model that
separates services from infrastructure. Such a

Furthermore, the regulatory framework
discussed in TSTT’s comments envisions a
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separation predated the widespread deployment of
OTT Services by decades.
Indeed, the
Telecommunications Act Chap 47:31 already
reflects a separation of network and services. That
was passed into law in Trinidad and Tobago in
2001.
Further, the Authorisation Framework
(2005) provides for five (5) classes of concessions
all of which divorce the network from the service it
provides. Indeed, Types 3, 4 and 5 are all servicecentric exclusively relying only on Sections A and
C of the Concession for regulatory oversight –
underlying that the expectation was to have
business models deployed in Trinidad and Tobago
based on the provision of service without the
necessity to regulate that person for the network on
which the service is delivered.
Since the regulatory framework is based on the
separation of the services from the network
providing it, one could argue that TATT cannot
claim that the same framework is unsuitable for an
environment which mirrors its architecture.
The statement suggests that OTT’s are unique, but
not because of the technology that underpins it, but
because of the technology that underpins it. This
is evidently inconsistent.
142. 9.2

Review of the fit Digicel
of Traditional

contractual relationship between the owner of
the network and a telecommunications service
provider. For example, a telecommunications
service provider such as a mobile virtual network
operator (MVNO) leases wholesale capacity
from the network owner for a fee. In contrast,
commercial arrangements of this sort are not
typically formed between OTT content
providers, who uses the Internet protocol to offer
services, and network owners. This does not
include the net neutrality interferences such as
paid prioritisation and zero rating discussed in
the document.
Consequently, the Authority is not of the view
that the statement cited in TSTT’s comments is
“evidently inconsistent” and should be deleted.
Rather, it highlights the novelty of OTT-type
telecommunications services and underscores
the importance of determining a suitable
framework for their regulation. Specifically, the
Discussion Paper recommends a “same service,
same rules” approach which introduces
regulation based on the concept of functional
equivalence. This will be considered in greater
detail within the policy framework.

Digicel strongly believes that there should be Digicel believes that in The Authority notes Digicel’s comments on the
applicability of general regulatory provisions to all order to fully participate assessment of functional equivalence. The
in the global digital Authority
also
acknowledges
Digicel’s
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Regulations to
OTT Services

entities who make their services available to the economy Trinidad and
end users Trinidad.
Tobago must carry out a
fundamental review of its
As TATT has pointed out these would include (but regulatory framework and
are not limited to) cybersecurity, data protection, that the output of such a
child pornography, intellectual property rights, regulatory reset should be
national security and privacy controls. Given the a framework which as far
cross sector activity of OTT operators, a similar as possible is based on
cross sectoral approach must be taken in the design generally
applicable
of regulations.
horizontal
regulation
rather
than
vertical
Digicel believes that any assessment of functional sectoral regulation.
equivalence must take account of the behaviour of
the users of these services as a primary indicator of
equivalence rather than relying on technological
differences.
In this regard Digicel believes that the assessment
of functional equivalence of OTT voice and
messaging services must take account of the fact
that such services are in general accessed via a
smartphone. In this scenario an end-user is unlikely
to dial a number but instead select a recipient from
their contact list or address book. Some OTT Apps
(such as WhatsApp) allow unconnected parties to
contact each other by using the telephone number
associated with the account. In this case the OTT
provider is using the telephone number for
addressing purposes. From an end user perspective
this is indistinguishable from making a call via its
telephone service provider who will use the dialed

recommendation of a fundamental review of the
country’s regulatory framework, to establish a
framework on generally applicable horizontal
regulation.
The Authority believes that this Discussion
Paper is the first step in the development of such
a framework. In general, it recommends the test
of functional equivalence in determining the
extent to which OTTs can be regulated in the
same manner as traditional telecommunications
services.
On this note, the Authority acknowledges
Digicel’s comments on the functional
equivalence of some OTT services and
traditional
telecommunications
services.
Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 have been included in
the Discussion Paper to expand the discussion on
the functional equivalence approach. The
discussion includes factors the Authority may
consider in making its determination on
functional equivalence, such as consumer
preferences and the nature of the connectivity
experienced by the consumer.
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number for addressing purposes. It is immaterial to
the end user whether the number is also used for
call routing. Both the OTT provider and the
telephone service provider will display the ID of
the calling number. This further aligns the
functional equivalence of both services.
In terms of connection to the PSTN the levels of
penetration of OTT services such as WhatsApp is
becoming so high that PSTN interworking is no
longer required to give a functionally equivalent
any-to-any experience. This is further supported by
the offering of commercial services to businesses.
The decline in PSTN voice calls at the same time
as increases in OTT voice usage is further empirical
evidence the users of these services consider them
sufficiently equivalent to be substitutable.
Based on the above Digicel believes that OTT
services such as WhatsApp fall into classification 1
OTTs while OTT services such as Zoom might fall
into classification 2.
143. 9.2

Review of the fit TSTT
of Traditional
Regulations to
OTT Services

In this section TATT expresses concern about
imposing “obsolete regulation” as it relates to OTT
providers. This is baffling. Currently several items
of regulation within the local jurisdiction are
obsolete, yet TATT has never expressed concern in
this regard. The Telecommunications Act of 2001
(amended 2004), was primarily focused on moving

TATT must either depart
from imposing obsolete
regulations on all entities,
operators
and
OTT
providers alike or impose
these on all and amend as
we go along.

The Authority’s intention is to apply fair and
thoughtful regulation to all services under its
remit. It is on this basis that the “same service,
same rules” doctrine has been recommended for
those OTT services functionally equivalent to
traditional telecommunications services.
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away from what was almost an industry monopoly
The Authority acknowledges that there may be
and encouraging competition. It spoke little if TATT ought not to challenges with respect to the suitability of
anything about the internet, OTTs, the Internet of discriminate
in
this existing laws within this current regulatory
Things, Cybercrime, Mobile Money and Cloud regard.
environment. These challenges may extend to
Computing. We are still functioning in an
both traditional services and OTT services.
environment where we rely on policies dated as far
Furthermore, the Authority will continue to
back as 2009, stale dated regulations and an
lobby for amendments to the regulatory
antiquinsated ecosystem of regulatory instruments
frameworks, to ensure technological changes to
which have not kept pace with modern times and to
service offerings are regulated in a fair and
which operators (not OTTs), are currently
appropriate manner.
shackled. TATT continues to regulate the industry
of operators despite these obsolete instruments and
to seek to protect OTTs from this, is evidence of
deliberate discrimination in favour of OTT
providers.
144. 9

Regulation
of TSTT
OTT services

It is clear that within this section TATT seeks to
make a case for a possible regulation of OTTs in a
way that is less stringent than operators by
separating OTTs into Type 1 and Type 2
classifications. This is unacceptable and TSTT
wishes to remind TATT of the significant
Regulatory imbalance which exists between
traditional providers and the OTTs, a matter which
was casually glossed over by TATT in section 9.2.

Regulatory Imbalances:
Regulatory
Operators
Obligations

TATT needs to create a
level regulatory playing
field for all service
providers. OTTs should
neither be exempt from
regulation nor should
they be allowed to benefit
from a light touch
approach. To do so would
be discrimination of the
highest order.

The Authority notes TSTT’s concerns about the
different classifications for OTTs. The
Authority’s approach is to apply relevant and
indiscriminate regulation to all services under its
remit.

The Discussion Paper recommends, as far as
practical, a “same service, same rules” approach
to the regulation to OTTs based on the concept
of functional equivalence. Sections 9.4.1 and
9.4.2 have been included in the Discussion Paper
to expand the discussion on the functional
equivalence approach and to include a write-up
OTTs
This too is opposed to the on the jurisdictional intricacies behind OTT
objects of the Act Section regulation.
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Licensing

Regulatory
Levies
(Spectrum, Numbering
Concession Fees etc.)
Universal Service Fees
Universal
Obligations
Taxes

Service

QoS Obligations

Emergency
Access
Dominance

Number

3subject
(a) “an to
open market for
Must purchase Not
telecommunications
license
to licensing
despite
services,
including
operate
the
regulatory
conditions
for
fair
requirement
at
the
Regulatory
N/A competition,
national
and
mandate
international levels”.
Regulatory
N/A
mandate
Regulatory
N/A
mandate
Subject to local N/A
taxes
License
N/A
includes
requirements
for SLA’s
Required
N/A

Subject
to
declarations of
dominance and
related rules
Infrastructure/Network Access
to
upgrade
and facilities
maintenance
obligations
Net Neutrality Rules
Subject to these
if implemented

Other OTTs that do not meet the functional
equivalent criteria may be subject to regulation
that applies to their nature and function. This
includes regulation to address cybersecurity,
data protection, child pornography, IPR, national
security and privacy issues and other public
interest matters.

Exempt
from
dominance
considerations.
N/A

N/A
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Privacy/Data Protection Strict
data
protection and
privacy
requirements
by Law
Strict
Financial Required
by
Reporting
law.
Requirements
Strict Market Data Concession
Reporting
requirement.
Requirements

Voluntary at best.
Not subject to local
laws.

N/A

N/A

The Regulatory imbalances are staggering and
TATT’s recommendation of a light tough approach
for any type of OTT is unacceptable.
This type of asymmetric regulation reduces
incentives to share costs. Given that telcos are
regulated and OTTs are not, OTTs have no
incentives to reduce the burden on the ISP networks
that they use. As a result, investments made by
service providers into their networks are rapidly
consumed as the OTTs attempt to devour more and
more capacity with their content.
TATT is advised that there is nothing in the
business model and or commercial make-up of the
OTT that can create a legitimate case for either no
regulation or a light touch regulatory approach.
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As a matter of fact, OTT providers are large
powerful entities who display significant market
power in many of the jurisdictions in which they
operate. The market capitalization of one of the
smallest edge providers, Amazon, is more than
twice that of the largest ISP in the USA, Comcast,
and the market capitalization of Google alone is
greater than every cable company in America
combined. It is hardly likely that any single ISP in
Trinidad and Tobago or across the Caribbean
region for that matter can exert any type of
Significant Market Power (SMP) when face to face
with these OTTs. Who then should receive the light
touch regulatory approach?
Further, the recently raised Cambridge Analytica
debacle involving Facebook and political
interference is a cautionary tale to all parties of
what can happen when OTTs are left unchecked.
Additionally, there many are OTTs who do not
charge an access fee to users but still generate
considerable revenue and profit through ad
placement, viewership, ratings and have
considerable influence and reach e.g. Instagram,
WhatsApp and Youtube. They are also legitimate
streams of income for content providers and
influencers. Ignoring this is akin to treating them as
if they are not for profit entities, which they are not.
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145. 9.3

Future outlook CCTL
of
OTT
regulation

TATT concedes OTT video/media services are
functionally equivalent to subscription television
services, but concludes that these OTT services do
not use telecommunications resources, such as
numbers or spectrum, and thus should not be
regulated in the same manner as traditional
subscription television services.
FLOW contends this line of reasoning only serves
to avoid the genuine issues. It is established that
video/media-based services consume significant
bandwidth. Additionally, some OTT video services
facilitate content piracy. Bandwidth consumption,
and the implications for network investments, plus
content piracy, which prevent rights holders from
recouping investment in programming, are two of
the key issues facing the market. Finding solutions
to these issues is critical to ensuring the sustained
and robust development of the sector.

146. 9.1 1

9.3

TATT regulates local ISPs so can facilitate
enforcement of targeted blocking of illegal content.
This is not dissimilar to block-out enforcement
measures used on linear subscription television
platforms.
Definition of a Ministry of Public As iterated by MPU, the services of the NGN are
Telecommunicat Utilities
for all intentions and purposes, telecommunication
ions
Service
services. But functionally this is just a major
Future Outlook
heading or category for the array of services. There
of
OTT
is a further subdivision or, sub categorisation
Regulation

In balancing interests of
the varied stakeholders,
TATT should be mindful
of
the
broader,
fundamental objectives
of the Act, such as
encouraging
network
investment,
property
rights,
the
orderly,
sustainable development
of the sector, and
ensuring fair competition

The Authority agrees with CCTL on the
importance of broader, fundamental objectives,
such as encouraging network investment, IPR
and other areas relevant to the orderly,
sustainable development of the sector and to
ensuring fair competition. Where applicable,
these areas of regulatory control would apply to
both Type 1 and Type 2 OTT classifications.

The suggested service
types and
layers are as follows:
• Network Transport
Services – Physical
Infrastructure Layers

The Authority notes MPU’s concerns about
ambiguity and partiality ensuing where service
definitions are not lined up in a structured way.
The
Authority
also
notes
MPU’s
recommendation for classifications of OTT
services.

Furthermore, the Authority points to
amendments made to the Discussion Paper to
include an expanded discussion on the functional
equivalence approach. Section 9.4.1 discusses in
more detail the factors that the Authority may
consider in making a determination on functional
equivalence. Examples of these factors include
consumer preferences and perception, the use of
fee payments (indirect/direct), and the use of
national telecommunications resources (radio
frequency spectrum and public telephone
numbers.)
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required, one that brings services in alignment with
the network layers of the NGN.
The current TS definition used by TATT captures
content ((writing, images etc.) with transport
(transmissions, reception of signals etc.) and
software applications into one vertical silo.
When in fact these components are more
analytically expressed through the horizontal layers
of the network. This layering of the services
definition is also compatible with the
classifications made by the IT field which in turn
promotes compatibility too, with ICT definitions of
services.
Telecommunications now seems last to adopt that
same service
layer taxonomy (application, content and
transmission/transport services). To future proof
service definitions to match the advancing NGN
model requires relating the converged network
(multi- service, single network) to an evolutionary
path. Even broadcasting service is subsumed by the
NGN converged network as a “converged service”
and as for the NGN, all converged services are
essentially telecommunication services” in a broad
manner of speaking. The distinction of a
broadcasting service was not only technologybased, but radio broadcasting itself was singled out
for special regulatory treatment because it was
related to a set of attributes that were considered
important to defend. These attributes are as
follows; the persuasive power that broadcasting

(Transmission and
Logistical Layers
• Application Services –
Application Layer
• Content services –
Content Layer
These services do not
appear on the PSTN and
are really defined based
on the structure of an
IPnetwork layers.
If
all
the
service
definitions are not lined
up in a structured way to
distribute
regulations
across them, a lot if
ambiguity and partiality
will ensue to collapse the
practicality of the whole
regulated regime3.

While the Authority acknowledges that many
services are defined based on the structure of the
IP network layers, it also recognises that aligning
the regulatory framework for OTTs with the OSI
seven-layer model may be at variance with the
Authority’s technology and service neutrality
position.
The Authority agrees there is a need to find a
structured regulatory framework that applies to
OTTs in a clear and impartial manner. The
Discussion Paper recommends that the
Authority’s Authorisation Framework be
amended to include two new classifications of
OTT services. Classification 1 includes those
OTTs that are functionally equivalent to
traditional services. These OTTs should be
regulated in the same manner as traditional
telecommunications services, as far as practical.
Classification 2 includes other OTT services,
that is, which are not functionally equivalent to
traditional services. For those OTTs, sectorspecific regulations may not be required to the
same extent.
Furthermore, the Authority also points to section
9 of the Discussion Paper, which has been
amended to expand the discussion of the
applicability of the telecommunications
definition to OTTs.
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could exert over the collective listening public; the
fact that it was simultaneously cast over wide
geographic space would greater dimension to its
persuasive impact; it’s
propaganda effect needs to be carefully contained
with
appropriate standards: its impact on public opinions
and morality.
147. 9.3.1
Classification 1: Ministry of Public OTT, once they have been classified, as suggested
Functionally
Utilities
by the
Equivalent OTT
policy statements on pages 41 and 42 of the
services
Discussion Paper, (but not as telecommunication
service) they will need to be featured as part of the
9.3.2
Classification 2:
regulatory framework drawn from the Telecom Act
Policy
Other
OTT
under: Section 22; Section 24; and Section 25 –
Statements services
Interconnection.
148. 9.3.2
Classification 2: Facebook
Facebook welcomes a dialogue with the Authority
Other
OTT
about appropriate and sensible “light-handed”
services
regulation for online
services. We must be sure that regulatory
frameworks for online services do not stifle
innovation or competition and protect consumers.
In particular, telecommunications regulations
should not be automatically extended to online
services, and we agree with the Authority's
preliminary view that online services that do not
connect with the public switched telephone
network (PSTN) should not be
regulated like network operators. We also
encourage the Authority to consider possibilities
for eliminating outmoded

The
Authority
acknowledges
MPU’s
recommendations. It is important to note that,
prior to the classification as presented in the
Discussion Paper, an OTT service must be
defined as a telecommunications or broadcasting
service. Subsequent to this, all relevant
regulatory provisions and/or requirements, as far
as applicable, will be applied.
The Authority thanks Facebook for the
information given on other countries’
approaches to OTT regulation. Throughout the
consultation process of this document, the
Authority has considered, and will continue to
consider, these and any other relevant case
studies. In particular, in the development of its
criteria for “functional equivalence”, the
Authority has considered the factors presented
by Facebook, to determine the extent to which
OTTs can be regulated in the same manner as
traditional telecommunications services.
Consequently, section 9 of the document has
been amended to include a discussion on the
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regulations for traditional services
Legacy telecommunications regulations should not
be extended to online service providers (OSPs)
because network
operator and OSP markets, business models, and
technical abilities are fundamentally different.
Network operators
own and control the underlying broadband access
infrastructure, and consumers may have limited
choice in their network provider and there may be
a cost to switching. Telecommunications
regulations have been structured with those
considerations in mind. OSPs, however, don't
control that infrastructure, and operate in a highly
competitive market in which it is easy for
consumers to switch between competing services.
With regard to control of the network, the Authority
rightly notes, for example, that OSPs “may not . . .
have control over the quality of the service offered,
making the application of [Quality of Service]
obligations irrelevant.”
Consultation at 41.
The EU, in the process of reforming the
telecoms code to take into account the new digital
market, appropriately took these fundamental
distinctions into
account in assessing the types of obligations that
should apply to companies that control the
underlying network, and

term “functional equivalence”, listing some of
the factors the Authority may take into
consideration before its determination.
Additionally, the Authority’s proposed approach
includes two classifications for OTT regulation,
based on the concept of functional equivalence.
The first classification provides for functionally
equivalent OTT services to be regulated in a
similar
manner
to
traditional
telecommunications services, as far as
applicable, considering the relevance of the
existing obligations to the OTT business model.
The second classification addresses other OTTs
and provides for their adherence to the wider
laws and policy objectives of the country. Key
areas for regulatory control under this
classification include cybersecurity, data
protection, child pornography, IPR, national
security, privacy, and other public interest
matters.
The Authority takes note of the presented
examples of regulatory approaches adopted by
various jurisdictions in response to new digital
markets. The Authority remains committed to
adopting effective and relevant policies pursuant
to its statutory obligations under the Act.
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22 that provide services purely through apps that
run over those networks.
To the extent that telecommunications regulations
were enacted to protect consumers in the absence
of a competitive
marketplace, the existence of actual competition
from online service providers may reduce or
eliminate the need for such
regulation.
Globally, many law and policymakers recommend
a cautious approach to extension of existing
regulation to new services that also considers
opportunities for deregulation of traditional
services. For example, in a joint letter to the
European
Commission (EC) regarding reform of the
European Union's telecoms framework, the
governments of 10 European countries cautioned
against “automatically extending” regulation to
online services, urging the EC to “consider
deregulation of traditional telecoms services.” See
Joint
Letter from Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Ireland, Finland,Lithuania, Poland,
Sweden, United
Kingdom
to
Vice-President
Ansip
and
Commissioner Oettinger, European Commission,
at pp. 1-2 (2016), available
here.
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Similarly, the Nordic National 23 Regulatory
Authorities recommended “a cautious approach to
regulation” of online
services and that “possibilities to simplify,
modernize and lighten existing regulation should
be pursued.” Nordic NRAs, The EU
telecommunications legislation for the Digital
Single Market, The Nordic NRAs’ viewpoints
(July 4, 2016), available here. Regulators and
lawmakers are also actively reconsidering existing
broadcast regulatory frameworks in light of
changes in the marketplace. For example, Hong
Kong's Commerce and Economic Development
Bureau (CEDB) has initiated a review of its
broadcasting regulatory
framework “with the aim of relaxing obsolete
statutory requirements.” See Hong Kong
Commerce and Economic
Development Bureau, Review of Television and
Sound Broadcasting Regulatory Regimes,
Consultation Paper,
at 15 (Feb. 2018). The CEDB did not propose to
extend existing obligations for traditional
audiovisual services to OTT
services in part because “[t]hough OTT and other
Internet TV and radio programme services are
gaining their prominence, traditional media . . . are
still highly pervasive and accessible to all in the
family, young and old.” Id. at 46. 24
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In October 2017, the Australian Parliament enacted
broadcasting reform legislation that in part
eliminated media control and broadcast audience
reach restrictions and was intended to “improve the
sustainability
of
Australia’s
free-to-air
broadcasting sector” and “reform[] outdated media
regulation . . . to better reflect the contemporary
digital media environment.” See Parliament of
Australia, Broadcasting
Legislation Amendment (Broadcasting Reform)
Bill 2017, Summary (2017), available here; The
Parliament of The
Commonwealth
of
Australia
House
of
Representatives,
Broadcasting
Legislation
Amendment (Broadcasting Reform) Bill 2017
Explanatory Memorandum, at p. 2 (2017),
available here.
In
November
2017,
the
US
Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) eliminated or
revised several of its
broadcast ownership rules to “reflect the present,
not the past” of the media landscape. The FCC
concluded that updating those rules – which
principally limit a single entity's ownership of
multiple media outlets – would afford broadcasters
and local newspapers “a greater opportunity to
compete and thrive in the 25 vibrant and fastchanging media marketplace.” See FCC, 2014
Quadrennial Regulatory Review – Review of the
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Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rules and
Other Rules Adopted Pursuant to Section 202 of the
Telecommunications
Act of 1996 et al., MB Docket No. 14 et al., Order
on Reconsideration and Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking, at ¶ 1 (Nov. 20, 2017), available here.
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149. 9.3.2

Classification 2: Facebook, Inc
Other
OTT
services

We look forward to the opportunity for further
dialogue with the Authority regarding any “lighthanded” regulations that may be appropriate for
online services.

The
Authority
appreciates
Facebook’s
contribution to the consultation process, as the
position on the regulation of OTT services is
finalised into a policy framework.

150. 9.3.2

Classification 2: TTCS
Other
OTT
services

Users and Companies in Trinidad and Tobago have
benefited greatly from the use of OTTs in saving
time and money, improving efficiency and
improving quality of life whether for work or the
home, having been free to utilitze the latest
technologies available globally.

The Authority notes TTCS’ concerns over OTT
providers blocking access in Trinidad and
Tobago in response to regulation. The Authority
recognises that the jurisdictional component of
internationally based OTTs makes regulation
more complex.

Any form of applying regulatory hurdles because
of perceived regulatory power over OTTs will
likely backfire as OTTs facing such regulatory
hassles or hurdles to operate in a relatively small
market would simply block access for Trinidad and
Tobago to their OTTs. This would reduce Trinidad
and Tobago’s ability to compete locally and
globally. It would also signal to the wider world

Trinidad and Tobago is not the only country
considering the regulation of these services.
Countries such as Australia, India, Singapore,
the UK and the US have implemented an array
of strategies ranging from enhancing OTT access
to OTT blocking41. The Discussion Paper has
been amended to include a discussion on this.

https://www.orfonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/ORF_Issue_Brief_315_Thailand-OTT.pdf
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that Trinidad and Tobago is more difficult for any
ICT/Internet companies to do any business here
and such companies should look elsewhere.
Also expecting that enforcement of regulatory
controls of OTTs to ISPs is extremely problematic
to implement. ISPs can’t block certain information
being transmitted / stored over an OTT. We again
refer to the Internet Society’s White Paper
“Perspectives on Internet Content Blocking: An
Overview”
at
https://www.internetsociety.org/doc/internetcontent-blocking : using filters to block access to
online content is inefficient, likely to be ineffective,
and is prone to generate collateral damage affecting
innocent Internet users.

151. Appendix
I

TSTT

Also, many Internet users use encryption online,
including using VPNs to connect to their
workplaces. How would TATT via the ISPs be able
to access Internet users’ information to determine
the content, short of having the ISPs/TATT insert
themselves into the network. See again our
responses to question 1,2,3 regarding what we
consider as reasonable traffic management.
Appendix
Caribbean: TATT in its discourse has made two TATT to remove the 5fatal errors, either knowingly or unknowingly.
country/1-regulator
information identified as
1. TATT has focused only on the matter of Net the
Caribbean
Neutrality
perspective, and replace

The Authority will collaborate, as far as
practical, with OTT providers to ensure that all
services offered in Trinidad and Tobago are in
accordance with the laws of the country.
The Authority notes TTCS’ reference to its
previous statements and research, which the
Authority has addressed above.

TSTT’s comments and recommendations are
noted. To expand the breadth of information
presented within the document, the Authority
will include CANTO’s position in addition to
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same with the CANTO ECTEL’s. Appendix 1 has been amended
position on the treatment accordingly.
of OTTs and Net
Neutrality, as this is a
wider, truer position of
This does not represent the Caribbean perspective the Caribbean perspective
and should not be identified as such.
and exists in the public
domain.
On the matter of OTTs, it would be remiss of TSTT
to not remind TATT that operators across the
Caribbean have been lobbying for the regulation of
the competing OTT players individually, and in
their representations via CANTO, the entity whose
work was cited by the Authority earlier in this
document. TATT is directed to one of CANTO’s
position papers (attached) on the matter of OTT
services wherein CANTO calls upon Regulators
and Ministers to level the playing field between
OTT providers and Operators. The position paper
shared was produced in 2014, however, the
position of the body remains the same as that
presented by CANTO at the IIC, Miami, in May 24
-25, 2018. OTT providers must be made subject to
the same or very similar regulatory requirements as
the traditional providers. This position, is more
representative of the Caribbean as the CANTO
perspective considers almost ALL the Caribbean
countries.
2. TATT has only provided the ECTEL
perspective. One which relates to only less
than 20% of the Caribbean and are all
governed by a single regulator.

The position also applies to the issue of Net
Neutrality. The 5 country/1 regulator ECTEL
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position is not the best representation of the
Caribbean perspective. The best representation of
this is the fact that over 30 Network Operators from
the Caribbean region have now signed the “Code of
Practice for safeguarding the open Internet” (also
attached). This Code of Practice was the
collaborative output of operators across the region
and balances the needs and freedoms of end users
and content providers with the requirement of
Operators to run their networks and their
corresponding freedom to innovate and develop
new services and business models. Again TATT
seems to have ignored this in favour of a position
more in keeping with their own.
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